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PeakerHARMONIC RESPONSE

The Mullard Pure Music Speaker gives true reproductionfor one
fundamental reason that itis highly sensitive to harmonics, the

number and strength of which provide the characteristics whereby
both voices and instruments are distinguished one from the other.
Walk into a radio dealer, listen to the Pure Music Speaker, and the
first few words spoken or sung or the first few bars of music will
convince you that you are listening to the one speaker which com-
pletely satisfies the sense of hearing.

The only Speaker responsive to harmonics.
PRICE E6 -6 -0
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"IDEAL"

TRANSFORMER
The most solidly constructed Transformer
on the market on account of the exception-
ally large amount of highest grade materials
used in its construction. The "Ideal "
Transformer is a scientifically built instru-
ment of precision-so per cent: of the
cost of production being devoted to special
tests during each stage of manufacture.
Every " Ideal " Transformer carries a
year's unconditional guarantee of reliability
and performance.

Four ratios; 2.7-1, 4-1, 6-1, 8-1,

Price 25'.- each
Descriptive literature on The Marconiphone " Ideal"

Tr(Fusfor tiler sent on request to :-

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY
LIMITED

Head Office :
210-212, Tottenham Court Road,

London, W.1
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THE most amazing 3 -valve set yet designed
is described in No. 1 of the " Elstree Radio
News," the magnificent new wireless

journal (to be published approximately at quarterly inter-
vals) which, for the whole of this year, will be posted free to
every S.T._ valve user who sends us his name..apd_adclres,:.
together with the test certificate cut from an S.T. valve carton.
It is the first H.F., Det. and L.F. Radio Press star set, the
ultimate outcome of months of research at the famous Elstree
Laboratories now at the. service of S.T. users. At -almost

every degree on the single dial, stations come in with magnificent
volume when S.T. valves are used, and the warm living music which
pours from the loud speaker will amaze you. cA set' like this, 4bso-
lutely matched to the valves, can be designed to _ give the maximum
results, and this is borne out ,in a striking manner. It is the 3 -valve
set of the year, and photographs, working blue
prints.(Free), and full descriptiort appear in each copy

of the " Elstree News," together with details of the
Elstrophoite, a new 5 -valve set which will supersede the
Solodyne 5'; from which it can be very readily converted.
There are also further notes for those interested in the
original Solodyne and Elstree Six, 'many extremely
interesting circuits and research articles.
Buy an S.T.-the valve with the perfect vacuum ---
now and enjoy this new beautifully printed and
illustrated 60 -page journal.

2 -VOLT. 4 -VOLT.
8.T. 21A (R e s. 8.T. 41A. (Res.

Cap.) 0.1 amp. Cap.) tri amp.
Amplification Amplification

35  HP. 35 .. 14/-
8.T. 21 (H.F.) 8.T. 41 ( H. F. S.T. 81B (H.F. and

trx amp...141- and bet.) oI Det.) cex amp. 141.
8.T. 22 (L.F. amp. .14,/.

and Det.) cri LT. 42 (Power)
amp. .. 14/- err amp.18/6

S.T.23 (F ow e r) 8.T.43 (Super 8.T. 63(SuperPower)
o15 amp. al Power) 0.25 0.25 amp. .. 22,6

ramp...' 22/6
Address applications for " Elstree Radio News" (with test
,ertifica(e)lo to: Neics, c/o S.T. Ltd.. 2. Melbourne

Place, Strand, London, W.C.2
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8 -VOLT.

S.T. 81A (Res. Cap.)
0.1 amp. anvil-
fication 40 ..

KT. 82 (Power) *ot
amp. .. 18/6
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TIIEItE are signs that the public,
stimulated by articles in the
technical and lay Press, are

beginning to pay more and more
attention to the question of quality
as opposed to quantity in broadcast
reception. The writer has 'always
believed_ that the permanency of
broadcasting must rely upon an in-
terest in listeners in what is received,
not in the method of receiving it.

Anything that the B.B.C. may do
in helping those who produce and use
sets to make the best of their trans-
missions, they will do, and I feel I can
do nothing better, in a series of
articles, than to run through the
underlying principles and try and
set down in concise form some of the
chief difficulties which prevent per-
fect reception.

_The whole thing is so painfully
simple in essence. The trouble is
frequently that in steering between the
Scylla of 'seeming to favour pro-
prietary articles, and the Charybdis
of vagueness, one is carried away
from solid -fact in a swirling spate of
words which leave the reader lament-
ing our ever-increasing separation.

What is the Problem ?
Boldly to take the bull by the

horfiS, it would be better to publish
here and now the diagram of a set
which satisfies not perhaps an ideal,
but at any rate practical conditions.
This I will do later, but in a series of
technical articles, one must lead up
to the' final diagram, since it would
seem a pity for people blindly to
copy a specification knowing nothing
about it. This so often does more
harm than good.

In the first place, what exactly is
the problem ? It is to design an
apparatus which is first made to
" pick up " wireless Waves so that

H.F. currents in time and tune with
the transmitter flow in the aerial,
next to " rectify " these currents so
only the envelope of half the H.F.
currents is thereafter dealt with, then
to deal with this envelope of uni-
directional impulses (called the low
frequency) in a valve or chain of
valves, so that eventually we have
L.F. currents which are "shoved" into
a " loud speaker " which very rarely
reproduces what is "shoved into it

The H.F. System
First, then, we come to the question

of the reception of the electric waves
themselves. Certain cardinal prin-
ciples here stand out.

Capt. P. P. Eckersley, the B.B.C.'s Chief
Engineer and a staunch advocate of

"Quality First."
339

HOW CAN THE QUALITY
OF YOUR RECEPTION BE

IMPROVED ?

In this article -the first of an
important series - the Chief
Engineer of the B.B.C. gives
listeners some really practical

details of set -design.
By Capt. P. P. ECKERSLEY,

M.I.E.E.

(1) It is as well to have a sensitive
aerial and aerial tuning system. Bad
aerials mean oscillation and pooisig-
nals, or an expensive number of valves.

(2) It must be patent that the
H.F. systeni, Whatever it is, must not
be so " efficient " as to: be too selec-
tive. In breadcast telephony, we
require to receive a  fundamental
frequency + 10,000. yibrations on
either side. 'If the receiver is too
selective the quality of the reception
is affected.

(3) In spite of (2), we must have
a respectable degree of selectivity,
otherwisd the set Will fail to cut : out
one station in favour of another, if
and when another is available. -

What Some People Do
POINT 1.-On this question of

general efficiency of an aerial, I simply
say this : Many people, to. &two
trouble, or, dare it be whispered ?
sometimes to conceal the fact of their
having a sef, most often through
ignorance, simply sling up a piece of
wire round the room, use a coil of
44 -wire, earth on to an aluminium -
painted hot-water radiator, and either
spend their tithe oscillating at about
ten watts power or complain that the
local station is weak.

It is a fact which I have seen
demonstrated, that with a frame
two feet Square, or a small capacity
aerial . and low -resistance coils, a
3 -valve set, not Unduly forced, can
be made to give fair strength at
ten to fifteen miles from a main
station.

It is a fact .which is demonstrated
toe often, to me in bitter experience,
that many a 3 -valve set with bad
aerial, bad coil, and bad earth, but
at the same time with a big aerial,
has to be set on the verge of reaction
ten to fifteen miles frOni London.
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THE SEARCH FOR QUALITY --concluded

It is a fact that is demonstrated to
me on a set that I am using, that
even with an indifferent aerial and:
a not, too good earth. a_ 4 -valve
set can be made to give, with as -

perfect quality as we know how to
get (i.e. with no forcing), any foreign
station worth hearing. The reason
is that the design of coils is good.

I am getting at this. A good aerial,.
a good coil, and a good earth can be
made to do wonders. It is no good
expecting a small frame to do every-
thing ; it is no good expecting a good
Coiland a had earth to .he good'; it
is no good . . . . hut I laboUr the
point.

If you have room for it, put up a
good, honest aerial, sixty feet' hori-
zontal,. forty feet high, and lead it
in to the set at once, not with bell
wire run round the house. If you have
difficulties in doing this, get as near
to this ideal as you can.

Good Earth Essential
If you have facility, forget the

gas main, the hot-water radiator, but
do not be so shy of a good contact
on to the water main. Best of all
dig-and dig. deep-in the garden,
and buy a plate of copper or sheet
metal, 5 ft. by 3 ft., and solder a
good connection on to. it, and make a
real earth. If you cannot, the water
main is good.

.If all these ideas are out of the
question, very often a good frame
aerial is better than that deceiver of
listeners, the " indoor aerial." One
cannot be dogmatic, however, because
conditions vary so much.

. Reaction,
that wonderful
but abused
quality, should
be used spar.

ingly . .

As to the aerial tuning inductance
itself; I am always so surprised to
find that so very few people realise
that ohms mean resistance, and that
resistance mean less current and less
current mean weaker signals, and
weaker signals mean more valves,
and more valves Mean more money.
The average plug-in coil has a

"What is wrong,
after all, with a
circular for-
mer? " asks
Capt. Eckersley
in discussing the
aerial coil to give..

best resUlts.

resistance of- 10, or some
60 ohms. -Especially is this so on
the long waves, where the aerial
system may be as much as 200 ohms.
The sort of value required is 20 or
30 at maximum for long waves and
5 or 10 on short.

What is wrong, after all, with a
circular former ? A cylinder, in fact,
wound with wire. Here is a speci-'
fication of a coil which is a wireless
engineer's job. Diameter about 3 or
4 inches, length 3 or 4 inches and
15 to 20 turns to the inch. This for
waves between 200 and '600 metres,
but 'anyone can calculate it right ;
I give the general idea for guidance.

The inductance of a cylindrical coil
is given by (n- DN)21k, where D is
the diameter, N the number of turns
per unit length, 1- the length, and k
is a constant which is given in tables.
in any good wireless text book.
L comes out in centimetres. L can
be calculated by the wave -length
required, because the wave -length
equals 2 CL, where C is the
capacity. The point I am getting at
is that these large coils of cylindrical
form give 'a resistance of 1 -10th or
so of the compaCt type, and with
a good aerial and earth, enormously
increase the efficiency of the aerial
system.

The Side -Band Problem
POINT 2.-In the medium waves;

and for getting the local station where
a lot of reaction should not he used,
there should be very little 'fear of
cutting off side bands. I have,
however, noticed that the -use of -
low damped coils probably does cut

- 340 -

off a little " top," or, possibly, what
comes to'the same to the ear, enhances
the bottom. This is not bad, because
with top goes some " mush," and the
effect is. so gentle over the musical.
scale that, really, it is extremely
pleasant: For long -waves (Daventry),
too excessive a reliance' upon low
damping may produce cut-off, so one
would advise keeping the same sort
of size of cylindrical coils, and wind-
ing with a much greater number of
turns per unit length. The wave -length
is about 4 times, hence the inductance
has to be 16 tinies, but the number
of this per. unit length only 4 times.
This will increase the .damping suffi-
ciently to avoid side band cut-off:
Damping can be introduced, remera-:
bet by adding reSistande-4 very
easy. thing to 'do ; efficiency cannot,
with given coils; be increased by
removing resistance !

Alternative Programmes
As to POINT 3, quite a respectable

start towards reasonable selectivity
can be got by attending to coils. It
is the intention of the Broadcasting
Corporation, provided Government

Besides being very
easily inserted or
withdrawn the plug-
in coil has the im-
portant advantage

of compactness.

permission is given, to give alternative
programmes in this country, by erect-
ing twin wave -length stations in
various parts of 'the country. This
will mean that any set will have to
have just that ,measure of selectivity -

to enable it to pick up art trans-
missions of equal power. This is very
different from picking up a 1 kw.
station at 200 miles while one is
located a mile away from another
station of 1 kw. The local station
is then relatively Overpowering. We
are only asking for equality sefection. '

As to reaction, that wonderful but
abused quality, the- user should use :

it sparingly on medium waves ; it
is' a snare and a delusion on the long...
But H.F. efficiency makes its use
controllable.
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THE great popularity achieved by
what are generally termed
" neutrodyne circuits " (al-

though strictly speaking, this term
should only be applied to those circuits
devised by Prof. Hazeltine) has been
due to the efficiency of the stabilising
methods employed. This stability is
secured, not by the old scheme of
whittling down the energy available
until the feed -back is insufficient to
maintain oscillation, but by " balanc-
ing out the feed -back current which
would otherwise be a source- of
trouble.

Two Popular Arrangements
Two circuits which have achieved

great popularity are shown in Fig. 1
(known as the " split primary "
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This unique four-valver embodies a solution to
one of the outstanding problems that arise in
connection with effective neutralisation. Mr.
Harris in his usual practical manner has de -
vised a method of applying the system, so that
even inexpert constructors should now be able
to get first class results without the slightest
trouble. Moreover, the " Black Prince will
take practically any valves, and although it is
a remarkably sensitive set and will bring in
many stations on the speaker, it is very stable
and very easy to handle. We confidently an-
ticipate that the " Black Prince " will prove one
of 1927's most popular four -valve receivers.

The set designed, built and described by
PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.

(Editor of " The Wireless Constructor.")

circuit) and in Fig. 2 (generally called only one stage of H.F. magnification
" split -secondary.") For simplicity preceding the detector is shown, but

Y17 - 5PL /7" PR/MARY CtRcear. "76/

#//r

0-0-0

4 --RC

90. 9* 90 91. 9 9 ******** 9 1 9119. 9 949.44> 9. 90 9* 9 )0 90 900 9 9 9 9>4 0 9

1 ebonite pane!, 16 x 8 x 1 or in.
(See notes.)

1 cabinet to take above, with base-
board 16 x 14 in. (See notes.)

1 pair brackets (Came), Magnum, Peto-
Scott, etc.).

2 variable condensers, .0303 mid.
(Bowyer Lowe, Popular).

1 variable condenser -0005 mfd. (Bow-
yer Lowe, Popular).

2 Kurz-Kasch vernier part dials (Rother-
mel Radio Corpn.).

1 11, in. arrow knob (Rothermel Radio
Corpn.).

1 on and off switch (Decko).
2 standard screened coil screens and

bases.
1 split secondary coil, lower range.
1 split secondary coil, Daventry range.
1 split primary coil, lower range.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED

1

1

4

4

1

4

3
1

split primary coil, Daventry range.
neutrovernier condenser (Gambrel).
balancing condenser (McMichael).
100,000 ohm anode resistance and
base (Dubilier, Mullard, Varley, etc.).
250,000 ohm anode resistances and
bases (Dubilier, Mullard, Varley, etc.).
fixed resistors (Amperites, Tenprytes,
Magnum, etc.).
anti -vibratory valve holders (any
good standard make ; those shown are
" Wearite ")
.0093 mid. grid condenser and clips
for series leak (S 'P pattern T.C.B.).
grid leaks (Dubilier, Lissen,
etc.). See notes.
grid leak holders. (Dumetohm).
H.F. choke (McMichael, Varley, split -
coil type, R.I., etc.).

**** 04 90 0.9 9 94 It  ***** 9 ************** 909499999949449990449999-49.040

3 fixed condensers .015 mid. (Dubi:ier
-type 610 or 620).

2 fixed condensers 1 mid. (Dubilier,
Lissen, T.C.C.).

1 terminal strip (Magnum).
Glacite or similar wire for wiring up.

Cost of set with cabinet, as illustrated,
and coils for both ranges, but without
valves £17.

If in. panel is used, recesses most be
cut at back to take nuts of K.K. dials,
as these are designed for in. panels.
Any standard ".double depth " cabinet
can be used. The handsome drop front
cabinet illustrated was supplied by
Pato-Scott Co., Ltd. Similar cabinets
can be obtained from all the leading
makers.

Values of leaks are discussed in article.
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THE "BLACK PRINCE"-continued

the following remarks apply equally
to one or more stages.

Iii the Fig. 1 circuit the small
condenier NC is adjusted to balance
out the reaction effect due to the
capacity between the- plate and the
grid of the first valve. The primary

. winding of the H.F. transformer be-
' tween the first and second valves, is

divided ; one half being connected

due to the fact that half of the coil,
in the grid circuit, is tightly. coupled
to the other half in the plate circuit,
giving the necessary coupling to
maintain self -oscillation. Unless
means are adopted to counteract this
effect, it will be found impossible to
stabilise the set over the whole range.

By inserting a fixed resistance of
say 100,000 ohms. between the centre

The Panel, in its severe simplicity suggests its prototype-The. Black Prince.

between the plate and H.T. positive,
and the other half between: the H.T.
positive and. the neutralising con-
denser. Reaction . in the detector
circuit is obtained by the combination
of ca.pacitative and inductive reaction,
With which the name of John . L.
Reinartris generally associated.

In the Fig. 2 circuit vm have two
identical H.F. transformers, the first
being used to couple the aerial to the
first grid circuit, and the second for
coupling the plate Circuit of thett.
valve to the grid circuit of the de
tector. The secondary winding of
each transformer is tapped in the
centre; this point beingtaken, through -
a high resistance to the valve fila-
ment. ,One end  of the secondary of
the radio frequency transformer is
connected to the- plate of the valve
and the other to the grid,' a variable
condenser for_ tuning purposes, being
connected across the, whole coil. In
this circuit,. too, condenser NC is
adjusted to balance out the effect of
the capacity betWeen the plate and
the grid of the valve.

Parasitic Oscillation
Split coil.circuits 'of -this type have

an unfortunate tendency to' oscillate
" on their own " at. a frequency de-
pendent upon the natural  frequency
of the secondary of the transformer,

tap and the filament, these parasitic
oscillations -can be damped out with-
out appreciably altering the efficiency
at ordinary broadcast wave -lengths.
A resistance between the centre tap
and the filament of the detector is
not necessary, as this circuit is suffici-
ently damped.

Good Circuits
Both of these circuits work quite

well -when suitably made uli and
adjusted, but every experimenter
-with -such-circuits-is .aware -of the fact
that the value of the capacity required
to neutralise. the circuits in -Fig.. 1. and
Fig. 2' is often considerably in excess

of the capacity of the valve itself (i.e.,
that between grid and plate). Care-
lessness in making up a receiver may
add a number of additional capacities
needing to be neutralised, but fre-
quently in the most carefully designed
receiver the capacity needed is sur-
prisingly large.

So far as the Fig. 1 circuit is con-
cerned, it is doubtful whether it is a
genuine neutralised circuit, although
it gives a good measure of stability,
but the Fig. 2 circuit (for which we
have to thank the Weston Electric Co.
of Anieriea) is much more of a true-
" balanced " circuit.

Third Circuit Tried
There is no question that when the

highest efficiency is required, reaction
in the detector circuit is very
valuable. The grid leak and condenser
method of rectification introduces so
much damping -that the' tuning in this
circuit is flattened to a very great
degree. By reaction, we can reduce
the damping and therefore increase
the signals to a considerable extent
before reaching that point where dis-
tortion takes place:

The two popular ways of making
up the set with one stage of.neutrZ-
ised H.F. and a regenerative detector,
are those shown in Figs 1 and 2.
Fig. 1, as I have indicated, is scarcely
a real " balance " circuit. In Fig. 2
the reaction method, using a large
condenser R C instead of a small
neutralising condenser, possesses cer-.
tain disadvantages which I have not
space to mention here.

Fig. 3 shows a circuit made up with
standard screen coils, which I recently
assembled in the hope of obtaining
the very distinct advantages of the
tuned anode -,yitem with a regenera,-
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THE "BLACK PRINCE "-continued

tive detector. At first glance it looks
very promising and should work well
with any valve (which is certainly not
the case with screen coil H.F.
transformers) and has certain virtues
of simplicity. The receiver was there-
upon built up and .a great deal of
experimental data obtained. It was
abandoned, however, as when the

Le> Aoaa
Ft.err.o..

0.7

Circuit was properly neutralised, it
*as practically -impossible with stand-
ard windings to obtain proper re-
action effects, while tuning in the
tuned an Odecircuit was exceedingly
flat. On cutting out the H.F.
valve without - ups e t t i n g the
neutralised state (this could be done
by removing the fixed resistor) re-
action in the detector circuit became
perfectly normal over the whole range
of the condenser, thus proving that
the first circuit was introducing
damping. I should 'say, in passing,
that elaborate precautions were taken
to see that the set was genuinely
neutralised and a 'slight turn one way
or the other of the neutralising con-
denser removed the neutralised con-
dition.

The Final Arrangement
Fig. 4 shows this circuit re -drawn in -

a simplified form, froM which it will
be seen that the plate -filament
resistance of the H.F. valve is
shunted right across the grid circuit
of the second valve, thus introducing
considerable damping. Such a circuit
can give quite good results with
magnetic reaction of the swinging coil
type, as a suitable coil can be intro-
duced to give a tight reaction coupling,

Finally, after much experiment, the
circuit shown in Fig. 5 was chosen and
has given exceptionally good results,
distinctly better than any other
arrangement I have tried with the
standard screen coil -windings. It is
an admirable circuit for the six -pin
transformers, whether used screened

or unscreened. Where space permits
it is decidedly better to use these coils
without the screens, for shielding
effect with the close screens of these
is only obtained by an appreciable
sacrifice of efficiency. To give the_
necessary spacing, however, in a four -
valve receiver such as we are discuss-
ing here, the set would be unduly
bulky, and furthermore as only one
stage of H.F. is used and a
regenerative detector, the loss intro-
duced', by the screen is not too
noticeable.

Additional Capacity
Directly this circuit was fitted up

and tested, several interesting points
emerged. The first was that the
amount of capacity  necessary to
neutralise the circuit was far smaller
than usual, and in fact it was obviously,
in the neighbourhood of the capacity
of the valve itself. To make this
point clearer I may say with quite a
number of valves in general use the
minimum setting of a very low
minimum neutralising condenser was
too great, and it became necessary to
connect a second neutralising con-
denser between the plate and the grid
so as to bring' the capacity of the
valve, plus that of the additional
condenser, within the- range of the
neutralising condenser.

This arrangement, I may say, has
certain distinct advantages and makes
the accurate balancing of the receiver

343

an easier task. There are also other
less obvious but certainly definite
advantages.

The. second interesting point was
that the circuit seemed to work very
well indeed with a very wide variety ?f
valves-an advantage which has been
sought in the design of the " Black
Prince." Many of the disappointing
results readers have obtained with
screened coils have been due to the
use of unsuitable valves, as these
transfOrmeis ma,V,require valVes which
the average user does not possess.

Tuning proved te' be exceedingly
sharp, and on changing from the short
to :the" long range of wave -length. no
readjustment -of the neutralising con-
densers was found necessary. Reaction
control was_ perfectly smooth and
neutralising could be so definitely
effected that when London was tuned
in at full strength on a good aerial
seven miles from the station, (the
volume being considerably greater
than is required for normal use> the
removal of the fixed resistor in the
first valve, gave complete silence and
London could not even be heard when
one listened as close as possible to the
loud speaker disc or horn.

The Tuning Dials -

One disadvantage of the split
secondary circuit has been very
successfully overcome in the "-Black
Prince " by the adoption of a particular
type of vernier-the Kurz-Kasc.11
Part Dial. If you examine a split

Note the two neutral-
ising condensers on the
right side of the photo-

graph.

This photograph show.;
the general disposition
of the parts behind the
panel, with valves and
screens in position.
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secondary circuit carefully you will see
that neither the moving nor fixed
plates of the condenser are at earth
potential and for this reason the
presence of the hand near either will
affect sharp tuning. Practically all
the vernier dials now sold have a
metal plate connected to the shaft of
the condenser, the vernier wheel
bearing against the edge of this metal

disc to give the necessary reduction
gearing. It will be seen that by using
the ordinaiy type of vernier dial with
a split secondary circuit such as this,
hand capacity effects may be very
mailed. The Kurz-Kasch dial is
made entirely of Bakelite, the disc
carrying the dial markings being of
the same material. The principle of
operation of these dials is similar to
that Of most others, a small wheel
controlled by a hand -operated knob
bearing against the edge of a large
disc. As, however, this disc is of
insulating material the hand need not
come within an inch or two of the
condenser plates, particularly if the
type of 'condenser used in this set is
adopted.

H.F. Damping Resistance
While the detector circuit is so

arranged that the moving plates of
the condenser are at earth potential,
a second Kurz-Kasch dial is adopted
for uniformity.

Fig. 6 shows the complete circuit
diagram of the four -valve receiver,
from which it will be seen that the
audio frequency stages are resistance -
coupled, the value of these resistances
being high so as to utilise the new
high magnification valves which give,

with resistance coupling, a volume
comparable with that given by a really
good transformer.

On a closer examination of the cir-
cuit you will find the condenser NC2,
to which I referred earlier in the
article, its use being to add to the
capacity between plate and grid,
and will note the resistance Rd,
between the coupling condensers Cs

and the grid of the first note magnify-
ing valve. When the new high
magnification L.F. valves are used,
more than usual care is necessary in
the layout of the set, as there is a
marked tendency for the H.F. currents
to get through into the audio -fre-
quency side and be magnified, giving
rise to a whole chain of troubles. The
resistance 112, together with the
radio-freqeuency choke, does a great
deal to nullify Undesirable effects of

this kind. As a point of interest, it
may be stated that while no unwanted
effects were found on the ordinary
broadcast band, when this resistance
was omitted, its presence proved
essential to obtain good quality when
listening on the long wave -length
range. Its value is best found by
experiment, but can well be one
megohm, the leak R2 being, say,
two megohms. If. in spite -of this
resistance undesirable effects are still
found, due to a passage of H.F.
current into the audio -frequency
side, a condenser of .002 mfd. across
the loud speaker terminals will
probably effect a complete cure.

Concerning the Coils
The figures in circles refer to the

numbers on the screened coil bases.
Any of the standard screened coils
can be used. It may be wondered
why a value of 0003 mfd. has been
chosen for the first variable condenser
and 0005 mfd. for the second. . The
reason will be plain when we consider
that the split secondary coils were
designed for tuning with a double C005
mfd condenser (giving an effective
tuning capacity of .00025),
split primary type were designed to
tune with a .0005 mfd. condenser of
the single variety. By using .0003

The main back -of -panel lead; can be
seen in this view, which was taken
from the H.F. end of the baseboard.
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THE "BLACK PRINCE "-continued

mfd. to tune the first coil, we make
sure of covering the tuning range
desired, while the .0005 mfd. is, of
course, the capacity necessary for
the second, or the split primary;
coil.

Special Features
A further advantage of using

the split primary typo of H.F.
transformer as shown, without its
neutralising winding, is that if we so

for the last stage, while it is not
really unduly hi g h for the
H.F. valve, or for the detector,
taking into account the resistance in
the circuit of the latter. However, a
voltage of say, 80, on the H.F. valve
is quite enough to give excellent
results, while the drain on the H.T.
battery is obviously' less than
it would be if a 120 were used
throughout.

Although three variable condensers

Z86

i/NED ANODE C/RCINT
ApeDRAWN EFFECTDAMP/NEFFECTOPcl

ATE -17'L AMEN?" APES/STANCE
h.'"-Xtz ve.

apparent from an examination of the
diagrams and photographs.

Neutralising condensers of the pro-
gressively increasing capacity type
are recommended, in preference to
those in which two flat plates are
brought closer together by means of a
screwed rod. In the latter type of
condenser, the capacity change is
relatively small through most of the
travel, but increases very rapidly
towards the end. Furthermore, some
of these condensers short circuit,
which is dangerous in a receiver of this
kind. A good combination of neutral-
ising condensers for this receiver is,

the Gambrell " neutrovernia " fur the
actual neutralisation and the
McMichael for the additional capacity
across grid and plate of the H:F.
valve. Baseboard mounting neutral-
ising condensers consisting of inter-
leaving plates can also be recom-
mended for this second position.

desire we can still further tighten the
eoupling.between the first and second
valves, by using the neutralising
winding as an additional winding in
the primary. To do this it is only
necessary to remove the H.T.
positive connection from terminal 4
and place it on terminal 3. For this
reason and those previously given,
it will be seen that the present arrange-
ment of the Black Prince" is the most
flexible so far published for use with
the standard screened coil windings.

Other features Of the circuit will be
obvious on examination. It will be
noted that there are but two
H.T. positive terminals, the
H.F. valve and the detector
being joined to one and the two -note
magnifying valves to the other.  Due
to the presence of the resistance in
the anode circuit in the detector
valve, the actual voltage applied to
this valve is lower than that'applied
to the H.F. valve, which is
as it should be. It should be remem-
bered that with a modern neutralised
circuit a much higher anode voltage
can be used than was the case in the
old days of potentiometer control.
As a matter of fact, but for the
question of economy of H.T. consump-
tion, I should have made all valves
work on an H.T. Voltage -of 120, for
this is a desirable voltage to use with
a resistance amplifier,' and particu-
larly with the new super -power valves

are used, it is quite unnecessary to use
three vernier dials or indeed to use the
conventional tuning dial on the re
action condenser. Tuning is effected
on tlie two first condensers, which are,
as stated, fitted with vernier dials, a
small knob being used for the reaction
control. Any knob of convenient size
and good appearance can be used here.

:Easy to Construct
The constructional work is quite

By -Pass Condensers
The condenser of .015 mid. con-

nected between the terminal 4 of the
second screened coil and L.T.
negative in the theoretical diagram,
and actually connected across CT in
the practical wiring diagram, is a
radio frequency by-pass, the Mans -
bridge type of condenser being less
efficient than the mica type for this
purpose. The Mansbridge in parallel
with this is a Steadying condenser
for the H.T. supply rather than a
shunting condenser. The Mansbridge

SPLIT
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c01 I 0
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simple and can be easily carried out
from the wiring diagram. The layout
of, parts given should be closely
folloWed, this - being of the utmost
importance' on the H.F. side.

The following points require a word
or two of explanation as they are not
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condenser "Cs serves both as a shunt
and a steadying condenser for the
H.T. supply. _

Notice the fixed resistors used
throughout this receiver. It is
desirable that the cartridge type such
as the Amperite be used in the
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THE "BLACK PRINCE" --continued

H.F. stage as its quick removal is
an easy matter when neutralising.
Furthermore, this type of filament
control takes a very small space on
the baseboard and facilitates- wiring.

The appearance of a panel for 'a
radio receiver such as this is greatly
enhanced if it presents a uniform
surface without screw heads showing.
I have found a very simple method of
improving the appearance of such
panels, as follows :

After drilling holes to take screws
which normally would show, on the
front of the panel (metal screws to

hold the brackets, screw securing the
ebonite panel to the baseboard, screws
to hold variable condensers, etc.)
countersink them deeper than usual
so that the heads of the screws will be
below the level of the panel.

Final Considerations
Procure from any stationer a box of

" Glitter -wax " (the price is 6d., and
the wax is used for children's model-
ling). You will find several coloured
sticks, including a black and a red.
Place the panel horizontally, after all
components have been mounted, and

with a lighted match melt some of the
black wax so that it drops in and fills
up the recesses where the screw heads
show. See that plenty of wax drops
into the holes and do not worry about
the surplus. As soon as the wax is
set, which will be only a minute or two,
take a sharp knife and slice off the
surplus wax. It will cut off very
easily and cleanly, and then if, you
take a cloth or a piece of wash -leather
and rub the panel it will polish easily
and, indeed, the slight waxy film Will
help you in getting a good polish.
The method is so simple that it can be

Tae bas?.board layout is clearly shown by this illu3tration, which should be consulted with the wiring diagram during construction.
347
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THE "BLACK PRINCE "-continued

carried out almost as quickly as it can
be described.. When using a mahogany
finished panel, it is an easy matter to
blend the red and the black, wax to
tone exactly with the portion of the
panel to be filled up.

Suitable Valves
When the receiver has been wired

up and is ready for test, you will
need to choose your valves. The
H.F. can be of the two- four- or six -
volt type, designed for H.F. work.
The detector is best chosen from one
of the same type of valves, i.e., those
designed for H.F. work or the new
high magnification resistance capacity
valves. The first note magnifying
valve should be one of the new
valves designed for resistance -
capacity amplification, and the
last valve can be either an ordinary
note magnifying valve of the small
power type, or, best of all, one of the
new super -power valves. This re-
ceiver will work very successfully
with two, four and six -volt valves
throughout, although best results
are given with the six -volt. For
the first note magnifying valve I have
obtained excellent results with the
new high -magnification resistance -
capacity valves made by Cossor,
Mullard and S.T., Ltd.. For the super-
power valve, the Cossor, Mullard and
S.T. all work admirably. In the
H.F. stages all of the leading makes
have been tried and found successful.

If you are near a station, the set is
very easily neutralised as follows.
Set the reaction condenser at zero,
place a little capacity between plate
and grid of condenser NC2, set the

neutralising condenser about half-
way down, and tune in the local
station as loud as possible. With
the settings mentioned on the two

H AN HOUR WITH THE " BLAClqi
PRINCE." 44

:: (All stations on loud speaker.) ::4
*0 1st 2nd ::

SHORT WAVE Cond. Cond._;::
:: Munster .. .. 7 10 i;
a Malmo .. .. io 13 g
g Dublin .. .. r. 19 23 :1
:: London .. .. .. 27 33 a

Spanish .. .. .. 30 34 :3
:: Radio Toulouse .. 34 40 :I
:: Spanish .. .. .. 35 41 ::
:: Hamburg .. .. 36 42 ::
*: Glasgow .. .. 38 45 "

hFrankfort ..  . 48 51 te
" Rome .. .. .. 48 58 j:
:: Langenberg .. .. 53 63

Bournemouth .. 59 71
:: Brussels .. .. .. 64 78
:: Rosenhugel .. .. 67 81 j:
1 German .. .. .. 72 85 ,1;
a, Sundsvall .. .. 74 92 i:
S. ,

LONG WAVE. 3
1.

ii Daventry .. .. 38 50 ::
 Radio Paris .. .. 50 73

ii

il
if NOTE.-During the test different ::
: valves were tried. This slightly alters::

:: condenser readings, as does a varying ::
:: degree of reaction. Subsequently a ::

number of other stations were heard and::
t2identified. 4
e; Wave -length range on shorter band. :1
1; 200 to 600 metres approximately, using :1
1: Lewcos screened coils. Other makes :1
11, give approximately same range, but :1
:: different readings. j14111
neutralising condensers, the set will
probably be fairly stable. Make sure
that the local station is tuned in
accurately, and then remove the
fixed resistor of the first valve, being

careful in so doing not to upset any
other adjustment. Listen carefully
and you will probably hear the local
station in the land speaker, although
at a very diminished strength.. Now
carefully turn the knob of the neu-
tralising, condenser, and the strength
of the local station will either increase
or diminish. as _you turn one way or
the other. Adjust .this condenser
until _you hear nothing of the local
station or, if you are very close, only
the slightest trace. You will find by
turning the condenser that you will
pass through a very quiet zone and
indeed; in nearly every case, through
a silent point. If you cannot find
this point, readjust NC2 and try
again. It is best to adjust. NC2 until
the neutralising position is about
half -way through the travel of the
.neutralising condenser NCI..

Another Neutralising Method
If you are a considerable distance

from a broadcasting station, and can-
not adopt the method just outlined,
set the reaction condenser at zero, and
the neutralising condenser at the
minimum position and adjust con-
denser Ca (the right-hand dial looking
to the front of the panel) to a fairly
low reading, say 40 clegreeg. Now
turn the first dial and you will
probably come to a point where the
set will burst into oscillation. Carry
on your adjustments past this until
oscillation stops again. Having found
the middle point in this oscillating
band, carefully adjust the neutralising
condenser NCI. until the set will not
oscillate at any setting of the dials.
As before, try and adjust the two

(Continued on page 438.)
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SOMETIMES I am tempted to wonder
whether certain of the con-
ventions which we accept with-

out a murmur should really be taken
for granted. Both in the construction,
and in the operation of receiving sets
there are quite a number of things
that we do simply because everybody
else does them, arid not because we
have ever bothered to reason them
out. Some 'of these things are per-

fectly sound, but I am going to he
bold enough to question the desir-
ability of others.

Take first of all the question of the
way in which the high and low
tension batteries are connected in the
receiving set. In the majority of
sets to -day  the two batteries are
placed in series,. H.T. negative being
connected to L.T. positive.

Doubtful Advantage
So far as I can see this method

has only one advantage, though it
has numerous drawbacks. The ad-
vantage is that by connecting up in
this way the plate potential it that
of the filament battery added to
that of the H.T. battery. That
is to say that at the best of times
the extra plate voltage is only six ;
in many sets the amount is four or
even two volts -since very large
numbers of people nowadays use one

A provocative article, in which the writer questions the
wisdom of some of the accepted tenets of set -design.

By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A.

or two -cell accumulators for heating
the filaments of dull -emitter valves.

Now the modern valve, with its
high vacuum, is not in the least
finicky about its plate potential ;
in fact, except in the case of a few
special rectifying arrangements, an
increase or decrease of 10 volts in the
plate potential will generally make
very little difference to results. An
extra six volts is therefore of no great
importance, and as for an additional
two. . . ! The disadvantage of this sys-
is that every earthed part of the set
is in direct electrical connection with
the negative pole of the single battery
formed by connecting the two in
series. This means that the risk of
a valve - destroying short - circuit is
greatly increased.

In sets employing any kind of
screening on the H.F. side there
are large uninsulated metal sur-
faces which are earthed ; in any
case it is common practice to earth
the cores or the shields of -L.F.
transformers, and not infrequently
earthed screening plates are used
in conjunction with variable  con-
densers, in order to minimise hand -
capacity effects. Let a H.T.H- lead
come into contact even for a moment
with any of these things and the odds

are that the filaments will be burnt
out.

Now suppose that we arrange the
batteries negative to negative. We
lose admittedly two, four or six volts of
plate potential, as the case may be,
but this is more than offset by very
considerable gains. A short-circuit
now between H.T.H- and any earthed
point is unlikely to injure the valves
though its harmful effects upon the
H.T. battery still, of course, remain.

The only danger point for a short
so far as the valves are concerned is
now to L.T.+. Few parts of .the set
are connected to L.T.d- ; the positive
filament terminals of the valve -holders
and possibly the rheostats or fixed
resistors, if these are placed in
the positive leads. The risk of an
expensive short-circuit is, therefore,
greatly reduced.

Better Stability ?
Again, the- negative terminals of

both batteries are now earthed. It
may be only my fancy, but it seems to
me that in certain ultra -sensitive
circuits this produces -a greater mea-
sure of stability than is obtained by
connecting one battery only directly
to earth.

(.:ItzitAk
1.,

Short circuits are easily caused if the metal screening accidentally comes into
contact with the wiring.
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In the early days of valve sets the
two batteries were always connected
negative to negative. It was usual
in those days to connect the grid leak
of the rectifying valve to L.T.- and
the idea of placing the batteries ,in
series does not seem to have come in
until valves were designed to rectify
with the grid leak taken to L.T.+.
When series connection of batteries
first became fashionable an absurd
survival of one particular convention
was seen for a long time-it still,
in fact, appears to -day. This is
illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. One of
the most important functions of the
condenser placed across the H.T.
battery is to provide a path to earth
for oscillating impulses which allows
them to avoid the resistance of the
battery. In the circuit seen in Fig. 1
this condenser, C3, is correctly placed
between the point X and earth. For
some reason or other the " reservoir "
function of the condenser shunting
the H.T. battery was at one time
regarded as of paramount importance.

The " Reservoir " Effect
It i.Aed to be held that when a

battery had become noisy a large
condenser placed across it was capable
of producing silent working by, so
to speak, " mopping up " the in-
equalities in its output. This con-
denser undoubtedly has a certain
quieting effect, though my experience
is that even capacities of the order of
4 microfarads or -more will not suffice
to produce anything like a silent
background if the battery is inclined
to noisiness. The most important of
the H.T. battery condenser's duties,
that of providing a path to earth,

was lost sight of, and the condenser
was connected, when the batteries
were joined in series, as shown in
Fig. 2. It is quite clear that the proper

connection is that shown in dotted
lines. This does not impair the
reservoir action, such as it is, of the
condenser, and it does provide a
direct path to earth from the point X.

A fixed condenser wired across the H.T.
battery was at one time regarded as of

paramount importance.

Does it matter whether you use a
high -resistance or a low -resistance
loud speaker? Probably nine people
out of ' ten will tell you that' your
results will be very much the samein
either ease, the, great adVantage
'the lobe resistance instrument -being
that Owing to the use ofd transformer
the steady plate current of the laSt
valve does riot pass 'through. its
Windings and its-great drawback
being the very feet that such a trans-
former _is required. It is quite true
that it did not matter when there.
were no such things as power Valves
or super power valves. Reception
was in any case so far from perfect
(and transmission, too, for that
matter) in those days that there was
really no reason to bother about
fine points.

It is impossible in the present short
article to go into the theory Or the
mathematics of the loud speaker
problem ; all that one can say is that
if an instrument with a resistance of
some 2,000 ohms is placed directly
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in the plate circuit of a super -power
valve with an impedance of 3,500
ohms or so, two very important and
highly undesirable results follow. In
the first place, the voltage drop
across the loud speaker windings is
far too great, and cuts down unduly
the plate potential of the last valve
Secondly, there is a very definite
loss in quality. Such a loud speaker
cannot bring out the low notes be-
cause its impedance is unsuited to
that of the valve.

Output Transformer Best
For reception of really .good quality

it is advisable with either a power
valve or a super -power valve to use
a properly designed output trans-
former. Its primary impedance must
fit in with that of ,the valve and the
secondary must contain such a num-
ber of turns that ,a proper amount
of current is delivered to the windings
of the loud speaker.

Quite 'apart from these considera-
tions it is, to say the least of it,
looking for trouble to use a high-
resistance instrument in a circuit
where the steady current passing
through the windings may amount to
10 or 15 milliamperes

Are we right in insisting that the
aerial should always be as high as
can be managed ? Prom one point
of view we undoubtedly -are, since the
high aerial, other things being equal',
means in ninety-nine cases out of a
hundred greater sange _and greater
signal strength than the low. But it
must not be forgotten that a lofty
outdoor wire is prone to bring in
unwanted impulses as well as those
that are desired.

Aerials Too High
Since the adoption of the Geneva

Wave -length scheme the greatest
source of interference on the broad=
cast band has been spark signals. A
spark signal consists of a train. of
heavily damped waves whose ten-
dency is to set an aerial oscillating at
its fundamental frequency. Atmo-
spherics, again, are caused by wave -
trains of much the same kind ; they
are also heavily damped, though
frequently they are not symmetrical.
The higher the aerial the more liable
it is to bring in interference from both
sources. For broadcast reception
purposes an aerial height of 30 ft.
is possibly as much as is ever required;
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and the writer has found by ex-
perience that it often pays to work
with something less than this.

Lowering the aerial means, it is
true, a slight reduction in signal
strength, but few people mind making
this sacrifice when it means also a
reduction in spark and atmospheric
strength. Where interference from
spark stations is very bad one -may go
even further by doing away altogether
with the outdoor wire and using in-
stead an indoor aerial made by stretch-
ing a length of No. 18 D.C.C. round
three sides of a room.

I have seen it stated frequently
that if you wish to obtain reception
of real quality you should cast out

It also used to be held that a large con-
denser connected across the H.T. was
capable of silencing a noisy H.T. battery.

the grid leak and condenser from the
circuits of your rectifying valve and
adopt the - anode - bend system.
This is sound advice-up to a point.
The anode bend rectifier is actually
not quite above suspicion even when
most carefully designed. It can,
and often does, produce much worse
distortion than that due to grid leak
rectification. Though the grid leak
rectifier is shown by an oscillograph
to cause distortion, I rather doubt
whether the human ear can detect the
very small deformations of wave
forms that result from its use, provided
that the L.F. amplifiers are beyond
suspicion.

This leads me to yet another hereti.
cal view. Innumerable authorities
have stated that those who wish to
rid themselves once and for all of
distortion on the L.F. side of the

set will eschew transformers and
chokes and pin their faith to re-
sistance -capacity coupling. This form
of coupling is, in fact, held up as being
the panacea for all note -magnifying ills.

Resistance Coupling

Well, I have had a little experience'
of resistance -capacity coupled note-
magnifiers, and all that I can say is
that the business of obtaining with
their help a respectable volume of
undistorted sound, is by no means as
simple or as straightforward as some
would have us believe. Just put a
milliammeter into the plate circuit of
the last valve, and see if the needle
is perfectly steady-. It ought to be if
two of the commonest causes of dis-
tortion-" grid-cure_enting and " bot-
tom -bending " are absent. Are they
really absent ? Just try the milliam-
meter and see.

One last heresy, which will give
every reader an opportunity of flinging
an epistolary brick at my devoted
head. Nearly everybody nowadays
is enthusiastic about the neutrodyne
circuit, and speaks scornfully of the
old tuned anode which (a) " was
inherently unstable " ; (b) " had to
be held down to earthliy the applida:
tion of a strong positive potential,"
which meant (c) " the introduction of
heavy damping," and (d) " enormous
losses in point of selectiveness and
signal strength." I wonder ! -

My own belief is that the " inherent
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instability " of the tuned anode was
due mainly to interaction between its
inductance and the A.T.I. or some
other tuned H.F. coil. Anyhow., I
do know that by careful design
you could produce tuned anode sets
which were perfectly stable.

Just try the effect of making up a
tuned anode set with astatic coils
in screened compartments, and it is
not unlikely that you will agree.
As for the enormous positive potential
needed" upon its grid to hold it down
to earth, I can only say that with
anti capacity valves of the V.24 or
D.E.Q. type a fraction of a volt
sufficed at the worst of times, and
often even this was not required.

Just as Selective

But, you will say, look at the vastly
greater ranges and the much improved
selectivity that you obtain nowadays.
I will grant you the greater ranges,
because nowadays we have valves
with much bigger amplification factors
than those available only a short
time ago, whilst modern coils are
distinctly more efficient. But as
regards selectivity, despite the
" heavy damping," I am still a
"heretic. Fitting my old tuned anode
set with modern valves and modern
coils, I obtain just as great selectivity
as any neutrodyne set will give me,
and I can run through the broadeast
wave -band without raising so much
as a squeak.

When the back -of -panel
connections are complicated short

circuits may easily arise. Whether these
will burn out the valves or no will largely
depend upon the L.T. to H.T. connections,
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it cannot flow through the condenser
C2 the coil La_ is shunted across the
telephones and the detector. This
coil while providing a suitable path
for the direct current, is of such a size
as to act as a H.F. choke and so does
not by-pass the high -frequency cur -
'rents. An ordinary plug-in coil is
made use of in this position, and a
Unimic and a Dirnic coil are made
use of for Li and L9 respectively.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
:: Panel 9 in. x 6 in. x 4'6 in.
:: Cabinet with baseboard 9 in. x 8 in. x ::

I in.
:: Dimic coil and mount.
:: Unimic coil and mount. 44.4*

:: Single open telephone jack.
:: Telephone plug. 4.
:: 2 terminals. 4*
:: .0005 S.L.F. variable condenser.
:: 4 -in. dial for above.
:: Neutralising condenser.
:: Coil mount.
:: Crystal detector. O04
:: Glazite wire, etc.
0* *4

The particular arrangement em-
ployed is not, for several reasons,
satisfactory for the reception of
Daventry. A slight adjustment has
to be made when receiving Daventry,
but the circuit still remains fairly
selective so that the local station will
not be found jamming in on top of the
high -power station. The coils L1 and

IHAVE seen it stated that selectivity
is not a desirable quality in a crystal
receiver, it being suggested that

since there were only two stations
which could be received, namely, the
local one and Daventry, there was
nothing to " select." It seems that the
only possible reason for such a state-
ment is lack of experience with crystal
sets near the coast, or in districts
situated just at the edge of the crystal
region of a broadcasting station.

In the first case Morse' signals from
ships and shipping stations working on
GOO metres are often strong enough

THEORETICAL
0/ACRAA4

L.058

to completely drown the broadcasting.
This trouble can only be overcome by
a set with real selectivity.

In the second case, since signals are
bound to be fairly weak, signals on
neighbouring wave -lengths from com-
mercial stations and tunable " mush "
produced by high -power stations are
often sufficient to completely spoil
listening. This again is a trouble
which can only be cured by selectivity.
But in this case it is no use to obtain

`selectivity by sacrificing strength, as
so often happens.

Damping Reduced
The crystal set described in this

article is useful since it is just the
receiver required by those situated in
the circumstances outlined above. It
is also interesting from the scientific

MODERN WIRELESS

teado"set
A crystal receiver which definitely cuts
out interference from unwanted stations.

By A. S. CLARK.

side as showing what can be obtained
in the way of selectivity from a crystal
set. The damping of the aerial and
the crystal are reduced in such a way
that signal strength is not impaired by
the wonderful selectivity obtained.

Original Circuit
A diagram of the theoretical circuit

employed is shown in Fig. 1. and is
worth studying whether the set is
going to be constructed or not. The
aerial is aperiodically coupled to the
tuned coil by means of the small coil
L1. This method of making the aerial
circuit semi-aperiodic seems to over-
come the reduction of signal strength
which is sometimes experienced when
using an auto -coupled arrangement.

In order to decrease the damping of
the crystal, a tapping is taken half
way up the tuned circuit L2 Ci, and
so that a gradual fine adjustment of
the coupling of the detector circuit to
the tuned circuit may be obtained,
this centre tap is connected to the
crystal detector through the small
variable condenser 02. This con-
denser is of the type generally used as
neutralising condensers and is there-
fore shown iii the diagram as N.C.

The direct current which flows
through the telephones must have a
complete path somewhere, and since

*

The panel lay7out

is extremely con-

venient and simple.
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THE "NO CODE" CRYSTAL SET-continued

L2 have to be changed for ones of
suitable size, but no centre tap is
made use of. The two points X and
Y have to be joined by means of a
piece of flex wire. It will be seen on
looking at the back of panel diagram

that these two points have terminals
which make the attachment of the
flex wire a simple matter. The coil L3
has to be removed.

In a list will be found a description
of all the components required to build
this set. Makes different from those
shown may be used provided they are
of good quality and suitable. The
sizes of the coils_ required will be
found in a paragraph. later in the
article. When all the components
required have been collected together
the constructional work - may be
commenced.

Constructional Details
First of all mark out the panel in

accordance with the drilling diagram
given in Fig. 2. Care should be taken
to see that the holes for the screws
which fix the crystal detector to the
panel are in exactly the right positions.
In the case of the three large holes for
the one -hole fixing components it is as
well to drill a. small hole first,which
will act as a guide for the large drill.

When the drilling is finished the
components may be mounted on the
panel. This does not call for any
comment except that the variable
condenser should be placed the same

way round as it is shown in the
photographs. Next screw the panel
to the baseboard. This should be
done with the panel in the cabinet in
order to ensure a proper fit. Now
mount the coil holders on the base-

board in approximately the same
position as shown in the back of panel
diagram (Fig. 3).
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The wiring should be carried out in
accordance with that shown, and in
order to facilitate this part of the
constructional work, wiring instruc-
tions will be found in words in another
part of this article. The photographs
of the back of the panel will also be
found useful as a guide to the positions
of the wires. Before any of the wires
are actually attached it is as well to
tin all points to which soldered
connections are to be made. When the
wiring is completed the set may be
placed in its cabinet and tested out.

For reception of stations on the
lower broadcast range a No. 25 Unimic
coil will be required in the aerial and
a No. 1 Dimic coil for L2. For thecoil
L3 an ordinary No: 250 coil should be
used (the writer tried a..No. 200, but
while the set functioned quite well
signals are distinctly stronger with the
No. 250 coil).

Long Wave Reccption
When reception of Daventry is

required no coil will of course -be
wanted in -the position. A No. 3A
Dimic coil and a No. 150 Unimic coil
will be required. It may be that some
may not want to use the set on the
high -wave  range and in that case a
saving in the cost of the coils will
naturally result.

The interior of
the receiver with
choke, Dimic and
Unimic coils

position.
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THE "NO CODE" CRYSTAL SET -continued

It will be found best to have the
coupling between the aerial coil and
the secondary coil as tight as the
arrangement will allow. When a good
spot has been found on the crystal, the

set should be slightly detuned. Com-
mence with the 02 condenser at its
minimum position and gradually
increase its capacity. Signals will
suddenly come up in strength and
then very gradually decrease as the
capacity ,is increased still further.
This may make it appear that the best
results are obtained with this con-
denser all- in, which is not the case.
The condenser should be set at the
point where signals suddenly come up
in strength.

Sharp Tuning
On test the set was found to be

quite up to expectations. It was
tested at about eight miles from the
London station which came in at
normal strength. Tuning was so sharp
that if the tuning condenser was
quickly rotated backwards and for-
wards for about 20 or 30 degrees
across the position where the local
station was tuned in,' that transmis-
sion sounded like so many clicks. It
was, in fact, possible to tune it right
out in about 5 degrees either side of
the tuning position.

Daventry was received at very. good

strength without any background from
London.

If it is desired, for some reason or
other (such as for comparing selec-
tivity) to use a standard arrangement

The illustration shows the
wiring of the choke sockets
and the Dimic holder. Note
the angle at which the
Unimic coil holder is mounted
so as to provide satisfactory
coupling with the centre -

tapped coil.

*
An end -on view which
emphasises the ex-
treme simplicity of
the connections.
Though bare tinned
copper wire has been.
used in the original
model, there is no
reason why insulated
wire should not be
used if the construc-
tor so desires, as long
as good spacing is

carried out -between
all connections.

on the local station, it may be done
quite easily. The coils as specified.
for the local station are left in position,
and the coil L3 is removed. Now; ag
in the ease of reception from Daventry-,
the point X is connected to the point
Y and tuning is carried out entirely
on the condenser

It is just possible that some may
desire to know if it is satisfactory to'
use plug-in coils instead of the Dimic
and rnimic coils. If the plug-in coils
are to hand they may be 'employed,
but it is as well if the coils are yet to
be purchased, to obtain those specified
in the list of components. When
utilising plug-in coils, the two coils L1
and L2 should be mounted side by
side and about half an inch apart in
ordinary coil sockets, care being taken
to keep them at right angles to the
coil L3. For the lower broadcast band

L1 may be a No. 25 or No. 35,
and L2 a centre tapped No. 50
or No. 75 coil. For Daventry,
L1 may be a No. 75 coil and
L2 a centre -tapped No. 150 or
No. f..)00.

The best size for the coil L1 natu-
rally varies with the particular aerial
in use, and it is as well to try different
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KEEPING THE DRILL
STRAIGHT

4
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MANY practical readers will be
..I only too well aware of the

difficulty which is sometimes
experienced in keeping a hand -drill
in a perfectly upright position when
drilling a hole in a panel. If the,
terminals and other panel components
are to fit neatly in their respective
positions, it is absolutely essential
that the panel drill be maintained in
a perfectly upright position during
the whole of the drilling operation.

nQ
00

It is essential

to hold the

drill in a ver-

tical position.

'An experienced worker possessing
a practised eye is generally- able to
drill holes perfectly straight by the
aid of mere visual and mechanical
judgment. Not so the beginner in
radio constructional work, however.

However, by the use of the simple
little device shown in the illustration,
it becomes a comparatively simple
matter to preserve the drill in a per-
fectly upright position when drilling
a radio panel. The device consists
of a pirisil spirit level, of the type
generally employed for attaching to
cameras.

Eautly Removed
If the spirit level is to be per-

manently secured to the top of the
drill handle, it may be screwed down
in that position by means of two or
three very small screws. If, however,
the level is required for other uses as
well, as will most probably be the
case, it may temporarily be attached
to the drill -handle by means of a layer
of Plasticine or Chatterton's Com-
pound. Either of these materials will
hold the spirit level securely to the
drill -handle, but, despite this fact, the
level can be easily removed from the

-drill-handle when occasion demands
Any reader finding a difficulty in

drilling straight holes in a panel may
be strongly recommended to make use
of the above little gadget, for by its
aid the radio worker can tell instantly
whether the drill is being held per-
fectly straight or not.

GGOSOIWM§M3614313 &s:e6o
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CRYSTAL SET 8
D, -concluded from page 355. 0
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size plug-in coils, especially in the
case of reception from Daventry.

It must be remembered 'cf course,
that a centre -tapped secondary coil

e** WIRING INSTRUCTIONS.e
41. Join aerial to one side of Li.e Join one side of L2 to remaining side of
13Li : same side of Li to moving plates -of
it C1 : moving plates of C1 to earth : earth
;; to contact 2 of jack : contact 2 of jack
40 to pin of holder for La.*4.
sq. Join remaining side of L2 to fixed plates
 of C.. Join one side of det. to contact 1 of jack.

Join moving plates of C2 to remaining
** side of det. and socket of holder for La.
ss Join fixed plates of C2 to both sides
 of centre tap L5. 
is essential if the set is to be really
satisfactory. It could be adapted for
use with ordinary coils but the chief
advantage claimed for it would be
forfeited by such a procedure.

C2

N.C.e

I

EARTH

TOP LINE OF.,
BASEBOAR041

BOTTOM EDGE -4
OF PANEL

L3

CENTRE
TAPLfi

BASEBOARD:- 931' 83(3/a

AERIAL

0005

O

0
4.1

laic. 3.
WIRING DIAGRAM.
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Obact ,9114.4a tithgeo
An interesting article
explaining some of the
latest theories in connec-
tion with the phenomena

of fading.
By THE EDITOR.

HERE is a theory, fairly widely
accepted, that when electro-
magnetic waves radiate from

the transmitter they become separ-
ated into two distinct portions. One
portion is usually known as the direct
wave, and it travels from the trans-
mitter to the receiver over the surface
of the earth. The other wave, known
as the indirect wave, is supposed to
move upwards and outwards from. the
transmitting aerial.

It is true that during the daytime
the direct wave is more important
than the indirect wave, because the
latter seems to dissipate its energy
in the upper portions of the atmo-
sphere. During daylight hours the
action of the sun's rays on the atmo-
sphere causes the hitter to become
ionised, and consequently the energy
of the indirect wave is sometimes con-
siderably dissipated by the process of
absorption.

Why Reception Varies
Therefore, if this theory is correct,

it is natural to suppose that the
direct wave is of the most im-
portance ; but even the direct wave,
which does not suffer very greatly
from absorption in. the atmosphere,
meets with drawbacks and obstacles
which minimise its efficiency and
value. For example, although the
energy of the direct wave may not be
absorbed to any great extent by the
atmosphere, it is absorbed, when
passed over land, by such things as
vegetation, and especially by build-
ings which contain iron, steel and
other minerals, and also by hills
which contain metallic ore.

This is probably the reason why
amateurs are continually noticing
that at certain periods of the year
they hear little or nothing of the
signals from certain stations, espeei-

ally mediuni and low -powered stations,
working on fairly low wave -lengths
at distances greater than one hundred
miles or so away.

The process is almost reversed at
night time, for when darkness falls
part of the atmosphere quickly
becomes de -ionised and it is the turn

The approach to the Rugby radio station
357

of the indirect waves to occupy the
ts--:tsition of importance, for they are
i.!si w able to travel without any.greati
Pa'ss of energy to considerable heights
-some physicists think as much as.
eighty thousand to one hundred ,
thousand metres-and in such regions;
they strike what is generally known
as the Heaviside layer.

This layer is supposed to consist
of an ionised belt of gaseous atmo-
sphere, and when electro-magnetic
waves are impinged upon this layer
they are reflected back to earth again,
and instead of passing out into space
often travel in a track which leaves a
mental impression of an inverted V.
This is one of the reasons why signal
strength is invariably stronger at
night than daytime, and why it is
generally noticed that signals can be
heard at much greater distances at
night time than in the daytime.

Night and Day Differences
Another reason why signal strength

is greater in the night time is that
energy is being received, not only via
the indirect wave, but also, to some
extent, from the direct wave.

Although the latter does not play
such an important part when dark-
ness falls, there is nevertheless an
additional energy which, when added
to the energy of the indirect wave, is
responsible for greater signal strength.
This only applies, however, in cases
where signals are received over
medium distances. When the dis-
tance is very great the direct wave
has little or no value, and it is the
indirect wave which, being reflected
down to earth again from the Heavi-
side layer, energises the receiving
aerial.

Thus we have an explanation for
the reason why certain stations, which
cannot be heard at all in the day-
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DIRECT AND INDIRECT WAVES-concluded

time, are received clearly and at good
strength at night time.

This leads us to the question of
fading, which is usually most notice-
able at night time. This may strike

The vertical aerial used for short
Wi 7C.S at KDKA

the new amA,Teur as rather curieus in
view of the:recent statement that the
average strength of received signals
is- greater at night time than in the
daytinie, but this is because of the
fact that besides reflecting waves
back to earth; the -Heaviside layer is
also responsible for another effect on
the indirect- "wave. The Heaviside

layer, in fact, seems to " twist " the
indirect wave.

Dr. Alexanderson, of America, has
recently made some interesting ex-
periments in this direction whereby
he can produce what he calls the
" corkscrew " effect in connection
With transmitted waves. These ex-
periments have also shown that a
reflected wave from London had been
turned, before reaching the receiving
aerial, through an angle of 60 degrees,
and it is thought that this twist
phenomena, in connection with trans-
mitted direct waves, is largely respon-
sible for fading.

" Corkscrew " Variations
While at one time the two waves,

the direct and the indirect, combine
together and cause increased signal
strength, at another time they will
become more.and more out of relation
to each other, or out of phase, with
the result that the amateur listening -
in notices a distinct decline in signal
s trength.

Every amateur who indulges in the
fascinating pastime of tuning in dis-
tant stations, is well acquainted with
this troublesome phenomenon of fading
and probably most readers have
noticed that, although the local station
may be received with perfect steadi:
ness and excellent signal strength,
reception from some distant station
(although that distant station may
have considerably greater power than
the local station), seems to vary in a
most peculiar and illogical manner.

At one instant reception is loud and
steady in signal strength, while at the
next it begins to fade away, decreasing
and decreasing in strength until it
can hardly be heard at all ; and then
a second or two afterwards the
strength will start to risa steadily
until it is quite loud and in every way
satisfactory.

The Rise and Fall
It may hold this steadiness for

some time and then quite suddenly
decline again, and just as suddenly
reach a crescendo of loudness.

It is worth while tuning your set so
that the signals from a station at a
distant point (the signals of whch you
have noticed are fading badly} can be
carefully noted. Some interesting
observations Can thus be made. The
writer has noticed, as no doubt many
hundreds of other amateurs have
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done, that the decline and the increase
of signal strength in such cases is often
periodic, and that sometimes a double
periodic effect can be-noticed. That
is to say, a spell of slow fading is
followed by one which is much more
rapid, and after that the slow fading
effect will be noticed again. 

IndOpendent of Weather
This fading can affect Wave -lengths

up to as high as two or even three
thousand metres ; while down to
three hundred metres, and certainly
below, there is hardly a station which
at one time of the year is not
affected very seriously.

Another interesting point is that
fading occurs usually on transmissions
from stations about fifty miles or so
from the receiving aerial, and, as we
have stated, is worse during the hours
of darkness.

Fading, however, seems to he a
phenomena entirely .independent of
weather conditions, and the only thing
which is known about it, which can be
of .any practical use to wireless
engineers, is that it is much more
marked on the lower than on the
higher wave -lengths.

A remedy for fading has never been
found, and probably never will be,
for it is one of those little drawbacks
to wireless science which Nature
seems- to have ordained as a warning
to man not to take a good thing too
much'for granted.

A Reader's Results with
Short -Wave Receiver
S HI, -With the Simmonds' short-

wave receiver, as given in the Febru-
ary issue of MODERN' W I ITELESS,
K DK A was received at moderate
loud speaker strength on February
22nd, at 11-12 p.m.

At 12.10 a.m., February 23rd,
W Y G was also heard at slightly
greater strength, the Ten Eyk
Orchestra, broadcasting from the
Ten Eyk Restaurant. Both sta-
tions could also be heard on the
'phones with the detector valve
only. .

Those of your readers who have
made this receiver may he interested
to know that an excellent musical

=

programme is given on Sunday
evenings atat 6.30 p.m; by 5- K H, =--"i

144, West Hill Putney, on' a wave-
length

a.
of about 44 metres. -

Yours faithfully,.
W.. W. W000mtx,

P Willesden, N.W.10. f-
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Earlier Dance Music
J1N response to a steadily growing

demand for occasional early
dance music from London, the

B.B.C. are arranging to introduce
this on Tuesday nights from 9.45 to

Broadcasting
Diary

Under this heading month by month our
Broadcasting Correspondent will record the
news of the progress of the British Broadcasting
Corporation, and will comment on the policies

in force at B.B.C. headquarters.

Bird Talks
The B.B.C. have in hand a series of

talks on birds for mid -spring. It is
anticipated that Lord Grey of Fallo-
don will be the broadcaster. Mr.
Graves, one of the senior programme

11 p.m. A special programme of
more serious music will folio* from
11 p.m. until midnight. The date' of
the inauguration Of this feature is
not yet announced, but it 'will prob-
ably be early this month. The change
will be widely acclaimed by listeners.
There has' been an undue tendency
lately' at Savoy Hill to stereotype "
programme tuning. Changes such
as this should not be so infrequent as
they have been in the past.

Passion Play by Miners
I confess to considerable interest

in the projected broadcast during
Passion Week of a play performed by
working miners at Ellistown in
Leieestershire. It is understood that
the standard of performance attained
by these miners is of a surprisingly
high order. A kind of histrionic
tradition has been developed in that
neighbourhood dating from the early
sixteenth century. Another part of the B.B.C. cection at Olympia. Onthe left is a large scale model of Davent

The B.B.C. draw-
ing -room at the
Ideal Home Ex-
hibition showing
three receiving
sets in the back-
ground. The one
with a curtain
incorporates a

loud speaker.

officials at Savoy Hill, is a nephew of
Lord Grey.

Scarcity of Broadcast Drama
The Dramatic Producer at B.B.C.

headquarters was complaining to me

the other day -of the paucity of material
for his section of programme
He explained that there was a marked
division of opinion as to the best
method of attracting likely plays
for the microphone. Some people
were in favour.. of big competitions
with substantial' money prizes. But
the experience with the music com-
petition organiSed by the B.B.C.
last autumn was not encouraging.
On the whole, opinion seemed to *be
moving in the direction 'of specific
commissions of well-known writers.
It is felt that there will he better
return for money spent in this way
than in sterile competitions. Bet.
it is curious that' there is still
of the much -heralded
of radio dramatists.

The Grand 1Prix d'Europe -

The Grand Prix d'Europe, the
greatest motor -racing feature of the
year on this side of the Atlantic,
which is run at Brooklands ou'Oetober
1st, is to be broadcast in a sped:,]
0,B. narrative. - ,

The Sports Broadcasts
The ; B.B.C. appear to continue to

gain ground with then broadcasts of
sporting events. There is, howeve".
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a growing volume of opposition:which
may prove embarrassing and, perhaps,.
even crippling, later on. Some of the
Soccer clubs have stood out, notably
at Nottingham and Liverpool. A
good many other clubs are indifferent,

and only a few are really keen on
broadcasting. On the other hand, the
Rugger authorities are all keen, and
the managements of other sports
are not hostile. Then, curiously
enough, the Saturday afternoon run-
ning narratives-so warmly received
at the beginning-arc by no means as
popular with the average listener as
they were. This is not the fault of
the B.B.C., whose efforts arc regarded
as first-class. It is simply that, except
for those who are really keen, the
substitution of a sport broadcast
for the usual Saturday afternoon
concert is not acceptable to the
majority of regular and appreciative
listeners. To meet this point and still
to retain the sport lovers, the B.B.C.
have been trying an experiment in
putting out only one half of a game
from one station. It is doubtful if
this will succeed. Better to call the
thing off entirely than compromise
with it. Here is yet another example
of the troubles experienced in the
absence of alternative programmes.

The Last Albert Hall Concert,
April 14th

For the last of its twelve National
Concerts at the Royal Albert Hall,
the B.B.0 is organising a special treat
both for those who attend at the hall
and for those who listen at home.
Schonberg will conduct a performance
of  his own work " Gurrelieder."
This is regarded as a popular work,
and is . one which has not yet been
performed in this country. The
conclusion of the series should mark
the final triumph of the most ambitious

artistic effort so far undertaken by
any broadcasting organisation in the
world. The B.B.C. set about their
s31f-allotted task with charaCteristic
vigour, vision, and determination.
They scoured the artistic centres of

The model of the
large studio at 2L0

exhibited at Olympia

by the B.B.C.

the Continent and of America for
the best conductors and artistes.
They got together a special orchestra
of 150 players. No expense was
spared. The series was undoubtedly
a tremendous success, and has done
a gfeat deal of good, not only for
broadcasting, but also for music in
this country. The attendances at
the hall itself have not been satis-
factory, but the B.B.C. were very wise
not to waste large sums of, licence
revenue on advertising for the pur-
pose of trying to fill the hall. There
were quite enough people present
to stimulate the orchestra, artistes,
and conductor. For the rest, the
transmission was so uniformly good

April, 1927

that listeners enjoyed the music as
well at home as if they were present
in the hall. But the effort was a great
one, calling for sound organisation,
which was duly forthcoming. I con-

_
gratulate the B.B.C. on their series
of National Concerts. One wonders
what they can undertake next season
to go the " one better they are
always striving for.

The Governors at Work
'Savoy. Hill has ,maintained an

impenetrable silence about the
aetiVity or inactivity of the new
governors, those " mysterious direc,-_
tors " held up to ill -deserved ridicule
by Arnold , Bennett. From what
little I have been able to glean on the
subject, I have no doubt in my mind
.that the early misgivings were -largely
unjustified on most counts. They
have been applying themselves
diligently to learn about the many-
sided activity of this great strange
new service for which they are
now responsible.

A New Irish. Feature
The B.B.C. are likely to begin in

May a new weekly Irish humour
feature. The originator of the idea
is Mr. Charles Hands the well-known
Irish comedian. A brief topical
review from an intensely Irish angle
would be tremendously popular.
Francis Hackett, the brilliant Irish
American, is also adding to his suc:-
ceases at the microphone.

Model of a B.B.C. control room which formed another interesting exhibit at the
" Daily Mail " Ideal Home Exhibition.
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A novel device
which enables two
loud speakers to be
"blended," with
the result that the
quality of repro-
duction is consid-
erably improved.

By
C. A. OLDROYD.

URING the last year or two loud
speakers have been improved
beyond recognition, and with

a good set and an efficient amplifier,

17S.

Blending
Unit

pitched music usually
sent out from this station
fell within the tone range
which the first speaker
could reproduce most

Infaithfnlhi t e t
words, the loud speaker
was a specialist,. on the
higher notes; and -in its

own field it was hard to beat.
What was obviously wanted was a

second speaker which would just as
faithfully deal with the lower, notes.
Tivo speakers of different makes
connected in series performed con-
siderably better than the first speaker
alone ; each speaker had different

INPUT+

VAR/ABLE MON
RESISTANCE

0-500,00011

INPUT-

FROM OUTPUT
TERMINALS OF SET

OUTPUT +

OUTPUT

OUTPUT

,IG. 7. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

TO FIRST
LOUD SPEAKER

TO SECOND
_v..) LOUD SPEAKER

Z.55

speech and music can be reproduced.
with remarkably good quality and
volume.

Many amateurs will have noticed
that, speaking in a tone sense, some
broadcast stations come in more
naturally than others ; for some time,
the writer's, favourite station was San
Sebastian. When the British broad-
cast- stations had been put to bed,
this station was tuned in, if it hap-
pened to -be " on ,the air," and rarely
did other - transmission come in as
naturally as that of the far -away
Spanish station.

Speaker That Specialised
With a different loud speaker, San

Sebastian seemed less good, and
finally, after testing various makes
of loud speakers, the secret of San
Sebastian was solved. The high -

characteristic,, and; run in harness,
they rendered music and ylpeech far
better than either by itself. (Fig. 1.)

The next step was an attempt to

Fig. z. The com-
pleted instrument,
which, as will be
noted, is a neat, dis-
tinctive instrument.
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Components Required. 0,
414.

:: Ebonite panel, 7 in. by 31 in. 4*

:: Two variable high resistances, either ::
:: 0 to 500,000 ohms or 0 to 1 megohm.
::Indicating terminals : 1 "Input Plus," ::

1 " Input Minus," 2 " Output Plus,"
.4. 2 " Output Minus." 4.0
:: Two dial indicators.

Busbar or Glazite for wiring up.
Wood for cabinet. -

411;4441,044,41,0

control each speaker by itself ; a
variable high resistance was placed
over each set of speaker terminals,
and even a very rough experimental
hook-up proved most satisfactory.
In thiS case; home-made resistances
were used, a copper tongue moved
over a circular graphite track.

Constructional Details
For convenience in use two com-

mercial high resistances were mounted
on a small ebonite panel fitted in
miniature sloping front cabinet (Fig.
2). The, circuit of this blender unit_is
given in Fig. 1. The two input
terminals at the left are connected to
the loud speaker posts of the set ;
the leads from one speaker go to the
two upper output terminals at the
right ; the other speaker is connected
to the two lower terminals. The two
speakers are now connected in series,
and a variable high resistance is
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AN L.S. BLENDING UNIT -continued
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shuntad over each pair of speaker
terminals. The output of each speaker
can be controlled by altering the Value
of the resistances; for different speakers
the dial settings will naturally vary a
great deal.

3/8"MAHOGANY -1A

WWI; 744
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I
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Fig. 4. Front elevation of cabinet.

Constructionally, the blender unit
(Fig. 2)- offers no difficulties ; the
small panel can bo obtained cut to
size from a dealer ; the panel size shown
in the drawings need not be strictly
adhered to. The small cabinet MI'S-
trated was made up from thin

mahogany cuttings ; to simplify the
work still more, the . blender. panel
can be built into one of the inexpen-
sive cabinets covered with imitation
leather.

Fig. G shows a rear view of the
panel with the resistances in position
and the wiring completed ; the drilling
plan is given in 'Fig. 3. . Square
busbar was used for the wiring in
the model illustrated; but Glazite
or a similar insulated wire may be
used instead.

The variable high resistances should
cover a range from zero to one-half
or one megohm ; in the model shown
two Royalty resistances type E were
fitted. As alternatives, Marconiphone
resistances or Igranic tone controls
are suggested ; in this case the panel
may have to be -made slightly larger
to avoid crowding.

The Cabinet
The photo Fig. 5 shows. the appear-

ance of the home-made cabinet ; it

The wiring` is quite simple and perfectly straightforward.
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The cabinet.

was made from cuttings a in. thick.
Thinner wood may be used if available,
but more care will have to be taken
with the joints to prevent splitting.
For the sake of appearance, the little
cabinet should be french polished ;
if one of the polishing outfits intended
for amateur use is obtained; Snd the
directions enclosed carefully followed,
the amateur polisher will meet
with no difficulties. (Messrs. Hobbies
market such an outfit.)

At first sight, plain terminals would
appear to serve just as well as the
indicating terminals fitted to the
model illustrated, but indicating ter
mina's have one advantage, they show
the polarity of the connections and
prevent demagnetisation of the
speaker magnets due to incorrect
connections.

Placing the Speakers
The completed blender unit may be

placed close to the set, to be easily

Fig. 5.

accessible. Regarding the disposition
of the two speakers in the room, many
interesting possibilities are open to
the experimenter. For instance, the
two speakers_ may be placed. close
together, as shown in Fig. 9, where
the smaller speaker is slightly raised
to bring its flare in line with that of
the larger' loud speaker.

Or one speaker may be placed
close to the set, the other being
accommodated in a different part of
the room, say on top of a bookcase.
Finally, both speakers may be located
at sonic distance from the set, and
fairly high up, as shown 'in Fig. $.
If the place selected lends itself to the
following modification, both speakers
may be hidden behind a cnrtain of
light and very thin , material. This;
reduces the volume to some extent,
but with. our :modern powerful sets
a slight loss in volume is of no account.

Twin bell wire is advisable for the
leads from blender to speakers-if
they should be mounted some
distance from the set--Lsince this wire
is easily tucked away behind the
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AN L.S. BLENDING UNIT -conc luded

picture moulding. Furthermore, one
of the leads in each twin wire is pro-
vided with a coloured tracer cord, and
there is less likelihood of making a
mistake when connecting up.

At the set end, the bell wire leads
may terminate in a wall connection
jack, to avoid breakage in the leads due
to constant handling and bending. In-
cidentally such an arrangement looks
far neater when fitted in a living -room.

Controlling One Speaker
Truly life -like reproduction becomes

possible if a cone and a horn speaker
are worked off the blender ; the cone
is very good on the lower 'notes, the
horn speakers are generally better on
the . higher notes-. The writer has
tried this arrangement with some of
the latest types of cones, and both
the C.A.V.141usicola and the Celestion
cone performed exceedingly well,

Fig. 7. Section along line A-B (Fig. 4).

although it is only fair to add that
the lattei make particularly was
almost as good by itself. This brings
us to the question of, controlling only
one loud speaker with the blender
unit; in this case the top and bottom
output terminals (on the right, Fig. 2).
should. be used, and one of the
resistances set ,at zero. The volume
is. now controlled with the ether
resistance.

Placing the Speakers
No hard-and-fas,`, rules regarding

the best position for loud spealers in
room can be laid ,down, for the

acoustic properties of rooms vary
enormously.

Not only does the size and shape
of a room affect it from this point of
view, but the`contents, and nature of
the contents, also have a most im-
portant bearing on this subject.

Further, even the composition of
the walls and the mural decoratinii,
will affect the reproduction, from one
or more speakers.

J

WALL.

O
O

0

HORN
SPEAKER

r

....,-koaNtess Tree
SPEAKER

AMR" f.

JACK
-..,--..--_ - - -- ,-,-_- - ----..

70 PLUGS

LEADS 70

WALL SOCKET I.

LOUD SPEAKERS-""

JACKS

"SET
BLENDER

UNIT I

_

TWO LEADS (TWIN BELL WIRE)
70 EACH SPEAKER. RUN BEHIND
PICTURE MOULDING.

PICTURE MOULD/IVG.----

W2.

Fig. 8. Arrangement of loud speakers in a room.

Therefore, amateurs should make
at least a few experiments before they
finally decide upon the disposition of
their speakers. They will be surprised
at the difference minor variations in
position will make.

Not only must tin, area in front of a
speaker be considered and the nature
of the surfaces upon Which its main
emission will imPinge, but the back-
ground, and, in fact, the whole sur-
roundings can all affect results.

Fig. q. Even two speakers of the horned
type can be used together witkadvantage,
although better results can generally be
obtained when cone and horn types are

" blended."
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ACCUMULATO
ANTI - FROTHS I

By J. F. CORRIGAN, M.Sc. A.I.C.

SOME time ago there appeared on
the market several brands of
powdery . substances, known

categorically as accumulator " anti -
froths." A small quantity of one of
these substances is added to the ac-
cumulator acid during the later stages
of charging in order to keep down the
frothing tendency.

Now, it is a fact that such accumu-
lator anti -froths do suppress the
frothing, and, in many instances, to
a surprisingly large degree. Unfor-
tunately, however, the use of such
substances very quickly gets the ac-
cumulator into a dirty condition. As
often as not the plates become clogged
Up with impurities, and thus the
efficiency of the accumulator-
electrical and otherwisequickly
diminishes.

When an accumulator begins to gas
or to froth, its charge is nearing com-
pletion.. In fact, many professional
accumulator chargerS welcome the
appearance of the bubbles of gas, for
after an accumulator has been freely
gassing for some time, it may be taken
as a sign that the charge has. been
completed.

Corrosion of Terminals
Despite all this, however, accumu-

lator frOthing is a nuisance, and some-
times an abominable -One. For one
thing; . if the cell froths -too freely,
quite a .considerable amount of the
acid -is  lost, - Further, when each
bubble. of .gas reaches the surfaCe of
the.a,Cid in the cell, the skin of the
bribble bursts. and a fine 'spray of
snlpiniric acid is scattered . about.
Corrosion on- the `tinder parts of ter-
minal fittings may be caused. One
way to stop this is to use' one of the
many accumulator anti -frothing ma-
terials which are to be obtained.

But are these latter materials

worth while ? Prbbably they are for
the professional accumulator charger,
who from time to time has entrusted
to him the charging of large open -
celled accumulators, accumulators in
which any serious amount of frothing
would do harm to objects in the
vicinity of the cells. However, in the
case of the small accumulator -charger,
the matter is a different one, as the
following considerations will show.

MItallic Salts
There are quite a number of metal-

lic salts, such as ammonium phos-
phate, for instance, which, if added in
small quantitiei to an accumulator,
will repress the tendency of the latter

A "Modern Wireless "
six -valve set built by

one of our readers.

to froth. The use of these salts, how-
ever, is dangerous, for the simple
reason that the acid becomes con-
taminated with extraneous metallic
substances which ultimately find their
way to the plates, and so reduce the
electrical. efficiency of the active
material on the latter. --
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The commonest anti -frothing
material which is uSed; however, is
not. of a strictly metallic variety. It
consists of ordinary dry soap, which
is, of course, marketed under various
names. .

Now, there is no doubt about the
fact that if a small j'inch of dry- soap
is a'dded fo:: a frothing 'accumulator,
the frothirig will very 'often' quickly
subsikler: - In practice, lic4ever, it is
found that this :Suppression of the
objectionable frothing is not very
prolonged."After ten minutes or so,
,the frothing generally appears again,
and this time, if anything, it attains
still ,worse proportions. Hence, the
addition of dry soap in this manner
to a frothing accumulator is not a cure
for the trouble ; at the best it is only
a palliative.

. Weakens the Acid
The soap acts by altering the phy-

sical nature of the liquid 'electrolyte,
so much So' that the bubbles of gas
which are given off by the plates find
it more difficult to break violently
through the surface skin Of the'ligiiid,
and thus to create the objectionable
acid spray.

Consider, however, what happens
when a small quantity of soap is
added to an accumulator. Ordinary
dry soap contains, first of all, a certain
proportion of pure soap; that is to
say, of a compound formed by the
union of an alkali with a fatty matter.
In addition to this, dry soap contains
free alkali as an impurity, :and also a
small quantity of silica, and other
insoluble matters.

Now,' when you add -soap to the
accumulator acid in this mariner, the
free alkali is' at once neutralised by
the accumulator acid. Hence, the
acid loses some of its strength. The
silica and other insoluble impurities
of the dry soap either sink to the
bottom of the accumulator or becomes
entangled in the plates. Thus appears
objection number two.

But the greatest objection of all is
to be seen in the fad that the greasy
or fatty matter liberated by the soap,
in contact with the acid, must inevit-
ably tend to clog up the active
material on the accumulator plates.

Perhaps the best method of all is
to procure some -mineral oil such as
" Blanco' ", and pour a layer of this
a quarter of an inch thick on the
surface of the acid. This will have
no bad effect on the plates, nor will it
affect the acid, while at the same time
it successfully prevents the spraying
Of acid that is so objectionable when
the accumulator commences to gas.
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Resistance
Capacity
Problems

THERE used to be a common belief
that any fool could make an
L.F. amplifier.- That was in

the days when such broadcast trans-.
.missions as took place were conducted
by means of apparatus that we should
regard nowadays as antediluvian,
when it was of little use to go in for
refinements in the receiving set
owing to the poor quality of the
transmission, when practically the

SA R

Only coupling used for note -magnify-
ing valves was the L.F. transformer
which had been designed primarily
for dealing with Morse signals. At
that time, the general purpose valve -
was the only type available to all but.
Millionaires, and when the very fact
of hearing anything at all by wireless
in the way of telephony provided
such a thrill that nobody cared very
much whether speech was woolly and
music sounded like the wheezings of
the world's worst gramophone playing
a cracked record with a blunt needle !
We have progressed a little since then.

Quality of. Transmissions
The quality of the transmissions is

now so excellent that they are to all
intents and purposes free from dis-
tortion, whilst both the highest and
the lowest musical pitches produced
by the playing of -an orchestra or a
solo instrument are sent, out into -the
ether with their full value. Though

any.fool can still make some kind of
note -magnifier, most of us realise
that to design and construct one
capable of giving first rate results
from the loud speaker is one of the
most difficult and interesting problems 
in the whole of wireless.

We are concerned in the present
article not with L.F. amplification in
general, but with that form in which
use is made of resistance coupling.
Before we get down to the problemg
which arise in connection with this
particular type it may be as well
to discuss briefly the way in which
the resistance -coupled note -magnifier
functions.

A Transformation
Everyone nowadays knows that if

oscillating potentials are applied to
the grid of a valye their effect is to
produce current changes in the plate
circuit. The L.F. amplifier follows
immediately after the rectifying valve.
To make any valve work we must
apply to its grid not current but
voltage changes. How ars we to
convert into voltage variations the
current variations which, as the well-
known grid -Volts -anode -current Curves
show us, occur within the rectifier ?
The only means of doing this is to
place - in the = anode circuit of -the
rectifying valve a component
has inipedanee." IMpedance is a
complicated: quality depending:14)0n
resistance, -frequency, capacity and
inductance. Its net effect upoif an
oscillating current is very much' the
same as that of resistance upon direct
current. In a word, it opposes change
in the value of the current ; if the
impedance is infinite no oscillating
current can pass, just as no direct
current can pass through an infinite
resistance.

An impedance may in theory take
the form of a resistance, an inductance,
a capacity, or a combination of the
three. In. actual practice it must
always consist of a Combination of
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An article which
should prove of the
utmost value and
interest to" all loud
speaker enthusiasts.

BY
R. W. HALLOWS,

M.A.

the three; since any. conductor pos-
sesses inductance, resistance and
-capacity.

The practical form of impedance
which comes nearest to possessing
but a single one of these three qualities
is a resistance. If it is well designed
and made, and if the wiring is
carefully carried out both inductance
and capacity will be so small as to
be negligible for all practical purposes.
Actually they are so small in the
case of the best anode resistances
that we can afford to disregard them
in our ordinary calculations. This
means in the first place, that the
plate circuit Of a resistance -coupled
valve behaves  very much as if it
contained resistance only, and
secondly that -we can obtain a very
good idea of its working by means of
the -circuit, shown in Fig. 1. Here
a milliammeter is placed in the
plate circuit and between this and
the H.T. battery is a resistance. The
grid circuit is so arranged that the

R.C. stages do not occupy much space as
this photo shows. Three stages are

embodied in this set.
13
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RESISTANCE CAPACITY PROBLEMS-continued

potential upon the -grid -can be varied
by means of tapped batteries:

Since we are working here with
direct current we can forget for a
moment the word impedance and
use resistance plain and simple in its
stead. If we raise the grid -potential
to a positive figure more electrons pass
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from the filament to the plate ;
in other words the plate -filament
resistance of the valve is decreased.
Similarly 'by making the grid more
and more negatiVe we increase the
internal resistance of the valve. The
circuit 'thus' Contains two resistances,
that within the valve and. that in
the plate circuit. Of these, the former
is variable, Whilst the latter remains
at a fixed value.

Voltage Drop
We can redraw this circuit in a

Very much simplified form in the way
shown in Fig. 2. Here R, is variable,
whilst R, .is fixed. 'Ohin'S laW tells'
us that the yoltage drop across .a
resistance is equal to amperes multi-
plied by ohms. Supposing that we
adjust 111 to a value of 40,000 ohms,
the resistance of R2 being constant
at 60,000 ohms, the total resistance

0
....7.0

__L

0111 'Mal -

17G 3.
4.-

'n circuit is now 100,000 ohms, and in
the case shown the milliammeter will
show that the current is 1.2 milli-
amperes, or .0012 ampere. The
voltage drop across 112 is thus 60,000
X -0012 -or '72 volts. - If we -increase
RI to 60,000 ohms, 1 milliampere of

current flows through the circuit and
the, drop across R, is .001 x 60,000
or 60 volts. Lowering the value of
Rl to 20,000 ohms makes the current -
flow 1.5 milliamperes and the drop
across R2 '0015 x 60,000 or 90 volts.
Thus changes in the resistance of RI
cause changes in the' potential 'drop
across 112 ; if the value of R, is in-
creased the potential drop across R2
is reduced and vice versa.

Degree of Amplification
This is very much what happens in

a valve functioning as a resistance -
coupled amplifier, the net result
being that voltage fluctuations upon
the grid cause similar voltage fluctua-
tions on an amplified scale across the
anode resistance. In a typical re-
sistance -coupled circuit such as that
shown in Fig. 3, these voltages are
applied to the grid of the following
valve by way of the grid 'condenser,
which has two duties to perform..
It acts as a coupling between the'
plate of one valve and the grid of the.
next, allowing oscillation potentials .
to pass. It acts also as an insulator
to direct current, preventing a large
steady positive potential frOm the
H.T. battery from reaching the grid,
of the valve.

. One of  the most important tbings
to remember in designing a resistance -
coupled note -magnifier is that the whole
of the amplification must take place
within the valve --itself ; there can be
no voltage step-up such as is obtained
by using a transformer whose second-
ary contains more turns than its
primary. For, this reason it is desir-
able to use in the early stages of the.
amplifier, valves with a big magnifi-
cation factor ; and here we are faced
byone of our first problems-how to.
take .full advantage of the amplifica-
tion factor of a given valve. The.
greater the anode resistance is in
proportion to the internal impedance
of the valve the nearer will the mag-,
nification actually obtained approach
the figure given as the amplification.
factor of the valve. In theory the
actual amplification would be equal
to the amplification factor if the re-
sistance in the anode circuit were
infinite. In practice a value equal to.
from five to ten times that of the
valve impedance is found generally
Satisfactory. We can discover the_
amplificationobtainable by means of
the simple formula
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plate resistanceA _
plate resistance + valve impedance

where A is the actual amplification
andµ is the amplification factor of
the valve. Suppose, for example,
that we propose to use for the first
note -magnifier a valve such as the
S.P.55B, which has an amplification
factor of 35 and an impedance of
55,000 ohms, with an anode resist-
ance of 509,000 ohms, then the
amplification obtainable will be :

500,000
555,000

x 35

or approximately 31.
It ,not infrequently happens that '

a constructor who has chosen a valve
with a large amplification factor, and
has fitted a suitable resistance in its
plate circuit, finds that when he comes
to test out the apparatus the results'
obtained are distinctly disappointing.
He is certainly not getting an actual
amplification of 31, or anything like

R.C. stages are easy to wire up but con:
ponent values require to be carefully

chosen.

it. In such cases the cause of the.
trouble is usually to be found in the.
grid leak of the following valve, and
this brings us to a second problem of
some importance.

An Important Point
Not everyone realises that so far

as alternating impulses are concerned
the grid leak must be regarded as in
parallel with the plate impedance
that precedes it. An examination of .
Fig. 4 will make this point plain.
On reaching the point A oscillating
impulses have two paths to earth.
They can travel via R, and (12, as
indicated by the first set of arrows, to
L.T. negative and so to earth ;  or
they can pass to earth by way of Cl
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and R2. The two impedances are,
therefore, in parallel, and the total
impedance between the point A and
earth will be less than that of either
of them. If, therefore, we employ,
as I have seen done, an .anode re-
sistance of 500,000 ohms and a grid
leak of 100,000 ohms, the impedance
in the plate circuit of V is quite
small and very little amplification is
obtained. It is clear, then, that, the
grid leak must have a considerably
higher value than the anode resist-
ance. In practice a value for the
grid leak of from four to eight times
that of the anode resistance is usually
suitable.

Grid Leak Values
Here, however, we are brought up

by the problem No. 3. We cannot
increase the value of the grid leak
beyond a certain point, which depends

equilibrium and giving rise to a plock.
Actually, the value of the grid leak
is not unduly critical, and a little
experimenting with fixed leaks of
different resistances will soon enable
the constructor to determine which
value gives the best degree of amplifi-
cation combined with stability.

The Grid Condenser
A detailed discussion of the capacity

of the grid condenser in a resistance
amplifier would provide material not
merely for a paragraph, but for a
lengthy article. It must suffice, there-
fore, to mention merely one or two
important points. In the first place
the capacity- of this condenser is not
particularly critical. The great thing
is that it should be large in proportion
to the inter -electrode capacity of the
valve which follows it. Actually
satisfactory working may be obtained

cD

This is a four valve set
employing three R.C.
L.F. amplifying stages.

*

upon the particular valve in use as
V2, for if we do so we shall find our-
selves faced by the unpleasant symp-
tom known as ." motor -biking." When
the amplifier is switched on it func-
tions for an instant and then proceeds
to emit a succession of ticks or plocks
at regular intervals. There may be
several seconds between the ticks, or
they may follow one another as
rapidly as those of a watch, or again
they may occur in such quick succes-
sion as to become blended into a howl.
In any case, the cause is the same :
owing to the high resistance of the
grid leak the grid of the valve is
unable to get rid of its surplus
electrons. These accumulate upon it,
building up an increasing negative
potential which chokes the valve.
When this potential is sufficient to
overcome the resistance in the grid
leak the charge escapes to earth,
restoring the valve to a.condition of

with a coupling condenser of any
capacity between -005 mfd. and 25
mfd. provided that a grid leak of -
suitable resistance is used in com-
bination with it. The greater the
capacity of the condenser the smaller
will be the best resistance value for
the grid leak, and vice versa. My
experience is that it is not advisable
to use a very large capacity, partly
owing to the fact that a grid leak of
comparatively low resistance must
be used in combination with it, thus
lowering the total impedance_ in the
anode circuit of the preceding valve,
and partly because a big coupling
condenser is apt to produce a trouble-
some form_ of slow ticking, since it
takes an appreciable time to become
charged up. Generally speaking, when
a 2 megohm grid leak is used the
capacity of the grid condenser should
not be greater than :01 mfd., where
the following valve is one of the well
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known first stage note -magnifying or
small power types. If experiments
are made with clip -in condensers very

little difference will be found when
the value is reduced to -005 mfd. Even
with this small coupling capacity
there is practically no -suppression of
the lower frequencies, corresponding
to the bass notes, in a well designed
resistance amplifier. Before a valve of
the high amplification factor type,
in which the Internal capacity is
usually low, a smaller condenser may
be used with a grid leak of consider-
ably grbater value. The condenser
may, in fact, have a capacity as small
as 0005 mfd., and the grid leak a
resistance as high as 5 megohms or
more. Should " motor -biking " or
howling be experienced with any kind
of resistance amplifier when it is first
tried out, it is a good plan, before
any further steps are taken, to see
what effect is produced by reducing
the capacity of the grid condenser.
Experiments may then be made with
grid leaks of different values.

A Fading Effect
If the grid condenser is very large

and the grid leak too high to suit it,
" motor -biking on the grand scale "
may be experienced. Instead of ticks
or plocks we now have a phenomenon
which may very easily be mistaken
for genuine fading, the results, so far
as reproduction is concerned, being
very similar. When a signal is
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tuned in it comes in at normal
strength, but begins almost at once
to decline owing to the gradual
building up of a negative charge on the
grid and the slow charging up of the
condenser. The falling off continues
until the signal is almost inaudible ;
then comes a noise not unlike that
caused by an atmospheric, and signal
strength quickly returns to normal.
I have known cases in which signal
strength has taken nearly a minute
to decline from maximum to minimum.
One can always tell whether genuine
fading is or is not responsible for
fluctuations experienced by making
use of a milliammeter. Should the
" fading " be due to slow choking
of the valves the needle will fall
during the decline in signal strength
to a lower and lower reading, return-
ing rapidly to normal as the accu-
mulated charges leak away. Genuine
fading, provided that the valves are
properly grid -biased, produces no
movement whatever of the rnilliam-
meter needle.

Strong Reaction Effects
A resistance -coupled note -magnifier

may alsc- have a tendency to; howl if
the H.T. battery (particularly if it
is of the dry cell type, for the re-
sistance of dry batteries is much
greater than that of accumulators)
is not shunted by an adequate

note -magnifying circuits of unwanted
H.F. impulses. In the plate circuit
of the rectifying valve there are :two
oscillating coinponents. The greater
of 'theSe is the rectified audio -fre-
quency current, but this is acCom-

A wire wound anode resistance

panied by H.F. impulses which have,
so to speak, leaked through the
rectifier. If these find their way into
the note -magnifying circuits they are
liable to cause a good deal of trouble
through stray reaction effects. It
is therefore desirable to divert them at
their source by providing a path to
earth by means of a small capacity.
One of the best ways of doing this
is -seen in Fig. 5. Here the radio -
frequency choke acts as a barrier
to H.F. impulses, which are thus
strained out; as it were, and passed
to earth through the condenser C. The
capacity of this condenser will usually
be quite small ; a little experimenting
with clip -in  condensers will show
the value required to give the best
results. As a rule it will lie between
0001 and .0003 mfd. Another method
is to do without the choke and to

Fl;. 6. =Mr
11111M1

a N'Il_f
^A, a.ty
SIR 41 8.709

capacity or if L.P. -.- is not connected
to earth. This last is an exceedingly
important point, and failure to carry
it out is responsible for much of the
instability complained of where -re-'
sistande coupling is used..

But perhaps the chief cause of
instability in resistance -coupled ampli-
fiers containing two or more stages
is to be traced to the presence in the

place a condenser across the anode
resistance, as shown in the Fig. 3
circuit: This, howeVer, is not so
satisfactory, since it larger capacity
must be used, and there is a risk of
shunting away not only the Unwanted
frequencieS, also some of *the
upper audio -frequencies .and thus
producing a suppression. of the higher
musical harmonics.
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I have left till .the last one of. the
most niportant of all the problems
in connection with resistance -coupled
note -magnifiers. This concerns the
choice of the right valves in order to
obtain the 'highest posSible.quality in
the reprodection combined with: good
amplification per stage. If it were a
qUestion only of obtaining big .ampli-
fieation we could use throughout
Valves with high amplificatiOn factors,
hilt 'Were- we to do so horrible dis-
tortion would result through over-
loading. Let us suppose, for example,
that as an experiment we place valves
with an amplification factor of 35
in each of the -first two holders of the
Fig. 3 circuit and a valve such 'as the '

P.M.5, which- has an amplification
factor of 17.5, in the last holder.

Choice of Valves
The actual amplification obtainable

would be in the neighbourhood of' 30
for each of the first two valves and,
say, 12 for the last. The three valves
therefore give a total amplification of,
30 X 30 x 12 or 10,800, which sounds
thrilling-until we are brought down
to earth by recalling that the maxi-
mum grid swing for' a P:M:5 valve
without overloading is about 5 volts.
Since the magnification given by the
first two valves is about 900, the
greatest voltage swing that could be
applied to the grid of Vi is one of
about .005 volt. If we endeavour
to receive with such a combination
even a moderately powerful signal
giving a grid swing of .1 volt for V1,
the grid swing reaching V, would be
some 90 volts, which is about ten
tithes as much as even a small power
valve could deal with. It is clear then
that whatever - else happens, a valve
of the " first L.F." type is quite
unsuitable in the third holder.

Grid Swing
The case of V2 must also be con-

sidered. A valve such as the
S.P.55B can deal properly with a
maximum grid swing of only about
3 volts at the outside ; hence the
greatest voltage swing that we can
apply to V1 without overloading
V2, if V2 is of this type, is only about
'06 volt.

If the resistance -coupled amplifier
is to be used for long distance work
as well as for local reception, so that
strong and moderate signals are
to be expected, we shall do better

(Continued on page 432.)
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4)-xe FOUR
COIL TWO,

A Novel Broadcast Receiver

By H. J. BARTON-CHAPPLE, Wh. Sch., B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I. D.I.C. A.M.I.E,E.

T has been said on many occasions
.11. that to be able to " kill two birds

with one stone " is a worthy
accomplishment, and certainly divers
cases could be quoted to justify the
truth of this remark. The point crops
up repeatedly as far as home con-
structors are concerned, for how many
times has the desire been expressed for
a wireless receiver that combines
both quality and quantity ? Again,
many seek the possession of a set
which will enable the local station
to be tuned in with ease, by reference
to previously logged dial readings,
and yet serve the additional purpose
of "satisfying the ambitions of those
members of the household experi-
mentally inclined.

Tone and Volume
-Careful experiment will prove un-

doubtedly that there is a certain
optimum combination of inductance
and capacity to give the best results
from any particular receiver, when
judged from the dual. standpoint of
purity of reproduction and signal
strength. Unfortunately, we cannot
measure quality in terms of simple
units like those for current, voltage
and resistance, so that in the majority
of- cases it resolves itself into a purely
personal matter, and after all, that
is the most important point of view.
The time devoted to the deterinination
of this combination is repaid in the
results obtained, hence too much
stress cannot be laid on this, especially
for those with a critical ear for musical
reproduction.

It was from considerations, such as
these that led me to design and con-
struct the two valve receiver described
in this article. As will be gathered
from the photographs of the set, it
is simple to construct, while the sym-
metry of the panel and baseboard
lay -out gives it a particularly pleasing

appearance. Instead of arranging
battery terminals on an ebonite
strip at the rear of the baseboard,
recourse was made to a five -way
battery lead which passes through a
hole in an ebonite mount arranged
for the filament switch, the individual
leads being taken to their respective
positions on the terminals of the actual
components screwed to the baseboard.
This gives a very neat arrangement,
while the grid -bias battery is tucked
away inside the set, aluminium clips
holding it in position on the right-hand
side of the baseboard.

In order to ascertain the effects of
different valve combinations it was
decided to have the filament resist-
ances variable. Fixed resistors are
admirable if a good stock of inter-
changeable resistances are on hand,
or if the valves available are strictly

limited as regards filament voltage
and current. On the other hand, the
appearance of two additional knobs
on the panel for the filament rheostats
is regarded by many constructors as
an eyesore, so the happy medium has
been chosen by utilising baseboard
mounting rheostats.

The Circuit Chosen
It is always a particularly good plan

for potential constructors to study
the theoretical diagram carefully
before embarking upon the construc-
tion of the receiver itself. A reference
to Fig. .1 will show the scheme adopted
for this set. The tuning arrangement
calls for the first comment, and it
will be noticed that in the actual aerial
circuit we have a multiple -fixed
condenser, Cl, and two coils (the usual
plug-in type), L1 and L2, all in series.

The "Four

Coil Two"

ready for

test.

A neat multi -flex lead is employed for connection between set and batteries.
369
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THE "FOUR -COIL TWO"-continued

Coupled to L, is another coil, L3,
one end of which is joined to the
junction of L and L2. The amount
of magnetic coupling between: L1
and L3 can be altered, since these
coils are mounted in a two -coil holder.

Novel Aerial Arrangement
The arrangement is thus a combin-

ation of auto and inductive coupling,
which can be varied at will by the
interchange of coils of various turn
numbers. This gives a measure of
selectivity, since we have the equiva-
lent of a tapping on the aerial coil.
In addition, by utilising a reliable
geared two-way coil holder together
with a dial, such as the L. & P.
component employed in the actual
set, a fine alteration in the coil's
relative positions is made possible,
while the engraved dial enables the
best angular position of L3 to be
logged for future reference.

Tuning is effected by the .0005
condenser, C2, but since alterations
of the total equivalent inductance
can be brought about by the move-
ment of L3, it is possible to secure the
optimum condition mentioned earlier
in the article. Further alterations can
be brought about by means of the
different capacities available with C1
so that ample scope is provided for
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determining the most satisfactory
combination to suit individual re-
quirements.

z reaction is introduced
AN.

A close-up " of the L.F. switch panel, and the wiring to the choke unit.
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through the coil L4, tightly coupled
and fixed relative to L2. As far as
the coupling to the L.F. valve is
concerned, the auto -choke arrange-
ment of Watinel's.. was found to give
admirable results: The L.F. choke.,
coupling condenIer and leak resist-
ance are mounted in one unit; and on
test the quality of the reproduction
was found.to be most satisfactory.

Constructional Details
Any inequalities of the H.T. battery

voltage tend to be smoothed out by
the 2 mfd. reservoir condensers C6 and
C,, this being noticeable particularly
when the battery is reaching the end of
its useful life.

Having studied the salient features
of the circuit employed, we can turn
our attention to details of construc-
tion. Components other than those
shown, provided they are of reliable
make, may be substituted for those
shown without detriment to the per-
formance of the set. Where departures
are made, however, pay particular
attention to any possible alterations
in layout, consequent upon the
different design of the substituted
components.

Taking the panel first, it is advisable
to mark off the positions of the holm
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THE "FOUR -COIL TWO"-continued

for the two panel brackets, the proper
alignment probably being best secured
with the loose baseboard and panel in
position in the cabinet. Although not
absolutely essential, the employment
of brackets ensures a more robust
finishel article, keeping the panel

..
::

...
COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS ::

.. REQUIRED.

1 ...opanel, 14 in. x 7 in. x 1 in. .4.::1 cabinet, taking above panel, and ::
:: loose baseboard 10 in. deep. 4..
::1 Lissen H.F. choke.
::1 L. and P. Universal two -coil holder::
:: (London and Provincial Radio Co.,::

-** Ltd.).
:V L. and P. Indicating dial.
::2 Lotus valve holders, with terminals. ::
::1 .0005 S.L.T. slow motion variable
:: condenser (Brandes,- Ltd.). o
u 1 .0003 S.L.F. slow motion variable ::
:: condenser (Brandes, Ltd.). ::
::1 auto -choke, first stage (Watmel). ::
:V multiple fixed condenser (1001 to::
:: .0015). (C.A.V.). o
::2 baseboard rheostats (35 ohms) (Lissen,::
:: Ltd.). .
::Two 2 mfd. Mansbridge-type condensers.'.:
U2 L. and P. single coil holders. o
::1 combined -0003 condenser and 2::
:: megohm grid leak (Watmel). se
::1 pair grid bias battery clips. o
::t Lewcos five -way battery leal. o
:V push-pull filament switch.
.1:4 insulated terminals engraved " aerial,"::
11  "earth," " 'phones," + and "'phones::
:: -" (Belling & Lee, Ltd.). .:.
::1 spring clip for C,. - "o
::2 T14 plugs and 5 indicating tabs::
:: marked H.T. --1, H.T. + 2, H.T. -4:
:: G.B. +, and G.B. - (J. 3. Eastiek &::
:: Sons, Ltd.).
al pair panel brackets.
a Quantity of Glazite for wiring up,::
:: rubber -covered flex, wood screws, and::
:: 1 piece of ebonite 2 in. x 11 in. x
.. 1- in. .4.4..

  4, IN  *****

absolutely secure, and reducing any
tendency. o warp.

The positions for the holes to take
the two condensers, coil holder, four
terminals and four base screws, can
now he marked on the back of the
panel. The necessary dimensions are

given in the diagram of Fig. 2, it being
remembered, however, that this re-
presents the front of panel, whereas
all scribed lines are done on the back
of panel. In order to prevent the front
panel surface from being scratched
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during drilling operations it should be
protected by a sheet of thin cardboard
or sheets of paper.

This job completed, fix the panel to
the baseboard by attaching the
brackets and necessary wood screws,
and then proceed to mount on the
panel the components indicated. In
the case of the L. & P. coil holder
and dial, explicit instructions are
issued by the makers, so that no diffi-
culty will be encountered. Now refer
carefully to the accompanying photo-
graphs and wiring diagram' (Fig. ,3) in
order to ascertain the positions for
the baseboard components. The lay-
out should be followed as near as
possible:

Wiring Up
It will be noticed that a symmetrical

arrangement can be adopted, but the
valve holders, baseboard resistors and
radio-frequencychoke must be screwed
into position -so that the largest
dimensioned coil which may be placed
in the moving block of the coil holder
will not foul anything in its full 90
degre3S movement.

The Watmel combined grid leak and
condenser has been mounted direct on
to the grid terminal of the first valve
holder, the hole in the common pair of
connecting lugs being opened slightly

Well spaced wiring is ess-
ential, and care must be
taken that the moving coil
does not foul any other
components when the coup-

ling is reduced.

Constructors
should see

that none of the
connections makes
contact with the

metal panel brackets, even though
the leads are insulated.
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THE "FOUR -COIL TWO"-continued
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THE "FOUR -COIL TWO"-continued

to allow this to be done. The filament
switch is mounted on a small piece of
ebonite drilled and filed to the dimen-
sions shown in Fig. 4, the whole being
screwed against the rear edge of the
baseboard, 1 inch from the right-hand
corner. Just below this switch is a

A

ith1

i_1145

\WS
. ,. DETAILS OF

2 HOLE SWITCH PANEL
AT REAR OF
BASEBOARD

3/4 FIG. 4
37_...,..8_/

inch hole, through which pisses the
five -way cable lead, so that the whole
scheme is particularly neat and does
away 'with the more usual terminal
arrangement.

All is now ready for wiring the
receiver, and by following carefully
the wiring instructions and joining the
leads in the order indicated, the pro-
cess will be found to present no
difficulty. Of course, the wiring dia-
gram (Fig. 3) and the accompanying
photographs will be used in conjunc-
tion with the instructions. The wires
in the centre of the baseboard must be
kept close to the- wooden surface so as
not to hamper the movement of the
moving coil block and coil L3.

The Battery Lead
Frayed edges of insulation can be

avoided by careful baring of the
Glazite wire, while the actual wires
must be kept to short straight runs
wherever possible. Each wire can be
soldered at its junction to the respec-
tive components if desired, but on the
other hand advantage can be taken of
the terminals by those constructors
not keen on soldering. Make the joints
quite secure under the terminal nuts,
and see that they are scrupulously
clean.

The five -way cable lead should be
fixed to the baseboard by a small cleat
just after passing through the hole -in
the ebonite strip. This will be a safe-
guard if the cables should be unduly
tugged at any time, preventing strain
on the individual leads and possible
breaking of connections. It is neces-
sary to remove «all the spade tags in

order to pass the cable through the
I inch hole, and before replacing them,
shorten each of the leads so that they
can be run to their points on the com-
ponents without leaving a lot of slack
wire.

The rubber cable coverings are
coloured, as also are the spade and
plug ends, but to be absolutely certain
I advise the constructor to add indi-
cating tabs to the wander plug ends of
the H.T. leads, and also to the plug
ends of the separate leads passing to"
the sockets of the grid -bias battery.

Testing the Set
This will militate against any errors

in the outside battery connections
when the set is housed in its cabinet.
.Remember that the neatness and
efficiency of your wiring, with due
regard to the little details, will reflect
itself in the ultimate results you will
obtain with_ your set, so that it pays
not to hurry over this part of the work.

When completed, re -check the
wiring with the wiring diagram to
ensure accuracy ; then the set can
be placed in its cabinet. If not
already done by the makers, a hole
must be cut out in the back of the
cabinet with a fretsaw to allow the
ebonite switch mount and cable leads
to pass through.

We now go on to the aerial tests.
Insert the valves in their holders,
testing to see that they light correctly,
and then 'insert the H.T. plugs into
the battery. The voltage on V1
can be about 70, and that on V2 about
100. The exact value of the grid bias

S

*44e
WIRING INSTRUCTIONS.

Join together socket of fixed coil block LI** 
::and socket of moving coil block L3 thence to::
*4. pin of single coil holder for L2.:: Join socket of single coil holder for L2, to::
**pin of single coil holder -for L4, thence toe*
::moving plates of C2 and earth terminal=
neontinning to one terminal of each filament**
::rheostat RI and R2, and finally to one ter-::

minal on each condenser C6 and C7. **
ee Join fixed plates of C4 to one side of R.F.C.::
nand to plate of VI. e
ee .Toin pin of moving coil block L7 to fixed**
:: Plates, of 02, and thence to " free " condenser::
e: lug on en'oeee Join " free" tag of Its to a filament::
:Iterminal on Nr1; thence to a filament terminal **
*ion V2, continuing to one terminal of Si. 13
ee Join 'phones -to plate of V2 and 'phones::
o + to remaining terminal on Cry.:: Join moving plates of C4 to socket of single**
**coil holder for L4, and join remaining ter-..
::minal on R.F.C. to "plate" terminal on::
.*auto -choke unit. eee. Join H.T. + terminal on auto -choke unit::
::to remaining terminal on C.:: Join remaining terminals on RI- and R2 to,::
::remaining filament terminals, on VI and V2. ..oe Join aerial terminal to 000 terminal on Ci.ei
::Join grid terminal on auto -choke unit to::
< grid of V2.

4.0 Join pin of fixed coil block LI to one end::
eeof a flexible lead, the remaining end ter-
::minating on a spring clip.
*! Join L.T. - terminal on auto -choke unite*
;; to one end of a flexible lead, the remaining::
:: end terminating on a plug marked G.B. '.. Join " earthed " terminal of R2 to one end
ee of a flexible lead, the remaining end ter-
ei minating in -a plug marked G.B.+. Leads::
::from five -way cable should be connected
**thus:- L.T. + and H.T. - to remaining**
:Vern -Anal on Si, L.T. - to either of the corn-::
** mon " earthed " terminals on C6 and C7,

H.T. + 1 to H.T. + terminal on auto -choke::
*.unit and H.T. + 2 to junction of 07 and 
::phones +.

re* ***X

will depend upon the type of L.F.
valve employed, but 41 to 6 volts
is -a likely value. As to the actual
valves, I have tried out many makes,
a high impedance or general purpose
valve occupying the position of V1,
with a low impedance valve for V2.
Amongst the most satisfactory, men -

(Concluded on page 442)

The " Four -Coil
Two " with valves
and coils in position.
The grid bias battery
can be seen next to
the L.F. choke on
the left of the

photograph.
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A list of all the
European broad-

casting stations
(Concluded from

last month).
STATIONS BETWEEN 500 AND 1050 METRES.

Compiled by-
DUDLEY

KEITH

Wave-
kngth. Name of Station. Remarks.

Wave-
length. Name of Station. Remarks.

504 Porsgrund .. .. .. .. Irregular. 566 Berlin (Magdeburger Platz) Daily.
508 Brussels (Radio Belgique) .. Daily, 8 p.m. onwards. 577 Vienna (Radio Wien) .. .. Weekdays, 3.15 p.m. ;
517.2 Rosenhugel .. .. .. .. - Sun., 6.30 p.m.
535.7 Munich .. .. .. .. .. Sun., 10.30 a.m., and most 577 Frieburg .. .. .. Irregular.

evenings. 720 Ostersund .. .. .. .. Relays Stockholm.
545.6 Sundsvall (S A S D) .. .. Most evenings. 760 Geneva (H B 1) .. .. .. Weekdays, 7.40 p.m.
555.6 Budapest .. .. .. .. Sun., 10 a.m. and 9 850 Lausanne (H B 2) .. .. Daily, 7.5 p.m.

p.m. ; weekdays, 4 940 Leningrad .. ... .. .. Daily, 5 p.m.
p.m. ; weather. 980 Warsaw.. .. .. .. Daily, 7.30 p.m.

566 Blumendaal .. .. .. .. Sun., 9.40 a.m., 4.40 1010 Moscow (Popoff) .. .. .. -
p.m. Services. 1050 Hilversum (H D 0) .. .. Daily, 7.50 p.m. ; Sun.

11 a.m. and 1.30 p.m.

Among the identification signals, those of the following should be noted : Brussels has a high-pitched tuning note, and announces
" Ah-low Ici Radio Belgique." Munich sends MUNG in Morse (- .), followed by three notes on oscillating valves,
A, F sharp, D. Gong is sometimes struck in intervals. Budapest opens u,p with an oscillating valve, sending the dots being
higher pitched than the dashes. It also has a lady announcer. Berlin (566 m.) has same signal as the other Berlin station. Vienna
announces " Hallo, Hier Radio Wien Sender Welle 577 " ; it has a tuning signal of (  . .  )V's in Morse, and closes down with S K
(.  . and has an interval signal of a metronome ticking. Geneva opens with a thrice repeated whistle. Lausanne opens with
chimes to indicate a tune, followed by a carillon. Hilversum announces in English and the words " Hier Hilversum, Holland."

STATIONS BETWEEN 1050 AND 4000 METRES.

Wave-
length.. of Station. Remarks.

Wave-
length .g Name of Station. Remarks.

1100 Debilt .. .. .. .. .. Weekdays, 8.15 p.m. 1500 Riga .. .. . .. .. -
1100 Bfisle .. .. .. Daily, 8.50 p.m. 1600 DAVENTRY (5 X X) .. .. High -power station.
1110 Kbely .. .. .. .. .. Daily, 6 p.m. to 7.30 p.m. 1750 Radio Paris (S F R) .. .. Daily, 12.30 p.m., ant
1150 Soro .. .. .. .. - Relays Copenhagen. each evening ; Sun.
1150 Ryvang . 12.45 p.m.
1165 -Leningrad (10kw.) Irregular 1800 Norddeich . .. ..

*Haven
Midnight ; weather reporti

1200 Luxembourg (to be 2174) 1950 Scheveningen .. .. -
1290 Boden (S A S E) .. .. .. Relays Stockholm 2000 Kovno .. .. .. .. .. -
1300 Berlin (Koenigsvruster- Relays Voxhaus. 2525 , Berlin .... .. .. . .. Intermittent news daily.

hausen A F T) 2650 Paris Eifel Tower (F L) .. Daily, 6 p.m.
1365 Karlsborg - .. .. 1 ... . 2900 1. Berlin Koenigswusterhausen
1400 Nijni Novgorod .. .. j irregutar. 4000 i (A F P) .. .. .. -
1450 Moscow (R D W) .. .. .. -

The best noted announcements for the above stations are as follow : Leningrad-opening' signal, gong or chimes. Calls " Allo, Allo,
Radia peredacha (phonetic), Leningrad." Moscow announces " Allo, Allo, Radia Moskva," and closes down with chimes and the pealing
of the Internationale on the Kremlin carillon. Radio Paris is, of course, well known with its announcement of "Alio, Allo Ici le poste do
Clixchy des emissions, Radio Paris," etc., and sounds a gong at 12.30 p.m. and 8.30 p.m. Eiffel Tower announces " Alio, Alio, IM le poste
Radio Telephonique de la Tour Eiffel," etc., and a series of seconds counted in French.

These stations require larger aerial coils, having from 75 to 300 turns to cover the full range and -can most of them be heard on two
valves in this country, several being audible on the loud speaker.
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LAST month, you remember, I made
an attack, a little local shindy,
a mere trench raid, upon Ambo's

crystal set and his pa -in-law's whis-
kers. The set I put out of action by a
cunning ruse de guerre, but the Twipe
camouflage got away with insignifi-
cant losses, though it was palpably
demoralised.

Not, mark you, that I must be under-
stood to nurture. the slightest ani-
mosity towards crystal sets. ,Oh, no !
But this particular set was a horrid
little mousetrappy thing which hopped
about the table if one tuned in to  a
really strong station. Briefly, it was

411

. . . I hastened to the scene and
Ambo opened the door. . . .

the kind of set which is sold in bits,
on a large card bearing pictures
printed in poisonous colours and de-
picting a happy family (with wooden
faces, too much hair, and out-of-
date clothes) listening to a loud
speaker shaped like an early model
phonograph horn. Hence I rent it in
twain and Ambo hove it out of the
window. The .dog buried it next day,
with every mark of respect, in com-
pany with a very fruity mutton. bone.
R.I.P.

As to Ambo's father-in-law-well,
he must have had some great sorrow in
his younger days to have let the weeds
grow so profusely over the grave of
his manly beauty. His whiskery was
simply immense-a perfect Bird Sanc-
tuary. Quite impossible for him to
do fine soldering or drilling ; his face -
mat would have stopped the works of
a steam -roller. In fact I was told
that he had been forbidden to use the
Tower Bridge because he had once
entangled the bascules, and as a result,
six steamers lost high water and the
mails were delayed.

I got a postcard from Ambo, which
read

- " Can you drop in ? .Urgent."
" My Aunt ! " I thought. Twipe

must have :caught his ehin-crop in
the mangle," and I hastened to the
scene.

"Teese All Thmassed"
Ambo opened the 'door. What a

shock I received ! He looked about
as cheerful as a pelican with a couple
of carraway seeds for dinner, and. his
cheeks were sunken like those of a
c e:itenarian.

" My dear Ambo," I cried in sym-
pathetic tones, " what on earth
You don't mean to say that pair of
cuckoos have tried to nest in Mr.
Twipe's beard ? Why, it was only.
last .week we drove the swallows out.
Really, we shall have to--"

" Thass all right," he replied. " I
don't care shixpench about the birdth.
I've losh me teese. Sneezed 'em into
a sack of potatoesh. Horsh took
fright and ran ash far ash Whitehall
before he wash shtopped. Teese all
thmassed. Awful nuishance ! "

" Well," I answered, " what's the
real trouble ? Urgent, you said."

"A Piteous Sight7 !
" Yesh. Fact shee the B.B.

Shee is going to give a talk, zish manse
about potatoesh.. The Tuber and
Its Enemish," by the Minishtry of
Relish. I want to hear that, and I
thought you might help me make up a
wirelish shet in time. Can you ? "

" My boy ! Delighted. But we
must have Mr. Twipe to help us. And
Mr. Puddle, too."

" Yesh, you mean Guddle."
" Do I I forgot ! Very well,

then, let's ascend to the den ' and
begin operations. How's Asia ? "

" Asia is Sank goodness !
Heresh my spare teese come. Clip'
clop. Ah, old sport, that's  better !
Now I can talk. Man without his
teeth is like a woman without a
tongue. Handicapped ! "

So we went upstairs and contem-
plated the collection of wireless ap-
paratus Ambo had made. It re-
minded mb of those Government
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dumps one used to visit just after the
war.. A piteous sight ! Good stuff
going not only to wrack but also to
red ruin. Twipe sneaked in, looking
like a walking mop, and then I made
my great resolution. Twipe should
sleep that night with a raw face, and
not tear the sheets any more.

" Have you got any soldering
things ? " I said in a sergeant -like
tone.

At the word Mr. Twipe emitted a
series of beard -waves and passed from
the room with something of the easy
and uncanny alacrity of the. Dis-
appearing Lady.

"Preparing a Good Alibi"
" Gymnastic old creature," I re-

marked. " Flits here and there, in
and out, like a butterfly. What is
he up to now ? "

"I think he has gone for the solder-
said Ambo. " The plum-

ber left them in the cellar last winter
while he went for a sack. He ,never
came back, so I expect he got it.
There's a bottle of spirits of salt, some
resin, a lump of what -is -it, a can of
solder and a soldering -bolt like a
sledge -hammer."

" Capital 1 " I chuckled, rubbing
my hands in high glee. " Not exactly
the outfit for fine panel work, but the
very thing for rendering the starving
homeless. Ambo, old fellow, to -

When. the brew really began
to smell Mr. Twipe could hardly re-

strain himself. . . .

night's the night ! Yon moon shall go
down upon the Hairless Wonder. No
more shall the laundry be blamed
for tearing your household linen.
Shaven and stark shall he lie, his rosy
chin looking like the last peach on the
wall. Then-
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But surely you won't-er-do the
old bloke any harm, -y'know," said.
Ambo nervously.

" He shall do it himself, lad," I
replied. " I'll not touch him. I've a
genius for coming out of an affair

looking all the more innocent the
more I am guilty. No ! it shall be
quite accidental. Ha ! here's Mr.
Twipe ! That's fine, sir ! You going
to help us ? Why, excellent ! But I
think perhaps you had better not.
You absolutely insist ? Very sporting,
sir ! But I don't think it would be
quite the thing. Better sit and watch
us. There ! That's right." I sat him
doWn in his usual corner. Nothing
like preparing a good alibi.

"The Amateur's Chief Delight"
" Well, Ambo," I said, " let's get

on. Solder looks a bit fierce, doesn't
it ? We'll have to purify it, I'm
afraid. Got any pigeon's milk ? No ?
Hum ! that's a pity. Nothing like
it for taking the dephlogisticated air
out of solder. Ah, well, we shall just
have to do our best."

I got a lot of solder on a large flat
iron tray over a gas -ring, smothered it
with resin and candle -grease and
began to fry this worse than infernal
mixture. Ambo was in the seventh
heaven of enthusiasm, stirring and
taking notes while I explained how
it is that, soldering is the amateur's
chief delight and standby.

A good joint," I said, " is the
trade mark' of a M.I.R.E., just as
much as of a Master Cleaver."

When the brew really began to smell
Mr. Twipe could hardly restrain

. . . all irrevocably attached to
Mr. Twipe's radiator -muff. . .

himself and I had to push hint
back into his chair every few,
minutes.

h You see all that rising to the
top ? " I said, holding Ambo well
over hell's cauldron. " That's what
we want to get rid of." That was a
true word spoken in earnest, good-
ness knows,

" Urn ! Yes, I see," snuffled Ambo.
" But the-er--the smell is not unlike
a fertilizer factory on fire. I distinctly
remember when Jubbs' Choice Manure
and Wormicide Works were burnt
down. The-"

" I daresay. And Mrs. Parker'.
was a bad crop that year._ Really,
Ambo, this potato his is the limit. It :
poisons human intercourse and pol-
lutes the wells of polite conversation.
Cut it out and have another
stir."

At last the solder became fluid ; a
fine panful.

" Now for the critical moment," I
said, at which Mr. Twipe edged his
way in and stood gloating over the
awful scene.

" This is rather a delicate opera-
tion," I explained. " It needs the
three of us. First, let me "rig up the
ogzimeter."

On the far side of the sizzling pan I
put a spectroscope which I had dug
out of Ambo's collection. I placed a
lighted candle behind it. To gaze
through the spectroscope one had to
put one's chin over the pan.

" Doom of the Twipe Forest"
Now then, Mr. Twipe, you are to

be entrusted with the most scientific
job of all. I want you to stand here,
in front of this ogzimeter, and when
I say, ' There she blows,' you will bob
down and look through the ogzimeter
and shout Upsey-daisy' when the
light goes out. Please don't make any
mistake, or I shall regret having put
you in the place of honour. Ambo,
you turn out the gas -ring when I call.
Now-are we ready ?

Old Twipe gripped the table, a hand
on either side of the pan, and straddled
out his legs like a giraffe at a water -
pool. Ambo seized the gas -tap and
prepared to co-operate, but I observed
in his eye the fear of the unknown.
After all, to play fast and loOse with
half a. century's growth on the chin
of a wife's father calls for dare -devilry
far beyond the dreams of medical
students.

The hour struck and the doom of
the Twipe-forest cracked.. - ,

" There she blows ! " I hissed.
Down bobbed Twipe, like a good

scout. He glared through the spectro-
scope like a butler tlirough a keyhole ;
concentrated; oblivious to the roar
and fret of the great world without ;
breathing hard. ,
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Beautiful His whiskers were
well down in the melted solder.

Full fathom five thy father
lies,' ".I hummed merrily, and out
with the :gas, Ainbo," said.

resist
pan a few gentle rocks, photo-
grapher with his doroftWoi dish.
Nothinitlike Making of a job, and
the solder was beginning to harden.

- Then I pinched, out the Candle.
, " Upsey-daisy ! "- Nwlo:d old Twipe

as the light went out. Aid, by the
Great Green Grid of the -Little. Yellow

. . . China appeared to be inhabited
by bottles. . . .

Valve ! the daisies did come up.
So did the solder and the pan and
the grease and resin-all irrevocably
attached to Mr. Twipe's radiator -muff.

Ambo groaned and covered his
eyes with his hands.

" My dear Mr. Twipe 1" I cried
in anguished tones. " What have
you done? I wanted you to keep
out. I begged you not to come too
close, didn't I ? "

" I'll bear you out in that, laddie,"
came from that noble fellow Ambo,
who was biting on the ogzimeter in
agony.

" Bring me a Barber "
But Twipe ! Well, he stood speech-

less and purple with rage. Luckily,
he couldn't say anything because
the weight of the solder and the pan
kept his lower jaw down. Sympa-
thetically I pressed the pan into his
hand and showed him how, if he held
it up in front of his face, he could
shut his mouth. At this moment
Mrs. Ambo popped her head round
the door and sniffed.

" What's dad doing, Julian ? "
she enquired.

"Only just looking to see if any
hairs have got into the solder, Mrs.
Ambo," I answered with a smile.

" Oh, well, I'm afraid he won't
see many because his spectacles are
downstairs."

(Continued on page 434.)
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HOWEVER much time and thought
one has given to the design of a
wireless" receiver the actual

results likely to be given are often a
matter of speculation. In the case of
the. " Combine " Five where much
care has been devoted to the design,
the results obtainable with it were
likely to be of more than ordinary
interest. Accordingly, when the set
was brought to my laboratory I lost
no time in joining it up and ascertain-
ing for myself just how far pre -con-
ceived ideas would be verified.

The first impression gathered from
the " Combine " Five was of an
extremely selective receiver, the
sharpness of tuning being really
phenomenal. Owing to the fact that
separate fixed resistors are not used,
neutralising cannot be carried out quite
so simply as with some other sets,
and I found it useful in this receiver,
as in others with which I have been
experimenting recently, to add a
little additional capacity between
grid and plate of each of the H.F.
valves so as to bring the neutralising
point well within the scale of the
neutralising condensers. This addition
is not strictly necessary and the set
works well without it, but it is so
simply made that many readers may
care to try the idea themselves.

Minor Improvements
Two pieces of insulated wire (such

as Glazite) are connected to the grid
and the plate terminals of the valve
holders and twisted together, care
being taken that the further ends, do
not touch each other. A length of
about three or four inches for each
piece is quite sufficient. The twisted
wires and the insulation between
them form a small condenser so that
this capacity, as well as that of the
valve itself, must be neutralised. This
scheme is useful in all neutralised

L
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6-1-4'E\ST.s:ON
In this short article Mr. Harris gives his experiences
with the " Combine " Five receiver described in last

month's Modern Wireless
By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.1.R.E.

(Editor-" The Wireless Constructor")

sets where the amount of capacity
necessary to balance is very small,
as is the case with the present receiver.

With some valves, too, I found it
better to disconnect the wires joining
the earth screens to one another, and
to earth. The amount of hand
capacity introduced by removing
these wires is not great, and I found
that the set neutralised better with-
out this connection.

So far as results are concerned, the
following stations were tuned in by
Mr. Kendall and myself in my
laboratory. As suggested by Mr.
Allinson in his article on the design
of the H.F. side, additional sensitivity
is obtained in the set by keeping the
neutralising condensers " off -balance."
The stations given below were tuned
in in this way, and entirely on the
loud speaker. The strength of repro-
duction varied from " weak loud
speaker " to " full loud speaker " and,
of course, all were obtained while
London was working, without inter-
ference from that station.

Langenberg
Dortmund
German Relays

Toulouse
Stuttgart
Glasgow

Belfast Bournemouth
Dublin Hamburg
Breslau . Rosenhugel
Birmingham Munich
Madrid Malmo
Cardiff Newcastle
London Brussels

These stations are not given alpha-
betically, but in the order in which
they were picked up, Mr. Kendall
noting down the names as I tuned
them in. The period occupied in tuning
in these stations was about an hour,
and it was obvious that other stations
could be found by continuing the
search. It was considered better to
give the reader a list of stations
obtained in a specified period, rather
than a long list of stations received,
some on one night and some on another
-a method which might conceivably
give a false impression.

Pure Reproduction
As to the general sensitivity of the

set, it should be pointed out that the
very sharp tuning which Mr. Allinson
apparently had in mind in designing
his section, is achieved by very loose
coupling, for which one pays in some
loss of signal strength. This, together
with the absence of any reaction in
the detector circuit, makes the Set less

Checking up the wave -length of one of the
stations received on the " Combine " Five.
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000en000000000.00aa THE "COMBINE" FIVE
ON TEST
-concluded q3
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sensitive than is possible with five
valves. On the other hand, the ab-
sence of reaction and the fairly loose
coupling of the H.F. stages give us
sharpness of tuning and a purity of
reproduction which are both highly
desirable advantages.

Many Valves Suitable
The set was then tried with several

different makes of coils, and worked
equally well with all of them. Changes
of aerial tapping were rarely made,
one tapping serving for a very wide
band of wave -lengths. In the wave-
length range, the lower limit is about
260 metres when used on my aerial
and the upper just about 600 metres.
Owing to the effect of the aerial the

tinned in the booklet, gave satisfactory
results, including the new Cossor 6 -volt

valves, which seemed to suit the
transformers very well. Similarly,
tests with the valves mentioned for
the detector and the L.F. side were
also quite satisfactory. Here, again,
the new 6 -volt Cossors were tried with
good effect. These are mentioned here
as they were not' available when the
original bdoklet was prepared, and

 were therefore omitted:

One and a half volts grid bias
seemed to suit the detector, and the
position of the detector rheostat was
not at all critical. Naturally, the local
station could not' be tuned in fully,
as this brought about gross overloading
of the receiver. When detuned to
bring the strength down to a reason-
able value for a living -room, the
quality was admirable as would be
expected from the  L.F. portion of the
set. As for the detector excellent
results were obtained with the ordinary
H.F. valve having an impedance of

The studio control room of one of the Berlin broadcasting stations.

first condenser only reads roughly the
same figures as the second, while the
detector 'circuit condenser gives more
widely different readings from- the
others. For this reason, and as the
set is exceedingly sharp in tuning,
the reader may find, difficulty in tuning
any station other than his local one at
the first trial. It is therefore advisable
to prepare a chart and carefully note
down the readings for each station as
it is picked up. Once a few of these
figures have been noted it will be easy
to find the stations again, as well as
any others near to them.

A number of different makes of
valves were tried in the set, and so
far as the H.F. side was concerned,
all of the types of valves having
characteristics similar to the MCA -

round -about 20,000 ohms, and an
amplification factiir of 20. This is
mentioned, as those readers who have
such valves on hand, may care to try
them in this position. Greater volume
is obtainable, however, by using the
newer -valves of higher amplification.
factor, such as those mentioned in the
original article-. Similarly, an ordinary
small power -valve can be used. in the
last stage, provided full volume at
loud speaker strength is not required.
There is no question that, even for
living -room strength, a super power -
valve gives definitely better results
than the ordinary power valve,
although, of course, its H.T. current
consumption is greater.

I have been asked by various
readers as to the ratio of the " out-
__
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put " transformer to be used -in the
" Combine " Five, and I would tale
this opportunity of explaining the
point. If your loud speaker is a high -
resistance -instrument (say, 2,000 or
4,000 ohms) you require a " one to
one " transformer, whereas for a
low -resistance loud speaker you will
need a step-down transformer, usually
a " ten to one " ratio.

EgCP&
-'? DIRTY ACCUMULATOR

CASES ,3
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FTER much use and carrying
about from place to place, the
exteriors of celluloid accumula-

tor cases generally get into a very dirty
and stained condition, so much so
that it is often a very difficult matter
to observe the condition of the plates -
through the discoloured case. '

A very useful liquid for cleaning
the exterior of an accumulator case
of the celluloid or composition variety
is glacial acetic acid. This is a com-
modity a small quantity of -which can
be purchased very cheaply at any
druggist's Shop. Half an ounce of
the liquid will be found quite sufficient
to treat several accumulatorS
and any of' the'liquid remaining o-ver
will keep in 'good condition for an
indefinite time if it is retained in a
corked bottle.

A Simple Method
A small rag should be just saturated

with the acid, and then. rubbed over
the outside of the dirty accumulator
case.

This method of cleaning will
quickly result in the case being
rendered reasonably transparent. If,
however, the accumulator case is
exceptionally dirty and discoloured,
a repeated application of the acid -
moistened rag, after a day or two's
interval, will effect the removal of
the dirt and discolouratiore -

After carrying out the above treat-
ment, always be sure to wipe the
sides of the accumulator case over with
a wet rag in order to remove -all
traces of the acid. The acid itself is
not detrimental to the celluloid case
of the accumulator, but any traces
of it remaining on the case might find
their way on to the surface of some
other article such as a tablecloth, or
covering with which the accumu-
lator might subsequently come -in
contact.
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MORE ABOUT YOUR VALVES
New valves are still coming out, and the question " What valve shall I use ? " is
everyday becoming more difficult to answer. The following notes will be of

value to every constructor.
By K. D. ROGERS,

(Assistant Technical Editor "Popular Wireless.")

*
A well-known '66
Amp. valve, the DE 3.

*
T WAS remarking last month that it

was a difficult task for the con-
structor to keep au fait with all

the valves that appeared on the
market, and since then several new
ones have been brought to my notice.
Among these I must mention the
B8 and ST21A, two 2 -volt resist-
ance -capacity valves, though they
differ largely in characteristics.

The New B8 resistance valve which is
discussed in this page. For the last stage
of amplification the B6 is advised by the

makers.

The former has a high mu of 50,
but this is unfortunately accompanied
(in my opinion, at any rate) by a high
impedance, the figure being about
180,000 ohms. These figures give a
fairly steep curve with an extremely
low H.T. current consumption, the
value at about 100 volts being 20
microamps when the grid bias is set
so that the valve is operating on the
centre of the straight portion of its
curve. The makers advise a 2 to 5
megohm anode resistance and suggest
circuits which give an anode bend
or grid leak detector using the B8
valve followed by another B8 as
resistance amplifier.

The B8 valve works quite well in
the circuits recommended by the
makers, but I cannot say I like the
tone produced. It seems rather
difficult to avoid overloading the laSt

valve even if a super -power valve be
used. The B6, as advised on the
leaflet enclosed in each valve carton,
does not seem capable of dealing with
the voltage swing when the set is
operated within 20 miles of the local

'station. Especially, of course, is this
so when Fig. 2 (grid leak det.) on the
leaflet is being used..

I would advise those who use the
138 to use it in the first stage only and
to have a valve with less mu and a
lower resistance in its anode circuit
in the second; finishing up with a
super -power valve if they desire
really pure reproduction. This latter
phrase may be open to criticism as
different minds think differently, upon
the subject of " pure reproduction."
I can but give my ideas on the
subject.

Further Points
Another point I suggest, and that

is that some form of H.F. damping
device or choke be used in each
circuit and in both  cases an H.F.
by-pass from plate or reaction coil to
earth be adopted instead of the method
shown in, one, and omitted altogether
in the other.

f

I have always found that where
lower anode bend rectification in
such a circuit as the first is attempted,
quite a great deal of 'H.F. amplifica-
tion will occur and be passed on to
the next valve. Especially will this
be the case if no choking arrangement
or even by-pass is provided in the
circuit employed. On long wave-
lengths such as those employed for
Daventry and Radio Paris, the H.F.
component may assume awkward
proportions and I am afraid that
unless special precautions are, taken
in the way of choking systems quite
serious distortion may often occur.
I must confess that the amplifica-
tion is very satisfactory with B8
valves, but there seems to be an un-
necessary suppression of the lower
frequencies which is rather disconcert-
ing at times. Constructors should
make a point of hearing a set using
these valves and judging for them-
selves, for, as I remarked before,
opinions differ and what I may not
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"4.

The B5, another
famous low con-
sumption dull

emitter.

41.

consider good reproduction may. be
very pleasing to another's ear.

Another point that surprises me is
;the filament rating of the B8, which
is from 1.8 to 2 8 volts. Why this
peculiar range of voltage was decided
upon (I suppose it was to come in
line with the B5, B6, etc.) is not
clear, as the makers' state that the
voltage may be lowered to 1.8 volts
without " any marked falling off of
results being noticed." Personally, I
think the. valve- would have -been
greatly improved by making it either
a 1.6-2.0 volt valve or giving it a
filament really suitable for a 4 -volt
accumulator and not a cross between
the two. .

The ST21..4. is of a different type,
being a valve for operation from . a
2 -volt battery and having an mu of -
about 35 `with an impedance pf

Two valves suitable for use in the " Black
Prince." The Cossor H.F. (left); and the
Cosmos SP,55R for last stage working.

Both are 6-volters.

70,000 or so. It should prove very
satisfactory as an L.F. resistance
amplifier or anode bend detector
when a suitable circuit is in use. .

I have, since last month, thoroughly
tested the new Cossor 6 -volt range,
and find all the four valves extremely
satisfactory. The R.C. valve is not
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perhaps quite as good as others I have
had, but it is very good and can be
thoroughly recommended. The H.F.
valve works well in most H.F. circuits,
especially neutrodyned ones, and also
as a second L.F. amplifier with
resistance coupling,. The L.F. valve is

Constructors of the "Four Coil Two " will
find valves of the type shown here quite
satisfactory if 2-volters are required.

an excellent amplifier and the Stentor
Six is certainly the " goods " where
a super -power valve is desired.

The Six -Sixty people (Electron,
Ltd.) have also added to their range by
the addition of the SS7A, a 4 -volt
super -power, the SS11A, a 6 -volt
super -power, SS12 for H., D. or L
work, and the SS13 for resistance
coupling. All valves give very satis-
factory results on test.

Modern Wireless Sets
Now let us, briefly look over the

three main valve sets, the construc-
tion of which is described in this issue
Of MODERN WIRELESS. The 4 -valve
set by Mr. Percy Harris will need care-
ful matching of valves if maximum
quality and sensitivity are to be
obtained. You will, as usual, have
to compromise somewhat between an
absolute maximum of either quality
of 'sensitivity; but in so doing you will
obtain an excellent receiver, capable of
really good reproduction and range of
reception.

. .

The first valve- must be suit-
able for H.F. work, and I would
suggest a -valve having. an impedance

' between 20,000 and :40,000, the new
CoSsor 61011 shonld' be very satis-
fact6ry here, or 'any other valVe
with- similar charaeteristics.

The detector Can be of the same
sort or one of the new high resistance
valves.

For the first L.F. amplifier you
could use the same valve as for H.F.
or one of the highmu valves such -as the
610 RC., ST61A, Mullard PM5B, if
6 -volt valves are being considered,
or valves with similar characteris-
tics if 4 or 2-volters are to be used:
Be careful about the grid bias
adjustment and see that you arrange
the H.T. so that the valve does
not distort owing to its  being over-
loaded..AS a matter' of fact, on
local reception I expect the high mu
valve ivill -be overloaded and a valve
of the same characteristics as the first
will be preferable. Personally, I should
sacrifice a little sensitivity here and
use a 20,000 ohm 20 amplification
factor valve and be sure of good
reproduction.

The last valve can be a power or
super -power, as required. If really
high amplification is being obtained
by the first three valves, 'an ordinary
power valve, even when properly
biased, may not be capable of dealing
with it, and so a super -power is safer,
if you can afford the extra drain on
the H.T. battery.

The "Overseas" Three
The Overseas Three is quite a

straightforward receiver, employing
a neutrodyned H.F. stage, detector
with grid leak and condenser, and
Reinartz reaction and a transformer
coupled note 'mag. Thus there is no
need to go deeply into the valve
question : probably two moderately
high amplification factor valves
will be best for the H.F. and

 det. stages-about 20-30 would be a
convenient figure-and a power or
super -power for the last stage. These
last stages need a fairly low im-
pedance valve as a rule because the
impedance of the average loud
speaker at speech frequency is not
too high, and so I should always
keep below 8,000 ohms. Often a
valve below 5,060 is preferable,- while,
if a cone loud speaker is to be used,
4,000 ohms is usually as high as one
can safely go. I am assuming, of
course,- that the speaker is being used
direct in the plate circuit of the valve
and that no output transformer or
choke` system are being employed. -

- The valves best suited for the "Four-
' Coil TwO" are, of course; a Moderately
high mu detector and a power valve
for the L.F. stage. :The choice Will -net
be at all critical and many good valves
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will be found among the 2, 4 or
6 -volt class. Keep the detector of a
fairly- high impedance, not less than
20,000, I should say.

General Purpose Valves
The possessors of general purpose

valves need. not think by the fore-
going that these circuits essentially

- require the various types of valves
mentioned ; these are merely given
as a guide for those who desire
optimum results regardless of the
type of valve necessary.

Such valves as the B -I or DE5,
old friends of a great number of radio
enthusiasts, can be used successfully
in most circuits-except where re-
sistance coupling is employed-and
in the last two sets mentioned on
this page similar valves would give
the constructor a good idea as to how
the sets worked, if he is out to try
the various circuits and does not want
to expend more money than is
absolutely necessary.

From this it will be seen that,
although I consider the term mis-
leading, " general purpose " valves
have a great many uses, and if they
are good ones, are deservedly popular.
Maximum efficiency from one valve
in all circuits cannot be expected, of
course, and so the letters. " G.P. "
must not be misconstrued as meaning
" full efficiency in all positions," they
merely indicate " usable with satis-
factory results in all positions," and,
as such, the B -I, DE5, various R
valves, in fact any valves with
impedances between 5,000 and 10,000
ohms and Moderate magnification
factors-are all reliable " stand-by "
valves for the man who wants to
try out circuits, but- who can only
afford a few valves.

Seekers after 2 -volt last stagers will find
. these two valves extremely useful. They

are (lelt)' the Marconi DEP215, and
(right) the Cossor Stentor Two.
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An article of interest

to all users of valve

receivers.

WITH the large number of valves
at present on the market of -
all sizes and types, one hears

a. great deal about various designs cf
filaments. Certain types employ one

PLA TE

Z 49'

GRio The simplest
method of

arranging valve
electrodes.

cp
ca

system while others utilise a totally
different method, and there are
probably very few members of the
average public who have any very
clear ideas upon what is desirable in
a filament in order to obtain the best
results.

Wasteful Filaments
Let us consider_the electrical charac-

teristics first of all. In the old days
we had short, comparatively thick,
filaments of tungsten, which were
heated by an accumulator to in-
candescence. At -white heat the
tungsten filament gave off electrons,

and this emission was utilised in the
usual manner, being attracted to an
adjacent anode kept positively charged
for the purpose by an H.T. battery, and
the flow of electrons being controlled
by a third electrode or grid placed
in between the filament and the anode.

It was not long before scientists
realised the enormous inefficiency of
such a device. The valve would
handle and amplify successfully powers
of the order of a micro -watt only,
whereas the filament itself took 3 or
4 watts continuously from the accumu-
lator in order to maintain it in the
state of incandescence necessary to
the _production of the electron emis-
sion. The cry then went up for
efficient filaments, so that the Watts
consumed by the filament should be
reduced to a more reasonable figure,
and to -day the filament consumption
is usually only a fraction of a watt.

The original types of bright emitter
filament were, as a rule, short and
thick, and apart from their heavy
consumption of current, they suffered
from two disadvantages. In the first
place, the centre of the filament was
very hot, while the ends of the
filament, which were only a short
distance away, were practically

By

H. E. HASSELL

cold. This meant a great deal of
useless heat, dissipation, requiring an
expenditure of energy which was not
converted into electrons, and it will

500 /70 /500 2000
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be clear that this end cooling would.
be a large source of inefficiency.

From this point of view, therefore,
a short filament is bad, and if some
means can be found of increasing the
length of the filament, then the

Steps in the construction of a well-known valve whose filam.ent strength is of a very high order.
-3S1
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THE ETHICS OF FILAMENT DESIGN-concluded

effect of the cooling, at the ends of the
filament will be relatively much less
serious. There is, however, another
and even more important argument in
favour of the long filament, and that
is that the emission obtained for a
given current depends essentially
upon the length of the filament, which
is the primary source of the electrons.
For a simple valve having 'a cylin-
drical anode of radius r ems. with a
concentric filament of the type shown
in Fig. 1, the emission current is
given by the expression

14.69= v 3/2 micro -amps per cm.
r

length. where v is the anode voltage.
For a given size of filament, therefore,
and given anode voltage, the emission
current increases directly as the
length of the filament. The total
emission required from the filament
is determined by the use which is to
be made of the valve in' practice, so
that if a long filament is employed,
the emission can be obtained with a
smaller diameter filament, so reducing
the current consumption and increas-
ing the efficiency.

Mechanical Considerations
There is a mechanical limit, how-

ever, to the reduction in tha filament
diameter, partly concerned with the
manufacturing processes and partly
a matter of -satisfactOrY performance
when the valve is made. If one
Could obtain, however, the advantages
of a long filament, while still -retaining
the robustness of a. comparatively
thick filament, then a _great advance
in the science of filament design
would be made.

If the current consumption is to
be kept down, however, it is obvious
that the old principle of heating
the filament to incandescence cannot
be adopted, and instead of the
usual tungsten filament, some special
material has to be employed. Modern
research has resulted in the production
of filaments which will give an
emission equally as good as that of
the old bright emitters at a very
much lower temperature. As the
temperature of the filament is in-
creased, so the current consumption
increases extremely rapidly, and,
consequently, the lower the tem-
perature at which the valve can
be run, the less will be the current
consumption necessary in order to
maintain the filament in a state of
active emission.

A modern valve of this type will
give the fall emission necessary at such
a low temperature that the filament
will not even glow. The filament is
indeed operating at a " black heat,"
and no visible indication. is obtained
as to whether the filament is emitting
or not. The actual emission from a
given filament of stated length and
diameter depends upon a constant
known as the Emission, factor, or the
Electron evaporation constant .of the
particular material utilised for the
filament.

The Emission Factor
For a given design of valve we

require a definite value for this
emission factor, and the filament has
to be designed to operate at such a
temperature that this particular value
is obtained. Fig. 2 gives -\ allies of the

emission factor at different tempera-,,
tures for a modern glowless filament,
a thorium coated filament, and .a
tungsten filament.

It will be clear from these curves
that any particular value of the
emission factor can be obtained at a
very much lower temperature with the
first type of filament, the normal
operating temperature being below
red heat. With such a material we can
use a comparatively long, yet never-
theless robust filament, thus -obtain-
ing full benefit of the extra length,
while still requiring a very small
current, of the order of 100 milliamps
only, in order to operate it.

Avoiding Microphonic Troubles
There is also another very important

advantage, namely, that since the
filament is operating at a black heat
and is not continually raised to a white
heat and allowed to cool again, the
structure of 'the filament itself is
not subject to periodic internal
strains.

One of the most satisfactory
methods of mounting is that adopted
in Fig. 3, which is known as duo -
triangular suspension. With this sys-
tem the valve filament is definitely
held at 5 points. By this means it can
be maintained perfectly rigid as far as
mechanical considerations are con-
cerned, without the necessity for any
tensioning of the filament, and this
practically obviates all microphonic
troubles. Where the filament is
mounted horizontally, the five suspen-
sion points can be made of thick wire,
so that this system goes a long way
towards the ideal in this direction. 

51 vimem-msms,7..earss.rlif.101

Examples of three types of electrode design in which the filament suspension has to be very secure.
3S2
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THE man who wishes to build a
receiver capable of giving a
choice of programmes without

involving too great an expenditure,
should consider well the advantages
afforded by the receiver to be des-
cribed. In the south-east district of
London at a distance of approxi-
mately ten miles from 2 LO the
choice of at least three stations on
the loud speaker is always available,
with the option of many other
stations at good telephone strength.

777.7771v

0*

kle AM al
Tor rem

1.0 100=1",

An easy -to -make receiver which will give you a
choice of programmes.

By STANLEY G. RATTEE,

three dials is not by any means
as difficult as some readers may
suppose. The dial on the extreme
right of the panel is merely a reaction
control, in other words, there are
really only two tuning adjustments,
these being made by rotating the
small knobs on the centre and left-
hand dials. Further, since the
receiver is fitted with " slow motion "
dials and the readings of the two
tuning condensers will always be
approximately the same, the set is

THEORETICAL OIACRATA

The estimate of three stations is,
of course, a conservative one, but it
will nevertheless indicate to readers
that the set does not confine one
to the local station, in spite of the
fact that the capital outlay in com-
ponents is not extensive.

Easily Controlled
To one who is used to operating a

single valve set, for instance, where as
a rule only one tuning control is
employed, the prospects of handling
three dials, as the photographs
indicate would be necessary, may be
a little awesome. In actual practice,
however, the correct operation of these

relatively easy to operate, in spite
of its high degree of selectivity.

For local work the receiver will

A distinctive appear-
ance is given to the
receiver by the dials

used.

SS3

..
COMPONENTS REQUIRED. tt.

Ebonite panel 16 in. x 8 in. x f in.
8 Cabinet and baseboard 16 in. x 7 in. .1;

x in.
Pair panel brackets.
10 terminals and ebonite strip, 5 in.

x 2 in. x in. 0
3 S.L.F. condensers, 2 of '0005 and 1

of *0003 (J.B.).
3 slow motion dials.
Push-pull switch.

.8 3 valve holders.
2 radio -frequency chokes.

Ys 2 six -pin coil bases.
2 coils as specified.
3 " amperites," type 1A.

 Low -frequency transformer.
8 Anode resistance, 80,000 ohms, with ..

base.
Neutralising condenser.

:: 1 fixed condenser, .0003.
:: 1 fixed condenser, .0001.
:: 1 fixed condenser, .0002.
:: 1 grid leak, 2 megohms.
:: Short length of rubber -covered flexible ..
:: wire.
:: Wander plugs, connecting wire,

screws etc.

..

0*

..

be found to give plenty of volume
without distortion, so long as a
good loud speaker is used, together
with the right valves and suitable
voltage values. In these circumstances
it will be found totally unnecessary to
use the reaction condenser, and after
setting this to a zero reading and
adjusting the tuning condensers to
their correct readings, the set may
be switched on and off, by means of
the switch provided, in the ordinary
manner of a family receiver.

The circuit used in the present
circumstances  is one of the modern
types incorporating a neutralised
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THE "OVERSEAS" THREE-continued

stage of H.F. amplification, followed
by a detector and conventional note
magnifier. The aerial circuit is
inductively coupled to the first grid
circuit, While the first valve is
coupled to the second by means of a
parallel -feed transformer arrange-
ment.

The coils employed are wound upon
commercially made formers and may,
if desired, be purchased complete.

The coils. Li. aid L2, consisting of
20 and 90 turns respectively of

taken to pin No. 1 and the bottom to
No. 2. The primary winding L3 is
wound in the same direction as L4,
within the slotted portion of the
former between the two halves of L4.
After 30 turns have been wound,
connect the commencement of the
winding to pin No. 5 and the 30th
turn to pin No. 4, continue the wind-
ing in the same direction until a
further 20 turns have been wound
when, by connecting the end to pin
No. 3 the coil unit is completed.

PANEL LAYOUT
L.37.

No. 34 are wound upon the
same forper, a separating space of

in. being allowed between the
bottom end of L2 and the top end of
Li. The top end of Li is connected to
pin No. 2, while the bottom end of
the same coil is connected to pin
No. 5. The coil L2 is wound in the
same direction as Li and the top of
this coil is connected to pin No. 4 ;
at the centre point of L2, that is; at the
45th turn, a tapping, is taken to pin
No. 3, while the, bottom of the coil is
takcn to pin. No. 1.

The H.F. Transformer
. The coils L, and L4, which consti-

tute the windings of the H.F. trans-
former, are wound upon a similar
former to that used for the coils Li
and L2, with the exception that in the
Centre of the former (L3, L4) grooves
are cut into the ribs to allow the
primary winding to be placed between
two halves of the secondary winding
L5.

The secondary winding is wound in
such a way that 45 turns are placed
each side of the grooves, making in all
a total of 90 turns for L4 ; the top being

If the reader will examine the
photographs showing the back of
panel wiring, the instructions just
given will be made perfectly clear by a
close inspection of the second coil,

the slotted portion containing the
primary winding being clearly indi-
cated.

Though six -pin bases are used in
the present receiver no provision is
made for the inclusion of screens, for
since the set is both stable and selec-
tive without them no useful purpose
would have been served by the extra
cost involved.

Components Advised
The list of components given separ-

ately is made up of those components
actually incorporated in the original
receiver, and suitable makes may of
course be chosen from the advertise-
ment pages of this journal, but the
'values where given should be copieid.

The resistance shown in the circuit
'diagram as R5 and of 80,000 ohm$4,,is
not. however, particularly critical as
to value and may be anything between
60,000 and 100,000 ohms ; in practice
it is an ordinary clip -in type of anode
'resistance, and if  desired, various
values may be tried.

The " amperites " given in the list
of components are suitable for 6 -volt
valves, and when purchasing these
components the value of the accumu-
lator voltage and the filament voltage
and current of the valves it is
intended to use should be stated.

After the panel has been drilled in
accordance with the  lay -out illus-
trated the components should be
mounted upon this latter and the

The components are neatly and efficiently arranged and the wiring made a
straightforward task.
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THE " OVERSEAS " THREE -continued

baseboard respectively, and before
making any attempt to secure the
panel to the baseboard the panel

brackets should be secured to the
latter in appropriate positions.

Still neglecting the fitting of the

panel, make the connection from one
side of R.F.C.1 to O.P. of the L.F.
transformer and from one side

Join terminal A to one side of CI.
The other skis of C1 to terminal Al ;

same side of C1 to contact 2 of L1.
- Moving vanes of 02 to moving vanes of
N.C. and contact 1 of L2.

of V1 to fixed vanes of C), and contact
4 of L.

Terminal B to contact 5 of L1.
P of V1 to fixed vanes of N.C. and to one

side of 03 ; the same side of 03 to one side of
R.F.C.1.

The other side of C3 to contact 4 of Lg.
Contact 5 of L3 to one side of R5; the

same side of 135 to one side of R1 and to L.T.
- terminal.

POINT-TO-POINT CONNECTIONS.
The remaining side of R5 to contact 3

of L2.
The remaining side of R1 to F- of V1.
L.T.-terminal to one side of R> and to

one side of R3.
Remaining side of R.2 to F-of V2.
Remaining side of Ita to F-of V3.
Contact 3 of La to moving vanes 05.
Fixed vanes,Os to one side of R.F.C.2 and

to P of V2.
Moving vanes 04 to one side of 5, to con-

tact 2 of L4 and F+ of V1, F-1- of V2 and F+
of

Fixed vanes of 04 to contact 1 of L4 and
to one side of 05 R4.

Remaining side of C3 R4 to 0 of V2.
Remaining side of R.F.C.1 to O.P. of L.F.

transformer and to H.T. +1 terminal.
Remaining side of R.F.C.2 to IP of L.F.

transformer.
L.T. + terminal to H.T.-terminal and to

remaining side of S.
0.S. of L.F. transformer to G of V3.
Flexible lead fitted with black wander

plug to IS of L.F. transformer.
P of V3 to one telephone terminal.
Other telephone terminal ,to H.T. + 2

terminal.
Flexible lead fitted with red wander plug

to that side of R3 which goes to 1t2.

G.B.-

14. as

R.FC.2

- -
BOTTOM
BOLE OF
PANEL

R4 2 MEG. a)

5
-0002 ,9

.ett
11 1 OW gym-

111111111 11111111, 111111111 111111111 111111111

H.T.-h2 H.T+ I H.7:- 4.7:+ L.7:-

M

C4

'0005

TOP LINE Of
BASEBOAPOs,

R.R.C.

000/

WIRING DIAGRAM

2
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THE "OVERSEAS" THREE-continued

of R.F.C.2 take another connection
to I.P. of the L.F. transformer. The
reason for this precaution is that *hen
the panel is mounted to the baseboard
these two connections are almost in-
accessible.

Another point which will save- a
certain amount of difficulty is to con-
nect two fairly long connecting wires,
one to each of. the contacts of the " on
and off " switch, before fitting the
panel in position ; this switch being
situated below the variable con-
denser in the -centre of the panel is
again a little difficult of access as
regards connecting up.

Connecting Up
After these points have been

attended to, ,the remainder of the
wiring will be found perfectly straight-
forward, and though a relatively small
panel and baseboard are needed for
the number and type of components
used, there will be foimd plenty of
room for easy handling of both pliers
and sold.ering iron.

Before connectinf, up any of the bat-
teries, the wiring should be carefully
checked against the practical wiring
diagrain.

When the constructor has. assured
himself that everything is: correct,
push in the switch to the " off " posi-

In this 'photograph the
valves and coils are
shown in position. Note
the grid bias leads on the

left.

tion and connect an accumulator suit-
able for use with the valve chosen,
across the L.T. terminals. After in-
serting the coils in their respective
holders, pull out the switch S,
whereupon the valves should light.
 The remaining batteries may now

he connected to their respective ter -

Another back -of -panel
view in which the remain-
der of the leads and con-

nections can be seen.
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minals, with about 60 volts H.T. be- -

tween. H.T.- and H.T.+1. The
H.T.+2 terminal is connected through
the telephone or loud speaker winding
to the 'anode of the last valve, so a

 voltage of anything up to 120 volts may
be used, depending -uPon the type of
valve, chosen for this stage.

Adjusting Grid Bias
The next voltage which should be

adjusted is that of the grid, and this
may vary, in different cases according
to the valve used. A useful method
upon which to work is to multiply
the amplification factor of the valve by
2 and to divide this into the H.T.
voltage used. For example, if we use
a valve with an amplification factor of
5 and an H.T. voltage of 120, then
twice the amplification factor is 10,
which, divided into the-H.T. voltage is
12, this figure representing approxi-
mately the grid voltage to use.

When these adjustments have been
made, set all the condensers to a zero
reading, and moving C2 and C4 one or
two degrees at _a time, tune in the local
station to its loudest.

With this done, remove the first
" amperite " R, so that the H.F.
valve is extinguished, and turn the
neutralising condenser N.C. until the
signals from the local station become
inaudible, even upon retuning the
variable condensers C, and C4.

Replace the " amperite " so that
(Concluded on page 436.)
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MORE ABOUT THE
as, "COMBINE" FIVE COILS

In this article Mr. Kendall gives some invaluable
information concerning the construction and adjust-

ment of these coils.

THERE are certain points concerning
the coils already described which
were only touched upon lightly

last month, and these perhaps call
for a little re explanation before
proceeding furtuer. First, -there is
the question of the tappings on the
aerial coil, and their uses.

It will be remembered that the
first of the coil units comprises the
usual primary and secondary windings
of 30 and 80 turns respectively, the
primary in this instance being the aerial

A "Combine" Five coil as manufactured
by Messrs. Burne Jones.

winding, and provided in consequence
with tappings at 15, 21) and 25 turns.

The Aerial Tap
The purpose of these tappings i4

to enablethe Operator to adjust the
set to give .the desired -degree of
selectivity;. and .also to Make Sure
that the -greatest' signal strength
can be Obtained on any given wave-
length. Thi4 is an important Point,
for it is quite impossible to cover
the whole broadeast bind efficiently
with a single iced (unleSS an optional
series condenser, of suitable size is
provided, of course), and it -is- to be

understood that in passing from
higher to lower waves, or vice versa,
it is necessary to re -adjust the aerial
tap at intervals.

In general, more turiis are needed:
for the higher waves and fewer for
the shorter ones, the actual.' tap to
use for a given station depending
upon the nature of the aerial.

The wave -length range of the coils
calls for a word of explanation, also,
since readers will find that it is not
quite the usual 200-500 metres to
which they have become accustomed.
With the original hand -wound coils
and in the original set with its care-
fully spaced wiring, the range was from
a little over 240 metres to over 60()
metres. Now, it is true that there
are- a few stations working on waves
below this minimum, but if it is
required to include them in the
available range,- it is necessary to
reduce the size of the secondary

windings in a way that means a loss
of signal strength on the higher waves.

A Personal Matter
Whether this is worth while or

not is largely a matter of personal
preference. If the reader disagrees
with me and thinks it is worth while,
the iprOcednre is simple ; strip off

turns from each secondary winding,
taking 7 from each end (to keep- the
tapping hi the centre).

AnOiher point which should be
explained, lest ,the reader might he

puzzled thereby, is the fact that the
readings of the third condenser are
different, from those of the other two,
although the coil is the same size.
This results from the fact ,that the
detector Value grid circuit is different'
front the otheis, and does not indicate
any fault.

TO make the Daventry coils for
this set is 'a task requiring a good
deal more patience than the con -
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By

G. P. KENDALL,
B. Sc.

struction of the shorter wave coils,
on account of the large number of
turns of tine wire which must be
wound. The ivire is NO. 40 enanielled,-
and considerable care is needed' in its
manipulation to avoid kinking or
breaking. The formers used are of
the sanie dimensions as those for the
shorter waves, the length of the tuba
being three inches..

The turii numbers are as follow :
primary, b0 turns secondary, 280
turns, with centre tap.

A final point : the coils were de-
signed to suit a particular class of
valve and to give a high degree of
selectivity. For the benefit of those
who wish to use a wider variety of
valve types or to reduce slightly the
razor-edged tuning of the set, the
following design for a set of " Uni-
versal " transformers is given. The
aerial winding and all the secondaries.
are exactly the same as before. Theprimaries

of the second and third
units, however, now have 55 turns,
with tappings at 30 and 40 turns, *-
vision being made to vary the number
in use by means of a clip or other
device.

When winding the fine -wire moderate
tension should be kept on it to avoid kinks.
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/THERE are very few radio enthu-
siasts.11.. who are not familiar with
the theory of atmospherics

which holds that such disturbances
are due to distant thunderstorms and
other electrical phenomena of an
allied nature. Whilst there is much to
be said in favour of this theory, it
cannot be doubted that the hypo-
thesis breaks down on occasions
when, despite the presence of atmo-
spheric disturbances. the existence of
thunder or electrical storms within
an extremely wide and distant range
of the receiving aerial cannot be
proved.

Recently, however, two French
scientists have come forward with a

-new theory which seeks to explain the
occurrence of atmospherics, especially

imospherics
tke Mating

in winter time, when electrical dis-
turbances in the atmosphere are
at a minimum.

A New Principle
These investigators, after a close

and extended scrutiny of meteoro-
logical records, have been able to
show that the presence of atmospherics
coincides very closely with actual
weather disturbances, such as heat
waves during the summer.

Air disturbances have been shown
to have a lot to do with the presence
of atmospherics, especially those of
the type which are known as " long-
distance statics." In fact, the coin-
cidence between these long-distance
statics and the presence of cold

i'VARAI
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COLD AR FROM AIZAR Rea/MC
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From a Correspondent
air in mountainous regions during
the winter time is_ most striking.
Furthermore, it is now possible by
means of directional wireless to check
the direction from which atmospherics
are coming.

Probably, however, the most inter-
_ esting part of this new atmospherics

theory is the one which brings in a new
principle of static generation. Refer-
ring to the diagram, it is well known
that, during the winter months,
enormous volumes of cold air sweep
over the earth's surface in the direction
of the equator. These polar air
currents, when they begin to approach
the warmer regions meet with warm
air currents coming from the equa-
torial zone of the earth. At these
meeting places there are set up large-
scale thermal disturbances, and, dur-
ing the exchange of heat energy, a
portion of the energy appears to
become converted by some unknown
means into electrical energy which
promptly makes its presence known
in the form of atmospherics.

Important Practical
Applications

Hence it may be very possible that
the majority of atmospherics, which
are not caused by thunder and
electrical 'storms, are in reality due
to the heat interaction between the
intensely cold winds sweeping down
over the surface of the land from the
north and south poles, and the much
warmer air currents which seek to
travel pole -wards from both sides of
the equator.

If such a theory is true, it brings
with it the necessity of explaining
the means whereby the heat energy
of the interacting winds is partly
converted into electrical energy,
an explanation which, incidentally,
may provide a basis for important
practical applications of this at
present little -understood thermo-
electrical phenomenon.
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ChateAffaiitmi
esistance

All our elementary notions of resistance have to be modified to a very
great extent in radio work, especially where H.F. is being considered.

The whole situation is analysed in the following article.
From a Correspondent.

ARE term resistance is viewed with
both favour and disfavour in vary-
ing degrees, for no matter in what

walk of life our sphere of activities may
extend, the advantages and dis-
advantages are constantly being met.
However, for the purpose of this
article, attention will be confined to
resistance in the 'electrical sense in
an endeavour to see what factors
govern its ultimate _value.

The Electron Flow
When studying direct current elec-

trical engineering the ideas that can
be obtained concerning resistance are
really very elenientaiy and limited,
and it is only when attention is turned
to alternating current Work, especially
at the .high frequencies encountered
with wireless transmission and recep-
tion, that generalisation falls short,
and the ideas of necessity become
enlarged owing to the many factors
which now make their appearance.
Readers of this journal are no doubt
familiar with the fact that a current
of electricity is constituted by a
flow or drift of extremely minute
particles of negative electricity known
as electrons.

The current is caused to pass round
a closed circuit by the application
of an electrical pressure or electro-
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motive force (E.M.F.), such as that
given by an ordinary battery, and the
actual value of this current' will
depend partly upon the total resistance
in that circuit.

The connecting wires and associated
apparatus thus serve as the guiding

paths for the flow of electrons, and
in the simplest cases there is an
elementary law governing the relation
between the variable quantities. This

is known as Ohm's Law, and, ex-
pressed symbolically, gives

ER=
I

, where
E = Electrical pressure or. -E.M.F.

in volts.
I = Resultant current in amperes.

R = Resistance of circuit in ohmS.

Opposing Voltages -

This presupposes that the voltage
E is used up in overcoming the
resistance of the circuit, but should
there be any counter or opposing
E.M.F.'s in the circuit due to motors,
batteries under charge, etc., then the
useful or effective pressure for. ac-
complishing work becomes the differ-
ence between the applied pressure and
the back pressure, or

E -E
I

where
Ea = Applied E.M.F. in volts.
Et = Back or counter E.M.F. in volts,
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Now, what happens when considera-
tion is given to the problems of
alternating current ? The current in
this ease flows first in one direction
and then in the opposite, the rapidity
of the changes depending upon the
frequency of the circuit. The
fluctuating current produces second-`
ary voltage effects, and these are
not allowed for in either of the
previous formula and hence attention
must be turned in some other
direction for a means of appreciating
the term resistance as far as H.F.
work is concerned.

Many cases arise where the electri-
cal energy utilised is liberated as
heat, either wholly or partially; and
there is another simple law which
serves to define this. It is known as
Joule's law, the symbolical repre-
sentation being that heat generated
in calories = 0.2412 Rt.
where t = time in seconds,
and R and I retain their previous
meaning:

A portion of the Rugby aerial. In the case
of transmitting aerials resistance plays

a very important part.
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A CHAT ABOUT RESISTANCE-continued

This certainly gives a more general
expression for resistance and would
seem to serve as an experimental
basis for determining that all im-
portant quantity-the high -frequency
resistance. The quantities t and I can
be measured quite accurately, but
when it comes to the amount of heat -
generated the experimental deter-
mination is fraught with difficultieS
as a result of the errors introduced
through radiation, convection, con-
duction, heat equivalent, etc. Ap-
proximate results are possible with

this method, but for a truer concept
of what is happening one step more
is desirable.

A New Conception
A little thought will at once bring

to light the fact that electrical energy
is dissipated in forms other than heat,
indeed, the essence of successful
wireless comMunication depends upon
the dissipation of energy from the
transmitting aerial in the form of
electro-magnetic waves.

This leads to the idea which may
seem a little strange in the initial
stages, but later the reader will find
tliat it enables hitherto difficult points

A sectionally wound tuning coil in whiCh
fine wire was employed.

to be understood with ease. The new
concept of resistance has as its basis,
the transference of energy to and
from that. portion of the circuit the
resistance of which is desired. Sim-
plification is still further possible by.

eliminating the time element, for the
energy interchange is governed by
the same time, so that it is better to deal
with power, i.e. the rate at which
work is done or energy utilised.

Since energy is the product of
current, electro-motive force and
time, i.e. I E t, then

I E t
Power = - I E

This is the power in watts, since
I .and E are still measured in their
aforementioned units of amps, and
volts, and since from ohm's law E =
I R, then

W = E = 12 R

If any circuit is taken and the
resistance between the portions
marked off by P and Q (see Fig. 1) is
required, the calculation is made
from

Transferred power between P and Q
R

In passing it is well to notice that
the power transferred may be either
leaving or entering the circuit between
these points.

Some of the Factors
Leaving this aspect of the problem

fox a moment, attention must be
turned' to the several factors which
contribute to the resistance in -degrees -
varying with such .circumstances as
frequency, material, orientation of
the apparatus, magnetic and electro
fields, . etc.- Due consideration will
have to be given to : .

1...The cond-Uctor resistance itself,
whether this be. the -ordinary DR.
resistance or the more complex H.F.
resistance:: *

2.- The proximity. of nearby clo-Sed
circuits together with the resistance.
oLthese circuits.

3. The magnetisation of any ma-
terial which is close enough to -.13C1 I _

influenced by stray fields 'or. lines of but confine .their movements to the
force produced by the floW of current outer surface, since the rapidity of
in the original circuit. 7:- .1 the changes prevent them sinking in.

4. Dielectric loSses in any imperfect Thus the inner layers carry practically .

condenser which may, be present -in the no current, hence the popular term

Space will not permit a very search-
ing analysis to be made, but sufficient
information will be given to place in a
true perspective the various quantities,
so that existing or future problems
can be treated in a fair manner.

An example of an aerial Reinartz coil
wound with thick wire.

If the current passing through a
conductor is evenly distributed over
its cross section, the resistance can be
calculated from the well-known for-
mula

R = S1
a

where
S = Specific resistance of material

composing the conductor.
a = Sectional area of conductor:
1 = Length of conductor.
That is to say, the resistance is a

simple function of the dimensions of
the conductor and its material. At
high frequencies, however, a different
state of affairs exists for electrons
flowing in the conductor do not pene-
trate into the inner layers or core

circuit.
5. In more or less isolated cases the

effects of the corona losses.
6. Dissipation or radiation of

energy in the form of electro-magnetic
waves. ' preciably altering its H.F. resistance. -

R. 611

5EC770N OF SNOW ZAYER CO/4.
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" skin effect."
Indeed, this effect is so marked

that the core of a conductor can be
removed, so that a thin tube is formed
of the same diameter without ap-
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A CHAT ABOUT RESISTANCE-continued

Any distribution of current differing
from the regular one of equal current
density across a wire's section will
increase the effective resistance, the
increase being many hundred per
cent. in -certain cases.

M

176. 7

R-vonevw,
A

8 C2 ca&
A 6:70

As a simple illustration a conductor
can be depicted. as' divided up into a
number of separate longitudinal por-
tions, all in parallel, and for a prac-
tical example five individual portions
will be taken as indicated in Fig. 2.
Assuming each resistance to be one
ohm and the total current as 15 am-
peres, then employing the power
transference idea, and taking an even
distribution of current in the first
case, i.e. 3 amps in each portion, then

Power lost or transferred = R
5 (32 x 1) = 45 watts.

45
R 0.2 ohm.

152

This, of course, is .the same resist-
ance as would have been obtained
from the laws of parallel resistances.

H.F. Skin Effect
Assuming now that a particular

circumstance alters the current dis-
tribution to -that shown -in Fig. 3, the
total current remaining  the saute.
then -

Power lost or transferred
=2(52 x 1) 2(22 x l )

1(12 xl)
=50 + 8 -1- 1 = 59 watts

. .*. R== = 0.262 ohm.

Thus an increase of resistance of
about 30 per cent is brought about,
and other examples can be taken to
illustrate the same idea, but in every

case it will be found that any altera-
tion from the simplest case, treated
first, will result in a larger final
resistance value.

The exact mathematics dealing
With 'skin effect in wires is somewhat
complicated, but by using straight,
thin wires it is possible to make the
HY. resistance almost the same as
the D.C. resistance, since a wire with
an exceedingly small diamAer can be
regarded as being all surface. This is
of importance when known H.F.
resistances are required for comparison
purposes, and. the accompanying table
which. has been compiled by L. W.
Austin will be useful to readers making
standard wire resistances of this
character. It gives the largest straight
wire which can be used without the'
H.F. resistance exceeding the D.C.
resistance by more than 1 per cent.,
the wire diameters being given in,
millimetres.

Use of Stranded Cable
To determine wire diameters for

intermediate frequencies, curves can
be drawn from these figures and the
required values read off.

To reduce the skin effect to a mini-
mum, a conductor can he constructed
of thin strips, connected. to circular

discs, as shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 4, but fOr many practical pm-:
poseS the employment of stranded
cable will be found beneficial. This
gives a number of fine wires all in
parallel, ''Oltd each of theie strands
Must be separately- insulated with,
say, a thin layer of enamel. The most

Wave-
length in
metres.

Frequency
in

Kilocycles
Copper. Advance. Mauganit

100 3,000 0.006 0:30 0-29
200 1,500 0.045 0.46 0.40
300 1,OCO 0.09 0.57 0.50
400 750 0.10 0.66 0.60
600 500 0.15 0-83 0.75
800 375 0:20 0.98 0.88

1,000 300 0.21 1.10 0.99
1,200 250 0.22 1.20 1.10.
1,500 200 0.26 1.30 1.21
2,000 150 0.30 1.52 1.38
3,000 100 0.33 1.82 1.62

-mportant point, however,. is to ensure
that each strand occupies a position
on the outer surface of the cable at
regular intervals as well as being
situated at the core. This is to
ensure that each wire is linked by
the same amount of magnetic flux,
and is brought about by braiding
and twisting the cable throughout
its length.

back -of -panel photograph of an L.F. amplifier shows an example of resistance
coupling, a popular and efficient system of amplification.
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A CHAT ABOUT RESISTANCE-continued

If this is not done the benefits con-
ferred by stranded wire will be almoSt
nullified. In addition, particular care
must be taken at joints to ensure that
each strand makes a proper. electrical
contact and none gets broken:- For
example, if stranded wire is to be
joined to a solid conductor, since the
moving electrons in the case of ,the._
latter are confined to the surface, the
individual strands should he actually.
soldered. all round the surface of the'
solid conductor with great care, and
not in one solid: bunch, or the current
distribution will be altered consider-
ably and the resistance increased.

Resistance in Coils
The next logical step is to consider

what happens when the conductor is
wound in the form of a coil instead of
being used as a straight wire. Pre-
viously the distribution of electrons
across the section of the conductor
was changed at high frequencies from
that of Fig. 5 (A) to that of Fig. 5 (B),
which is 'equivalent to a reduction in
the 'useful material carrying current.
Now a single layer coil produces a
magnetic field or lines of force inside
when a current is paSsed through it,
the density of this field being large
just inside the solenoid and almost
zero at the outer surface.

Now, without going into the mag-
netic theory, it should be appaient
that, since the outer portions of the
wire are linked by more lines of force
than the inside portions, the electrons
constituting the current floe: will 1,11d
to crowd into the portion of the AVin'
Situated on the inside of the coil owing
toithe effects of inchictive reaction.
Iniddition, there is the neighbouring
effect of one wire Upon another WhiA
brings about a further redistribution
of electrons, and -the result is some-
what as depicted in Fig. 6.

Self -Capacity Losses
Thus results are produc'ed which

are almost impossible 'tor. predict
accurately even in the siniplest of

- coils; sio the probljmiS intrOduded by
the inulti-laver- t.VPe of coil 'With its
present diversity of Windings such
diio!ateral, honeycomb. pile, PanCake,
sectionalised, etc., are difficult to
calculate. ' ~-

Added to this, account must .be
taken of the effects of self -capacity
in a col and its 'influence on .,the
resistance in certain circumstances.
Losses will be introduced by the

presence of an internal self -capacity
which will, in effect, add to the
resistance of the coil, so too much care
cannot be given -o the reduction of
this quantity by-, employing single -
layer solenoidal I coils air -spaced be-,
tween turns.

'Advantage of Solenoid Coil
It is fair:1Y 'well' established that,

_

single -layer solenbidal coils are the
most efficient, but a lot of controversy.)
exists As to the best gauge of wire
to employ and the dimensions of the
coil. With thick wire an unwieldy
coil will result to produce a given
inductance, whereas if finer gauge
wire is used the dimensionS of the
coil will naturally be reduced.

Thus, although in the latter case
the resistance of the wire is increased
by its reduced cross section, this
will be compensated for to a certain

for it is invariably the part misunder-
stood ; and the next point to consider
is the effect of neighbouring circuits.
If a circuit A is coupled to a circuit
B, as in Fig. 7, then it can be shown
mathematically that an increase in
the effeetive resistance of the firSt'
circuit will take place. This increase
is proportional to the product of the
square of the frequency and the
square of the mutual inductance,
and, of course, the resistance of the
second circuit itself, i.e. f21VPR2.

Effect of Coupled Circuits
It should be evident that the power

for supplying this loss in the circuit
B-and, for that nnatter,i any other
linked circuit-must be derived from
the original circuit, with the result
that this 'effects an appreciable in -
creak in -the resistance of the coil L,
and must be taken into account in'

The question of resistance plays an extremely important part in the design of a powerful
transmitting station.

extent by a reduction in the length
of wire required for a given in--

- dUctance. A great deal 'of interesting
experimental work can be undertaken

. to ascertain - the optimurn gauge
of .wire, length and diaineter of coil
td' give the best result for any band
of frequencies, the results being most
usefully interpreted in terms of ohms
per millihenry.

fair amount of space has been
devoted to. this portion -of the subject,

892

any calculations. Naturally, the
increase of resistance will depend
upon any tuning in the second
circuit.

A valve which is oscillating can be
made to cease by tuning to its
frequency another circuit coupled' to
it, and this is only one of many
cases which can be called to mind,
the explanation being found in the
extra resistance added to the first

(Concluded on page 4434 t
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Tri9,fRieNIGA ENST

An article of interest
to all valve users

RUNNING a set from A.C. mains is
not superficially quite so easy
as running from the D.C. mains.

The production of H.T. is by no
means difficult, but the L.T. presents .

special problems of its, own, and I
propose to analyse here some- of the
difficulties and give the various
methods used to overcome them.

Graded Filament Emission
In, Fig. 1 is a simple rectifying

valve; with a filament F1 and F. and
a plate P. The plate battery V is-.
connected to one end -of the filathent,t
andl a millianiperemeter inserted to'
indicate the:71.Aate current -445wing./.

Fj

Suppose first of all the filament- is lit
by D.C. and is the positive
It is quite obvious that between the
filament end F2 and P there is full
battery voltage ; between F1 and P
there is less voltage by the amount of
L.T. battery volts.

This means that at the end F2
more electrons are being pulled off
than at F1. In fact, the flow of
electrons will be graded from F1 to F2.
If we reverse our L.T. battery the
grading will be reversed, and the total
emission from the whole filament
altered.

The First Rule for A.C.
Fig. 2 shows graphically how_ the

total current will vary in :these two
cases. The total current being repre-
sented by the ,two areas shaded in
different ways. Obviously, if we light
the filament with alternating current
we shill be varying from the position

- F2 --X to F2-Y and back again every
cycle of tlie alternating current. The
difference in the two shaded areas
represents- milliamperes which will

ibrate the milliammeter or actuate

Unlike the low-ten-
sion unit, a high-
tension eliminator for A.C.
mains is quite easily made,

as shown above.
393

By
Capt. H. J. ROUND

M.I.E.E.

any indicating instrument such as a
loud speaker in the plate circuit.

Now we can note two things.
Firstly, that the distance X Y in
Fig. 2 represents twice the filament
volts, so that the smaller our filament

volts the less of this change we shall
get due to the filament alternating
current. This establishes the first
rule with alternating current -.
" Use low -voltage filaments "
and these low -voltage filaments will
in all probability be thicker than the
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LIGHTING FILAMENTS FROM A.C. MAINS --continued

higher :voltage ones, so that any
change of temperature' in the filament
seriously altering' emission is mini-
mised ; for remember tilt at points
in the alternating current cycle there
is no current flowing into the filament,
and consequently there is no heat
being applied.

Type of Valve to Use
Then, again, the higher the H.T.

voltage is the less percentage change
does this filament drop make. The
meaning of this last sentence is a little
involved, because so far I have only
talked about a simple rectifying valve.
In a triode the volts that we have to
consider are the actual ones acting
between the grid and the filament.

These \ Its, which are made up of
the sum of the grid volts and the
plate volts which leak through the
grid mesh, decide the plate current,
so that if we say instead of H.T.
" volts " in the simple rectifier case
must be large-the plate current
must be large-we establish a second
rule, which, with triodes, it is easier
to see the meaning of.

This in practice- means working -
with a low magnification valve unless
one can afford to put very high volts
MI the high magnification valve. It
is a little complicated to reason out
whether one will gain with this lower
percentage change of current due to
alternating current. In certain cases
one will definitely gain., so that either
one can stick to the rule here given
always or think the particular case
out separately.

There is fortunately a very easy
way to reduce greatly this change of
plate milliamperes when using A.C.,
although we shall have great difficulty
in bringing it to zero. Suppose we
put a resistance R across the filament
as in Fig. 3 and connect the bottom,
of the H.T. battery to the middle of

- fhe resistance.- Our current diagram
now becomes Fig. 4, which, if we
examine carefully, will be seen to have,
the same area for any given alternat-
ing current voltage.

Detector Difficulties
This looks as though we are quite.

out of trouble, but actually we are
not, for, unfortunately, a valve con-
ductivity is not quite 'constant with
voltage applied, so thata little ripple
will still be left, much smaller than
before, liovieVei ; but if we use this
arrangerrienf in. conjunction with the
two previous rules, we shall have a
fair* chanee of working,

Let us examine a set, and in Fig. 5
I hive merely represented -the valves
in a'5 -valve set. For the power valve
we need not worry at all, that is,
certain, proVided it is a 2 -volt valve
and we centrally connect to a resist-
ance across the filament. The preced-
ing valve also will not give us much
trouble, although we have one stage

ivr
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of -magnification- now to beat, and a
transformer - stage with a low -impe-
dance valve looks more promising
than a high -impedance valve and a
resistance coupled amplifier. But
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when we come to the rectifier we have
two stages of amplification after us,
and,we shall have to step very care-
fully.

On my overall principle of heavy
plate currents, the grid leak rectifier
is a better proposition than the plate
bend rectifier, but neither is likely
to be very silent, and many methods
have been used for dodging this
trouble. The easiest way is to use a.
crystal rectifier, Fig. 6, and one of
the carborundum or semi -permanent
zincite types will be a good working
proposition. I personally recommend
this solution of the difficulty, but
some ingenious sets, in which the
plate- current of the whole set when
supplied by a rectifier is incidentally
used to light the rectifier filament-
usually a -06 ampere type-have been
made. One can hardly recommend
them, however, for amateur construc-
tion.

Grid -Leak Rectification
I should recommend to try 0(17

leak rectification with a loW-voltage
filament valve of low impedance, such
as the D.E.P. 215; first, and if with
the aid of central connection the
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ADVICE FOR INVENTORS
Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F. Inst. P.

Readers sending in inventions under this Department shoal] state clearly whether they are willing
for their inventions to be published and discussed in this journal. Otherwise, so far as is possible,
communications will be treated in confidence, but at the same time it must be clearly understood
that no responsibility whatsoever is, or can be, accepted either by this Journal or by the Author
in connection with any patents or suggestions submitted, or in connection with any matters arising
out of the same, and all persons making use of this Department or communicating with it in any
way are to be deemed thereby to have accepted the foregoing condition.-EDITOR.

fanannamaanaliaawallananatainanaaaminammallaammaamannaninuanunathanna amoufflanac:

FOLLOWING my request last month
that those experimenters who
submitted inventions to me

should state whether or not they were
willing for their inventions to be
published and discussed in these
columns, a rather curious position
has arisen, although perhaps it is
one which it was not unnatural to
expect. Most, or practically all, of
the many readers who have written
to me have asked me not, at the
present stage, to disclose their inven-
tions in this Journal, and this means
that the number of really interesting

inventions left over for discussion
in print is depleted. So far as I can
judge from most of the letters re-
ceiyed, it seems likely that the same
position will continue to prevail, so
I think it will therefore -be better to
publish only a few selected inventions
in this section. There are many
which could be published and dis-
cussed, but, unfortunately, in those
cases- where permission is given by
the inventors for their ideas to be
disclosed the inventions are not
generally of interest to a sufficiently
large number of readers to warrant

MODERN WIRELESS

taking up very much space in dis"
cassing them. -

I think, therefore, that it will
probably be better in the future
this Inventors' Section deals more
with general matters by way of hints
to inventors as to the development of
their ideas, getting them on the
market, and so on, and I propose
to arrange for replies. to definite
queries to be dealt with privately by
post.

Of course if, from time to time,
inventions of real interest come
along, and the inventor is willing for
them to be published, they will be
detailed in these columns for the
benefit of other readers.

At the same time I should be very
glad if any of you who have any
general questions to ask, which you
think would be of sufficient interest
to other experimenters to justify
public discussion, will kindly forward
the same addressed to this Section.

LIGHTING FILAMENTS
et FROM A.C. MAINS
O -concluded from page 394.

. 007;44e0E84Erq?44%

noise is too much, throw out the
valve and fit in a crystal, preferably
of the semi -permanent type.'

With L.F. the troubles we get are
obviously that the unbalanced alter-
nating current magnified gets into the
loud speaker. But, of course,- this
cannot happen in the H.F. stages,
because the H.F. circuits form a com-
plete block to L.F. currents. The way
the alternating 'current noises cause
trouble in this stage is as follows.

H.F. Stage Variations
.Owing to imperfect balancing of the

alternating current, slight variations
of plate current are taking place in
the H.F. valves all the tithe. Now,
the magnifieation of a H.F. stage is
slightly dependent upon the plate
c merit, because a valve characteristic
is not quite straight, so that if we
tune to a carrier wave that carrier
wave will be amplified to a varying
degree, which is the equivalent of
modulating it. This modulation will
at- once be shown up by the rectifier
and the L.F. magnification. For-
tunately, the trouble is of a second
order, as the mathematician says,
but again, low -impedance' valves-
so that one_ is working well on the
straight part of the characteristic-
-Will be necessary, and the other rules

of low -voltage filaments and central
taps still apply.

The central tap resistance can, of
course, be made common to all the
valves in parallel, and placed across
the lighting transformer, and with
four 1.2,amp. 2 -volt valves, a ten -
ohm resistance, split at the centre,
will be suitable. As most of our
troubles are dui to L.F. magnification

A crystal detector of the " permanent "
type is recommended by Captain Round.

of the alternating current noises, the
tendency in our A.C. filament receivers
should be to keep the H.F. Magni-
fication up and the L.F. down.

In Fig. 7 I show a skeleton diagram
of the common central tap arrange-
ment. Some prefer to split the trans-
former -winding at the centre, and tap
on to the centre, but the resistance
scheme is very nice for balancing.

rgo&,orng0000c85a,T,-,.o9;*a a.
® q4 AN OAK CABINET

q3From a Correspondent.

' ',?"GtM;9433g(Sfif34c23S433gO CX913

Few amateurs decide to use oak
for their cabinets because the wood
is very hard, and more important
still, the gallic acid in oak very
quickly rusts away iron or steel -
screws.

The hard nature. of the wood can
be  overcome by using a good
saw, and brass wood screws prove
Trite suitable if precautions are
taken.

A hole should be punched or
drilled to the full depth of every
screw, and it is advisable to
countersink deeply near the surface
to clear the unscrewed part of the
screw under the head, so that there
is no breaking off before screwing
home.

CENTRE 17.;1 81./.5;3AR (E4RTNE0.1 Fic.7. Z 93
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" Blind Spots "

WHAT READERS THINK
...1_71,X3ii1021111111681111112MitelintailL'i...

NO T E.-All communications, MSS., photos,
etc., should be addressed to the Editor, "Modern
Wireless," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
E.C.4. In cases where a reply is required, a
stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

SIR,- -With reference to your article
on Blind Spots," in the February
issue of MODERN WIRELESS, perhaps
a few remarks on blind spots " on
the West Coast of Africa might be of
interest.

These I have not noticed with
broadcasting, but for commercial
working to ships, etc. Sierra Leone
station is screened by, the high
mountains to the southward, and
reception of this station is almost
impossible when more than 100 miles
south of it. Also -when north of it
amongst the Bejuga Islands, off
Bissao, it is difficult and some times
impossible to work with Sierra Leone,
the reason being a little obscure, as
there are no mountains intervening,
and the islands are small and very low
lying.

Seawards of these islands the
" blind spot " continues ; at 360
miles north of Sierra Leone reception
is normal, while at 300 to 320 miles
north it is very difficult.

Gibraltar - North Front station is
also screened to ships steaming fairly
close to the Atlantic coast of Morocco,
just north of the Canary Islands.
while Cadiz, only' 60 'miles west of
Gibraltar, is quite norinal.

Apparently the cairse 'of Chia is
either the 'presence of the mountains
over at' Tangier, or -else the-sitUation
of' the wireless station with .regard to
the Rock itself. -

With regard' to broadcasting recep-
tion on the, West Coast, that is very
often completely spoiled. by -. the
atmospherics; which are particularly
strong in that part of the world.
With a " Harmony Four," however,
I - hava been able to receive many
Concinentd stations, as well as four
or live of the British Isles stations.
Bournemouth is the best of these,
while Dublin runs it very closely.
I have reeeiVed, the lormer from

Lagos, Nigeria, but  have had no
opportunity' of eXperithenting further
south than that. North of. Dakar
both are' received at loud - speaker
strength.

Of the Continental, stations, Madrid
and Barcelona have been found to be
the best, but possibly further experi-
menting in the Mediterranean will
change this opinion.

-Wishing your paper every success.
Yours truly, -

` ANTI-ATMOSPIIERIC."

The Radio Detective, trailing oscillators
in a specially equipped patrol van.

Tranode Two -Valve Set
SIR,-I put together the above set

from the January number of MODERN
WIRELESS, and find the circuit a very,
excellent one. I have added a trans-
former -cunt -choke two-va,ive- ampli-
fier, and get very fine loud-.3pcaker
results.

For some considerable time I have
ceased to try out the circuits given
as so many new parts were required.

Can you not give us more of such
circuits like the above
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The original three -valve Trans-
atlantic set was a very fine one, and
I think suggeStions for modernising
this set would be appreciated. I
have recently added slow-motion
dials and. reaction, and find a great
improvement.

Yours faithfully,
Bristol. W. B. CUMBERLAND.

" Peculiar Short -Wave Fault."
correspondent, J. West-

lake (Writing in the January issue
of MODERN WIRELESS), will probably
find he. is ;using.- either too large a
choke, an miSuitable valve; --or else
a transformer not suited to the eir;-
cuit. In many cases- the connection.
of a variable grid- leak across the
secondary of the L.F. transformer
will mire- the trouble, and I have often
found this succeed where other at-

-

tempts have failed.-Yours
Radlett. M. G. .17110A1.,.,',.

Short -Wave Reception
Sra,7--On Sunday, February Ctii,

during the hours 11.30-12.30, 3-3.30,
and 6.30-7.30, using the detector
portion only of Mr. Simmonds' short-
wave receiver, ' as given in the Feb-
ruary number of MODERN WiFiELES;
but using a D.E.R. valve as detector,
I received over 50 amateurs, trans-
mitting telephony, in audition to
others- in France, Belgium, Germa.ny
and Rolland.

In the evening at 6.30 a church
service, on a W.L. under 10 in., was
heard, The source was not identified,

The British transmissions were
heard mainly from the London area,
.but also from Lichfield, Eastbourne,
Leeds, Leicester, Clacton and North-
ern Ireland, the latter apparently
replying to the transmitter at Clacton
-who asked for reports froth that area.
-Yours truly,

W.- WOODMAN, -
Willesden, N.W.10.
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ow.et 'fra,ns ormers
IN these days of eliminators. chargers

and so on, the small power -
transformer is coming to play a

more and more important part in the
outfit of the experimenter. Theoreti-
cally, a small transformer is the
simplest thing in the world to make ;
it consists of a primary winding and
a second winding placed upon an iron
core and, according to the simple
formula, the voltage generated in the
secondary bears the same relation to
the voltage in the primary as the
number of turns in the secondary

fia. /

bears to the number of turns in the
primary.

Acting on this simple supposition,
many experimenters have set to work
lightheartedly to construct small
transformers and have then been dis-
appointed to find that the finished
article did not come up to their ex-
pectations as regards either per-
formance or efficiency.

The truth is that there are many
important details, both of design and

Flat.

construction, which I regret to say
are not properly dealt with in text-
books and articles on this subject. I
have often noticed descriptions in
articles and textbooks which were quite
misleading and which indicated a lack
of any real appreciation of the scien-
tific principles involved, as well as an

A half -wave transformer employing a core
similar to Fig. 2.

absence of practical experience of the
subject.

In the first place, let me say that
the simple rule that the voltage -radio
of the secondary and primary is the
same as the turns-ratio represents
an ideal condition which is never
attained in practice. It pre -supposes
that the whole of the magnetic flux
created by the current in the primary
winding passes through the secondary
winding. In a well -designed trans-
former this may be very approxi-
mately true, but in a badly designed
transformer it may be very far indeed
from being true, and the voltage
generated in the secondary winding
may be no more than 50 per cent of
that which would be expected accord-
ing to the simple rule referred to.

Avoid Air Spaces
In building a transformer it is con-

venient to wind the coils upon cylin-
drical spools, but a more efficient
arrangement is to use a square or
rectangular section spool into which -
the soft -iron laminations may after-
wards be fitted. A glance at Fig. 1
will show the way in which the sof t-
ircn core may be built up from strips,
assembled into the spool after the
windings have been completed. It
will be evident that if the core is built
up in this way (and this is practically
the universal way of building up a
core of this kind) there will be a con-
siderable air space surrounding the
core if the spool is of the cylindrical
variety. This air space causes loss of
efficiency, but the matter is not a
very serious, one in small trans-
formers and, so far as the experi-
menter, at any rate, is concerned, it is
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rather a refinement to go in for a rec-
tangular spool instead of a cylindrical
one.

It is not necessary to say very
much about the windings themselves,
a spool long enough and deep enough
to accommodate the required number
of turns of the proper size wire will
obviously be necessary, and, in addi-
tion, it is very desirable to insulate
successive layers of wire, either with a
sheet of empire tape or with waxed
paper. Even a sheet of ordinary dry
typewriting paper is much better than

fic

nothing. However, I do not want, at
the present stage, to dwell too long on
the question of the actual windings,
as that is an important subject in
itself.

Let us deal for the moment with
the general features of design and tho
arrangement of the core. Fig. 2 shows
soft -iron " Stalloy " strips stamped
out into the shape of the letter L.

This full -wave transformer, specially de-
signed for H.T. eliminators, has a core

similar to Fig. 3
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DESIGN OF SMALL. POWER TRANSFORMERS-continued

These are inserted into the coils in the
alternate manner indicated in Fig. 2,
so that the two gaps in one pair  of
stampings are adjacent to a con-
tinuous portion of the next stamping ;
in Other words, so that the gaps do not
all come at the same place. In this

way the extra magnetic reluctance
which would be occasioned by the gaps
is largely avoided.

In Fig 3 the magnetic _circuit is

as

made up of two types of " Stalloy "
stamping, one in the shape of the
letter T and the other in the shape of
the letter U. These again are alter-
nately reversed for the reasons indi- -

cated in the preceding paragraph.

A Bad Design
Fig. 4 shows diagramatically a

transformer consisting of a closed iron
circuit, with primary wound upon one
limb and the secondary upon another,
I have actually seen this arrangement
described in articles and recommended
to constructors, but constructors who
acted upon such advice would find
themselves very wide of the mark
when they put their transformer to the
test. The fact is that the design indi-
cated in Fig. 4 is about as bad as any-
thing could very well be. It will be
seen that the induction of current in
the secondary winding, depends en-
tirely upon the magnetic flux con-
ducted round the iron circuit from
the pimary, and if you could map out
the magnetic field, and could thereby
have an occular demonstration of the
magnetic leakage taking place, you
would not be surprised that the

secondary, with this design, would
be only a fraction of the maximum
theoretical value. In a few words,

An H.T. power component for full -wave work which is wound on the Fig.
system.
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Fig. 4 shows how not to design a
transformer.

Fig. 5 is an infinitely better arrange-
ment. Here a half of the primary is

wound upon one limb, then the usual
crossover, and the remaining half on
the other limb. The secondary is then
wound on the top of the primary, half
on the first limb and the remaining
half on the second limb. We thus
have, in effect, two transforniers in -

series both electrically and magneti-
cally. In the case of each transformer

he primary and the secondary are
arranged as closely together as pos-
sible, so -that the condition that the
secondary coil shall embrace as much
as, possible .of the flux created by the
primary -is fulfilled, Fig. 5 represents
a perfectly sound arrangement as
regards general considerations

Greater Path for Flux
In Fig. 6 a still better arrangement

is shown, for -here the primary and
secondary are wound round the same
region of the magnetic core, and the
magnetic flux - has a  considerably
greater return path inasmuch as it can
return by two paths in parallel.

Fig, 7 shows an arrangement such
as that in Fig. 4, but, owing to the
relative shape and dimensions of the
windings and the iron core, the con -

6u ditions are even worse than in Fig. 4
Not only is the primary entirely on
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DESIGN OF SMALL POWER TRANSFORMERS-continued

one limb and the secondary on
another, but the primary is wound as
a short " fat " bobbin instead of a
longer, slimmer one, with the result
that the magnetic leakage from the
primary coil itself is very much in-
creased. Furthermore, the primary

A power transformer capable of handling
200-3ock watts. Note the method of

taking the secondary tapping.

and secondary coils are mounted upon
the short limbs of the iron core and
the flux -has to find its why from the
primary to the secondary by conduc-
tion through the longer limbs of the
core.

The result of this design would be
that the percentage of the flux from
the primary actually entering -the
secondary would be very small, and.
for practical purposes the efficiency of
the transformer would be -so loW that
the instrument would be useless.

Fig. 8 shows a very much better
arrangement. Here the windings are
made fairly long and' slim and they

are placed as close together as pos-
sible, so that the magnetic path from
the one to the other is as short as
it can be. If, in addition, the primary
and secondary be wound half on each
limb, as in Fig. 5, then the design
shown in Fig. 8 will be a very efficient

one, and the voltage generated in the
secondary will be approximately that
given by the simple formula, whilst
the power developed in the secondary
will not be much inferior to that sup-
plied to the primary.

Below is given the actual formula
by which to design a small power -
transformer for any given voltage
ratio and power output, showing sizes
of wire and cross-sectional area of
iron core.

I would like to remark at this point
that there is often a tendency for
constructors to." skimp " the iron in
the core. This is unwise for several
reasons. -In the first place, the smaller
the core the greater the amount -of
copper wire which has to be used, so
that the saving in expense in one
direction is off -set by the increase in

'another. In the second place, if the
-iron core and the winding be skimped,
the transformer will tend to get hot
when working, and will also consume
more than an inappreciable amount of
current when "running idle " (that is,
when the primary is connected to the
mains but there is no load on the
secondary). In the third place, with
an inefficient magnetic circuit the
transformer will be unable to show a
proper overall efficiency.

The Essential Formula
Now a few figures to enable the

experimenter to calculate -the essential
points in the design of a small power
transformer.
 The number of turns of wire re-

quired on the primary depends upon
the of the Mains to which the
primary is to be connected, the
frequency of the supply (commonly
called the" periodicity"), the magnetic
flux density -of the material which is
used for the core (which is usually
measured in ` lines " per square inch),
and upon cross-sectional area of core.

If we denote these quantities re-
spectively by N the number of turns
on the primary, E the EMF of the
mains to which the primary is to be
connected, F the periodicity, B the
flux density of the core material, and
A the cross-sectional area of the core
in square inches, then the formula is
as follows :

_1081E
N 4.1 H-Fd-B+A

The magnetic properties of the core
will, of course, depend upon the nature
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of the material ; ordinary sheet iron
may be taken as capable of carrying a
flux density of about 30,000 lines per
square inch, transformer steel about
40,000 lines, whilst some of the better
qualities of transformer iron may even
carryup to 50,000. It will he a fairly

fib 8
B769

safe rule with good transformer iron
to assume round about 30,000 to
40,000 lines per square inch, and for
safety it would be better to assume
the lower figure, that is 30,000 lines.

A simple example will indicate the
way in which.this formula is used.

Suppose the_volta.ge of the mains is
220 volts, the periodicity 50, the

A small power transformer in which the
bobbins are wound separately and placed

on the core as units.

_material of the core capable of carry-
ing 30,000 lines flux density per
square inch, and the cross-sectional
area of the core 2 square inches ; then
substituting in the above formula

(Continued on .7)44445.)
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Obtaining Selectivity
F. M. R. (Sutton).--" I possess a

3 -valve set, Pet. and 2 L.F., which,
while giving me an excellent volume
on 2 L 0, does not allow me to receive
any other station.

Tuning on the variable condenser
is extremely ' flat,' the local trans-
mission being receivable nearly ' all
round the dial.'

" Can you tell me how I can
improve selectivity ? I do not wish
to scrap the set nor yet tamper with
the internal wiring, because, as I am
a novice, I am more likely to damage
something than improve things. I
-don't mind altering my aerial, H.T.,
valves, L.T., or coils, but leave this
to you. If you could give me some
alternative suggestion I ,should be
extremely obliged."

Your trouble is not uncommon, un-
fortunately, and can be due to a
variety of causes.

In the first case, probably your
aerial system is to blame, and we
therefore advise you to satisfy your-
self as to its efficiency from the fol-
lowing details :

Its total length should not exceed
100 ft., and this includes the length of
the leading -in wire up to the aerial
terminal on the set. It can be of the
single -wire type, and should be com-
posed of stranded wire. 7/22 bare or
enamelled wire (seven strands of
No. 22 gauge is commonly used), but
the wire can be composed of a greater
number of strands or have; a larger
surface area. The earth wire should
also have a large surface area, and
for best results it can be of a similar
gauge to the aerial wire, and be rubber
covered. Its length should not exceed
20 ft. if avoidable, and it, can termi-
nate at an " earth tube " driven into
some damp soil -or else be clamped by
a special,clip to a main water -pipe.

The leading -in wire (down lead) of
the aerial system must, under no cir-
cumstances, be arranged so that it
runs parallel with any walls, but

should be at an acute angle to them,
say 45 to 60 degrees.

As examples of this fact, we would
suggest you examine the photos of
leading -in wires of powerful trans-
mitting stations and note the angle
at which they are brought in. In
most eases it is at 90 degrees to the
walls. These same remarks apply to
the leading -in wire after it leaves the
leading -in tube. Keep it well away
from ceilings, and, if necessary,
suspend it on porcelain insulators
fitted at the end of small wooden rods

2.111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I11111111111111t-

THE TECHNICAL QUERIES
DEPARTMENT.

Are you in trouble with your set P
= Have you any knotty little radio Problems
= requiring Folution ?
E The MODERN WIRELESS Technical Queries =
E. Department has been thoroughly reorganised E

and is :now in a position to give an un- E
E. rivalled service. The aim of the department s
 is to furnish really helpful advice in connec-

tion with any radio problem, theeretical or E
practieal;

= Full details, including the revised and, in =
= cases, considerably reduced scale of charges =
= can be obtained direct from the Technical.-
= Queries Department,- YlepEas WIttELEss, E
E Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E
=E.C.4.

= A postcard will do : on receipt of this all the
= necessary literature will be sent to you free E.
E and post free, immediately. This application E
E will place you under no obligation whatever. E

Every reader of MODERN WIRELESS should 12-
zi have these details by him. An application =
= form is included which will enable you to ask E
= your questions, so that we can deal with =
= them expeditiously and with the minimum
E- of delay. Having this form you will know
 exactly what information we require to have =
= before us in order completely to solve your

problems.
761111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111t11111111111Z

projecting from the walls or ceilings.
The horizontal portion of the aerial

should not be less than 25 ft. from
the ground, but if it can be raised to
40 ft. or more above the ground level,
so much the better. In practice it
works out that the nearer the aerial
is to the ground the " flatter " the
tuning. -

If the above points do not affect
the trouble, we are afraid that the
fault lies in the set itself.
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Last Stage Valve
V. S. (S.E.21) asks if it is really

worth while using a super power
valve for last stage work. This " all
depends," of course. If you want
really big volume and the ordinary
power valve will not carry the grid
voltages applied to it you must use a
super power. Similarly a super power
valve will usually bring out the low
notes better, but do not forget that it
requires about 14-18 milliamps for
plate current, and you will need a
really good H.T. battery-preferably
of the accumulator type with large
capacity if you can manage it. For
moderate loud speaker work an
ordinary power valve should be suffi-
cient.

v

The Elfin Four
B. E. M. (Radlett).-" I have built

the " Elfin Four" described in last
month's MODERN WIRELESS, arid
while I get excellent results on "dis-
tant stations I find the local is not
as purely reproduced as I would have
expected where resistance -coupling is
employed. I use 6 -volt Cossor valves
throughout with the R.C. type for
detector and first L.F. An ordinary
L.F. valve is used for the last stage,
as I cannot afford to run a super power
valve because of the .11.T. How can

remedy the distortion ? "
Your trouble is due to overloading

of the last valve and possibly of the
first L.F. valve as well. With valves
having a very high magnifiCation it is
easy to produce such a large voltage
swing on the last valve that even a
super power can hardly deal with
it.

Your lieSt plan is -to SUbstitute the
first L.F. valve with a- Cossor H610,
which has a smaller magnification
factor, and to replace the last valve
with a power valve with a larger grid
swing. It is rather unfair to expect
the Cossor 610D to handle the grid
voltages available in the last stage.
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ht ensitive

F we use the term in its strictest
and widest sense, the phenomenon
of crystal sensitivity to the in-

fluence of light has been known for
many years. Is not, for example, the
light-sensitive emulsion which is
coated upon a photographic plate or
film, merely a medium in which
microscopic light-sensitive grains of
silver salts are embedded ? Again,
the selenium cell is no new invention.
It is well over a quarter of a century
old. Yet that device employs sele-
nium in a minutely crystalline form.
It is, therefore, but another applica-
tion of crystal light -sensitivity.

A Simple Experiment
Within very recent times, however,

the expression " light-sensitive
crystal " has taken upon itself quite
another meaning, for not more than
a few months ago it has been shown
in this country that certain varieties
of naturally occurring crystalline
minerals are actually able to convert
light energy into electrical energy.
That is to say, suppose you allow a
beam of light to fall upon the surface
of one of these crystals (the -crystal
being, at the time, connected in a
closed circuit with a very sensitive
galvanometer), a direct. current will
be found to flow through the circuit.

That is one recently discovered line
of research in the subject of crystal

Fig. I.-The simplest light-sensitive cell.

An informative article dealing in a
practical form with the amazing
effect of light upon different

crystals.
From a Scientific Correspondent.

technics. Another one, hardly less
interesting, is to be seen in the fact
that if two metallic sheets, separated
from each other by a sheet of ebonite
or other insulating material, are
allowed to, stand for a few days in the
dark, and in a solution of one of their
salts, the metallic surfaces develop
light-sensitive properties. Let us
deal with this latter discovery first
of all, for it is one which can very
readily be put to the -test by the
average amateur.

MEI
Fig. 2.-Illustrating the construction o

a molybdenite cell.

Take two small sheets of any
common metal-copper, zinc, iron,
for instance-and bind them up
tightly with string or rubber bands,
taking care, of course, that a sheet
of insulating material, such as ebonite,
slate, mica, etc., is placed between
them in order to prevent any direct
short circuit between the two metal
sheets. Next, place the sheets in
some suitable glass container, and
fill up the latter with a weak solution
of a metallic salt of the same metal
as that of which the sheets are com-
posed. That is to say, if you use
copper sheets you must immerse them
in a weak solution of copper salt
(copper sulphate, for instance). If
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you employ zinc sheets, you must
use a solution of a zinc salt, such as
zinc sulphate. And so on.

Having 'immersed the sheets in. a
solution of a suitable metallic salt,
place the whole apparatus in a per-
fectly dark place, and allow it to re-
main there for about a week. After
this time, the surface of the sheets
will have become light-sensitive, and
all further experiments should be
conducted in a darkened room.

Minute Crystals.
Fig. I shows the apparatus con-

sisting of two metallic sheets bound
up with an insulative separatbr be-
tween them and immersed in a solu-
tion of a metallic salt.

Now, if a beam of light from an
ordinary electric bulb, or, in 'some
cases, even A humble oil lamp, is
allowed to fall on the surface of one
of the metal sheets of the cell, a
current will be registered if the two
sheets are connected up in series with
a sensitive moving coil galvanometer.
Moreover, the flow of current will be
maintained for quite an appreciable
time before fatigue sets in.

Here wo are dealing with a pheno-
menon connected with the light -
sensitivity of certain crystals. During
the period at which the metallic sheets
are immersed in the sensitising solu-
tion, a microscopic crystalline deposit
is formed upon them, and it is' to
these minute crystals that the light-
sensitive properties of the cell are due.

Three specimens of the well-known
rectifying crystal galena.
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LIGHT SENSITIVE CRYSTALS-continued

Fig. 3.-The completed molybdenite cell

A somewhat different line of re-
search is the following one which has
indicated the fact that certain varie-
ties of natural crystals and minerals
possess light-sensitive properties. The
natural mineral which has been found
to possess the greatest sensitivity to
light is argentite, a native sulphide of
silver. This is a mineral which is
found in small quantities in different
parts of the world. Unfortunately,
however, it is fairly rare, and so, also,
are the majority of the other twenty
to thirty varieties of minerals which
have been found to possess one type
or other of light -sensitivity.

the form of flat plates, which tend to
peel " in much the same manner .as

mica.
Now, in order to make a molyb-

denite cell, take two pieces of sheet
glass, about 3 ins. by 1 in. (micro-
scopic slides do very well for the
purpose). Cover one of the slides
over with black paper, leaving a
small slit, about an eighth of an inch
in width, in the middle of the slide.
This is shown in the photograph,
Fig. 2. A suitable. piece of molyb-
denite is then placed, on the other
glass slide, and wire connections are
taken from opposite sides of it. The
black paper covered slide is now
placed on the top of the lower slide,
and the two are bound up together,
the finished molybdenite cell having
an appearance similar to that indi-
cated in the photograph, Fig. 3.

If the leads of such a cell are
connected to a microammeter or to a
sensitive galvanometer, and a light
is held in front of the narrow slit
in the cell, a reading will be observed

SOURCE
OF LIGHT

VALVE SENSITIVE
AMPLIFIER GALVONOMETER

Fig. 5
Y4.

One mineral crystal, however, which
has been shown to possess light -
sensitivity and to act as a direct con-
verter of light energy into electricity
is the mineral, molybdenite, a recti-
fying crystal well known to the wire-
less amateur. Fortunately, molyb-
deiite is not scarce. Its current price
is 10d. per ounce (I quote from the
list of a well-known London firm of
mineral and chemical dealers), and
thus a supply of the commodity is
well within the reach of the amateur.

The Molybdenite Cell

In appearance, molybdenite is not
unlike galena, the mineral of which
so many of the present-day proprie-
tary_rectifying.crystals are composed.
Molybdenite, however, generally takes

Fig. 4.-A light-sensitive cell in use.

on the" recording. instrument; thus
indicating that the Crystal molybde-
nite has' generated a small current
under the influence of light,

A rough experimental arrangement
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for producing these effects is that
shown in Fig. 4. Here a special type
of oil lamp is employed as a source of
illumination. Under these conditions,
however, the current generated by
the crystal is extremely minute, being
of the order of something like 2-7

Crystal molybdenite which is light-
sensitive and converts light into electrical

energy.

microamps. Bigger currents, how-
ever, can be generated by holding a
piece of burning magnesium ribbon
in front of the slit in the molybdenite
cell.

Such are the outlines of a series
of fascinating experinients which may
be conducted by any average amateur
at a very low cost.

Sensitive Meter Essential
There is one point about them,

however, which must be stressed,
if only to avoid disappointment on
the part of the amateur experimenter.
It is that there is little use in under-
taking experiments with light-sensitive
cells of this type unless you have
available a suitable measuring instru-
ment. An ordinary galvanometer,
a voltmeter, an ammeter, or even a
milliammeter will not do. In order
to register the minute currents
generated by the crystal under the
influence of light, you must use either
a specially calibrated microammeter,
which, unfortunately, is an expensive
instrument, or else one of the ninny
patterns of sensitive moving coil
galvanometers which are on the
market at the present day.

The reason for the above is obvious.
The currents generated are so small
that they would not have any effect
on. an ordinary instrument. Let us
take concrete examples. An argentite
cell will develop, under good con-
ditions, up to about 30 microamps.

molybdenite cell has a maximum
output, -under the most favourable
conditions, of anything up to 10-12
microamps. On the other hand, "the
current generated by wet cells of -.the
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type described in the first portion of
this article is rather better, being
somewhere in the neighbourhood (at,
a maximum) of 70 microamps. Thus,
for registering currents of these orders,
a really sensitive instrument is -re-
quired, .and disappointment will in-
evitably result if experiments are
conducted without such an instru-
ment.

Of course, by using an amplifier,
these small currents may be enhanced
in magnitude considerably, but even
under these circumstances they may
not ultimately be sufficiently large
enough to influence an ordinary
recording instrument. However, for
experimenters who would like to mace
attempts in this direction, a suitable
amplifying circuit is shown in Fig. 5.

The moe of action of these cells
is not difficult to appreciate. When .

-. .ityitt'
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A specimen of the rare mineral Argentite,
which has been found to possess light-

sensitive properties.

a beam of light is allowed to fall
upon one of the metal plates (in the
case of the wet photo -electric cell,
the other plate being in darkness),
or upon a particular area of the
crystal (in the case of the molybdenite
or argentite cell), negative electrons
leave that particular plate or crystal
area. They become torn away from
their atoms by the influence of the
light.

The Electron -Displacement
Hence the metal sheet or the

local area of the crystal becomes
positively charged. A small difference
of potential is set up. Other electrons
flow into the places occupied by the
ones detached by the light's influence.
These, too, are torn off. The whole
action is more or less continuous
(until a mysterious type of fatigue
sets in), and thus a direct current of
small proportion flows through an
external circuit made between the

plates of the wet cell, or the opposite
sides of the crystal in the case of the
dry photo -electric cell.

The above phenomena are interest-
ing ones from a purely scientific point
of view, because they show us still
another of the many physical effects
of light. And, from a practical stand-
point, who can say that these de-
finitely established facts may not
prove to be the germs of some very
important application ?

Practical Applications
The uses for photo -electric cells are

daily becoming more and more mani-
fest, not only in the science of tele-
vision and for applications of a radio
nature, but also in many other
branches of technical activity. Astro-
nomers, for instance, are now em-
ploying special types of photo -electric
cells for the purpose of making
minutely accurate determinations of
stellar time.

Is ordinary crystal galena light-
sensitive ? That seems to be a
question which it might interest some
amateur to investigate. According
to one or two professional experi-
menters, galena crystals treated in the
same manner as molybdenite ex-
hibited well -developed light-sensitive
properties, whilst, according to others,
these statements remain unconfirmed.
Personally, I have tested out about
twenty different specimens of galena,
but I have not obtained any positive
results.

It will be interesting to hear the
results obtained by readers who carry
these experiments still further, for
there is a great deal yet to be done.
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 &@600a00E8)@0g6OES,E.6

The Ide(a)s of March
ALTHOUGH March is always sup-

posed to be a quiet month from
a radio point of view, there

have been plenty of developments and
new ideas during the last few weeks.
A good crop of new stations was
reported, and some of the old friends
are spring-cleaning with a vengeance.
The Berliners, for instance, are busy
increasing the power of Konigs-
wusterhausen, and there is talk of
employing 100 kilowatts there, thus
making it the most powerful station
in Europe.

Second London Station?
At the time of writing there is no

confirmation of the interesting rumour
about London's stand-by transmitter
at Marconi House. It was said that
alternative programmes might have
been sent out from there within the
next few weeks, but for the fact that
the Air Ministry " went up into the
air " about it !

Londoners who have noticed the
Air Force aerial in Kingsway will not
be surprised; for the jamming when
Marconi House steps on the gas just
across the road must be truly awful.

(Continued on page 446.)

the aerial system of s broadcasting station in the iviagaeourge. riaa.
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Another Casson°
-new series of 6 -volt Valves
giving remarkable volume

and exquisite tone

COSSOR.
POINT ONE
6 VOLT RC.
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COSS
POINT ONE
6 VOLT L.F.

Embodying the principles
of Co -axial Mounting

Cossor Valves
are now avail-
able for 2 -volt,
4 -volt, and 6 -
volt Accumula-
tors in a wide
range of types.
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WHEN Cossor introduced Co -axial
Mounting at the commencement of
the present season it was acknow-

ledged to be one of the greatest improve-
ments in Radio. At one blow it abolished
the main cause of lack -of uniformity in
valve manufacture. These same successful
principles have been retained for the new
Cossor Six -volt Valves. Look at the illus
tration above which shows how Co -Axial
Mounting is successfully achieved.

In Fig. 1 see the twin filament of exceptional length. And
the grid, its wire securely welded in 28 different places
-which is so rigid that microphonic noises are utterly
impossible. Note the seonite insulator in Fig. 3.
holding immoveably in position the ends of the
grid and also providing a bridge for the two shock-
proof filament supports, And finally, see how the
anode is locked in position in accurate and life-long
alignment with the grid and the filament. All three
units are secured to each other and individual move-
ment is impossible.

Throughout its whole life the characteristics of the
valve can never change through filament sag or
accidental blow. How important this is, will be
appreciated by every serious experimenter. All Cossor
Six -volt Valves in the same class must be identical in
every respect-there can be no variation.

0 ossor a6
- GR vOLTS +

116

issued lv A. C. Com:, Ltd., High/twit Gro9e, London, N.5.
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Achievement
UNFETTERED by any electrical or mechanical

limitations this wonderful new series of Cossor
6 -volt valves give a volume and a richness of tone

never before achieved in Radio. Experts have been
amazed at the rare beauty andpower - the vitality and mel-
lowness of broadcast music which these valves can create.
And small wonder for Cossor, after the three years
spent in bringing the Cossor Point One 2 -volt Valve to
an extraordinary degree of perfection, comparable only
with valves of higher voltage, now brings to the six -volt
field a wealth of experience and technical skill.
Cossor 6 -volt Valves are unique in every way-and as such
they set new standards of performance. All records for
volume, purity of tone, and sensitivity have been broken.
Hearing is believing ! Let your Dealer demonstrate them
to you to -day. For you must hear to realise to what
heights of realism Radio music has now attained.

Every valve has a
Kalenised filament

ALARGE share in the success
of these amazing valves must
be placed to the credit of the

Kalenised Filament. Operating
without visible glow-yet giving off
a perfect torrent of electrons-the
Kalenised filament is revolt tiol-
ising Radio. It hai cut to st re Is
the previous high costs of Receiv-
ing Sets maintenance. Half a dozen
of these new Cossor Six -volt Valves
cost less to run than one bright
emitter. And because it operates
practically without heat, its
life is immeasurably longer.

Finally, do not forget the famous
Cossor aeroplane test, when a
dozen Cossor valves were hurled
500 feet from an aeroplane with-
out harm to their Kalenised
filaments.
Only a high emission - coupled,
of course, with perfect control-
can give volume and natural
reproduction. The Kalenised
filament gives off an emission
unequalled in its intensity-that
is why these new Cossor Six -volt
valves attain such a remarkably
high standard of efficiency.

Compare these curves:
ryou cannot try out a Valve,
the next best thing is to
study its curve. The curves

shown here speak for themselves.
Note, for example, the steep slope
of the H.F. valve- clear proof
of its ability to handle weak
signals from distant stations.'
Compare also, the curve of the
wonderful new Stentor Six-
observe how well it can cope with
the large changes of grid voltage

without distortion. As a super-
power valve the Stentor Six is with-
out equal. And finally, remember
the prestige enjoyed by 'Cossor
valves. Every experimenter speaks
well of them. Their long service
and low. current consumption-
their superb tone and high stand-
ard of efficiency-have won a
great reputation, which these new
valves will considerably enhance.

Four types for all requirements:
610 R.C. For Resistance or :I Ai.
Choke coupling - - - a-1
Impedence 80,000 ohms. Amp.
factor 50. Consumption 'I amp.
610 L.F. For 1st stage 14/_
Low -frequency amplification
Impedence 8,000 ohms. Amp. factor
8. Consumption .1 amp.

610 H.F. and Det. For H.F. 1 A 1.
amplification or Detector use
Impedenc a 20,000 ohms. Amp.
factor 20. Consumption '1 amp.
610 P. Stentor Six Super 22/6Power Valve - -
Impedence 3.000 ohms. Amp. factor
3.3. Consumption .1 amp.

voltValves
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rePortibleSetsWorthWhile

Some pros and
cons of out-

door radio

WITH the advent of the bright
weather comes the annual
bright thought, " Why not

build a portable wireless set, and
enjoy the broadcast programmes out
of doors ? "

On the face of it, the idea seems a
splendid one. The modern set, with its
batteries and accessories, is a more or
less complicated collection of appara-
tus, so that in many cases a special
set is required for out-of-door work.

Some Pertinent Points
Is the pleasure to be derived from

such a set worth the trouble of build-
ing it? Is the cost going
summer radio an expensive luxury ?
Is the trouble of moving it about
from place to place likely to be
excessive ? These, and kindred
considerations, are at present causing
many would-be constructors to ask
themselves, " Are portable sets worth
while ? "

There is probably no radio topic
upon which a greater diversity of
opinion exists ! Most experimenters
are decidedly in favour of out -door
radio, contending that not only

Outdoor Entertainment.

enjoyment but an immense amount of
instruction can  be derived in this
way. But this verdict " cuts no ice "
with the average constructor, who is
not out to be . instructed .in radio -
problems, but is quite willing to build
a set if the results in reception 'are

A good instance of real portability. The
attache case contains a complete 2 -valve

set, with aerial, 'phones and batteries.

going to be worth the time and trouble
involved.

It may be said right away that in
the set itself there lies no difficulty.
The radio art has now advanced to a
point where the parts necessary are all
robust enough to stand up to transit,

fi.imesepicrssifswiiii.igalsuf, memoiiirtinsiimakoawmgassmaiowfoRma.,0..Kss.ssiirr,:wiimmThsiire-iiiIs
'Vs

By R. W.
Featherstone

and the compactness and portability
of components leave little to be
desired. As proof of, this it is only
necessary to cite the example set by
those manufacturers.. who . specialise
in making portable sets-really excel-
lent instruments-eompletely self-
contained, and working with a
volume and clarity that would have
seemed unbelievable two years ago..

The Question of Transport
Most of the objections that are

raised against out -door radio are
raised upon the score of weight, or
transport troubles. Such difficulties
should never arise. There is no need
for them, for the set that cannot
be moved easily from place to place is
not a " portable set " at all, and all
these transport troubles are therefore
due to the use of an unsuitable, set.

Like all the other branches of radio
work, the design and construction of
portable sets need a good deal of
thinking about-and that thinking
ought to be done before a start is
made. A little consideration will
show that the question of transport is
at least as important as the question

The set depicted here has a frame aerial fitted inside the lid, but can be used as shown with an
outdoor aerial when circumstances permit.
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ARE PORTABLE SETS WORTH WHILE?-concluded

of the results to be expected from the
set.

If yon have a car, the transport
problem is solved, and the set can be
quite an ambitious affair. You can use
the car's accumulator for L.T., carry

Apart from the picnic aspect of it, The
portable set is just the thing to keep
one in touch with radio during the
summer. Moreover, all sorts of inter-
esting stunts can be carried out.

Queer aerials, such as those formed

A wayside halt to test the screening effect due to a forest.

a fairly big H.T. battery and set, and
get good loud speaker results without
any trouble at all.

With a side -car, or a motor -bike,
the problems of size and. weight
have to be considered, and it is
better to be content with a smaller set
which can be carried easily, than to
strain transportation for the sake of
getting very loud reproduction. Even
with a push-bike the question of
portability is not too hard, for a good
two -valve set can be packed into an
average -size attache case quite easily.
'Phone reception almost anywhere
will be excellent, and loud speaker
results are not really required, for
in such circumstances the loud
speaker itself is generally kin bulky
to take the road.

Small and Light
Where very- small batteries must be

packed into a case, a one -valve Set
with 'phones will give splendid
service, and, of course, the cost is
correspondingly low. Using a valve
of the .06 amp. type, the equipment
can be so light that many sets have

 given successful service upon walking
tours, though admittedly one has to
be an enthusiastic listener if such a
tour is to be an unalloyed pleasure.

Little need be said of the advantages
of the really portable wireless set, as
they are too obvious to need mention.

troublesome problems. The aerial can
be just a coil of insulated wire-not
necessarily the stout, rubber -covered
stuff, though this is easiest to use:
Good results are obtainable with 18 or
20 enamelled wire, though a certain
amount of care is required in the
winding and unwinding of this. Slung
over a tree -by means of a weight on
the end, such an aerial will often give
wonderfully good results.

--- The earth " is just as easy, and can
take the form of a rather thin metal
spike, at least 2 ft. long, driven into
soil as moist as possible. This spike
should be bent at the end, 'so as to
afford a handle by which it can be
pulled up easily. When camping near
water, a yard or two of bare wire
submerged will make quite a -good
earth connection, especially if the
aforesaid spike is firmly attached,
and flung in too.

An "tmergency" Set
Experience of past summers goes to

prove that there is no real difficulty.
about portable sets, provided. one
faces the transport problem from the.
start, and does not expect the set
to develop too much power.

Finally,. in weighing the pros and
cons, it should be remembered that
the construction of a portable set is an
excellent -way of - utilizing spare
components. Not only is this a use for
parts that would otherwise hang
about unconnected, but-and this is
an important advantage-it provides
a. complete stand-by receiver.

by kite -lines, can be tried out, and the
screening effect of hills, forests, etc:,
can be explored, by the simple
expedient of moving the set around
the obstruction. In fact, there are
endless entertaining possibilities, pro-
vided that the constructor is willing to
give a little thought to transport, and
to the selection of a suitable set.

Temporary Earths and Aerials
Other considerations, such as the

earth and aerial, will present no

The erection of a
temporary aerial is
generally but the
work of a moment.

By means of a weight on the end of the wire, any
convenient tree can be made to act as a mast.
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WHOSE TURN?
WRITERS of constructional articles in the radio journals
keep one eye on the advertisement columns. Advertisers
naturally expect their products to be used and mentioned
in turn by these writers. So when you see certain makes of
components definitely specified, remember that they are not
necessarily the best. Users now know that they can replace
every part named in any published circuit with the corre-
sponding part in the LISSEN range. You will use all the
energy available if you build with LISSEN parts and get
louder, clearer signals from near and far in consequence.

SAVES H.T.
You should put a LISSEN 2 Mid. Mans -
bridge Condenser across your H.T.
Battery (1 mfd. wilt do, although a
larger size is preferable), and so lengthen
its life by to per cent.
These fine -quality condensers are totally
enclosed by a moulded solid insulating
case. This is a great protection, especially
when the condensers are of large capacity
and are uSed in eliminator circuits. The
condenser cannot short-circuit on to its
case.

LISSEN Mansbridge Condensers
2 mfd. 4/8. r mfd. 3/10.

Other capacities :
-of .. 2/4 '2.5 .. 3/-
.05 .. 2/4 *1 .. 2/6
.025 .. 2/4 5 .. 3/4

LISSEN FIXED CONDENSERS
These are the condensers you should use
for resistance -capacity units. They are
absolutely leak -proof ; they deliver all
their stored -up energy, and they never
vary. Guaranteed accurate to within
5 per cent. of marked capacities. Notice
the new improved case which enables
condenser to be mounted upright or flat.
A pair of grid -leak clips is included free
with CV(.1V urid condenser

LISSEN Fixed Mica Condensers
.0. to .00t, 1/- each (much reduced)
.002 to -006, 1/6

NOW ONLY 1/6

The baseboard type of LISSEN Re-
sistor is now reduced from 2/6 to 1/6.
This type has, of course, no knob,
dial or pointer, but is provided with
2 holes for screwing to baseboard.
7 and 35 ohms Rheostats : 400 ohms
Potentiometer, each 1/6 (Previously 2/3)

QUALITY RHEOSTATS
LISSEN

Panel -Type
Rheostats.

The wires do not loosen, the arm
keeps in perfect contact-nothing
ever goes wrong with this Rheostat.
Rheostats, 7 and 35 ohms .. 2/6

(Previously 4/-)
Potentiometer 400 ohms.. .. 2/6

(Previously 418)
Dual Rheostat, 35 ohms .. 4/6

(Previously 6/-)

EFFICIENT & NEAT

LISSEN
2 -way Switch.

Energy often leaks away at the switch
points. But not if the efficient LISSEN
switches are used. There is a LISSEN
swi'.ch for every switching need. Each
one is very neat and fixed by the one -
hole method. Tinned tags enable con-
nexion to be made easily. NOW
LISSEN TWO! WAY SWITCH 1/6

(Previously 2/9)
LISSEN KEY SWITCH 1/8

(Previously 2/6)
LISSEN REVERSING SWITCH 2/6

(Previously 4/-)
LISSEN SERIES PARALLEL

SWITCH
(Previously 3/91

2I8

LISSEN FIVE -POINT SWITCH 2/8
(Previously 4/-)

LISSEN D.P.Dre1.1.0sly.uSW411.TCH .. 2/6

SCOOPED OUT

1,

Int

There is not a square inch of superfluous
ebonite in this L1SSEN Valve Holder. That
means low capacity and low loss, and therefore
stronger, clearer signals. Shown ready for
baseboard mounting, but can also be used for
panel mounting by bending springs Straight.
Patented. Previously 1/8. NOW 1/-

LISSEN GRID LEAKS
1..ISSEry

LISSEN Leaks are absolutely silent in use ;
. their resistances never alter. This was proved
some time ago by exposing them to the rain
and sun on our factory roof.
All resistances. Previously r/3. NOW

LISSEN LTD., 20-24, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY
Managing Director THOMAS N. COLE. L. 301'
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SPAN DISTANCE
From the void comes a tiny
weak voice . . Hamburg per-
haps-or Rome . . Tantalising
isn't it, that signals are not
strong enough to be under-
stood ?
It is when you are trying for
distant stations that you will
appreciate the service Lissen
transformers give you. Space-
weakened_ signals are coaxed
from minuteness to magni-
tude. Yet if you judged them
from their purity and clarity
you might imagine your
foreign station in the next
town.

somewithL

0

rN ti.

Lissen transformers fully amplify
every note, every tone, every over-
tone and every harmonic against a
background of dead silence.
Test one for seven days against the
most expensive transformer you can
buy. If you do not definitely prefer
the Lissen transformer in every
respect, return it and your money
will be refunded.
Turns ratio 3:x Resistance ratio 4:1

Guaranteed 12 months

LISSEN,
POI TRANSFORMER

8rO

0'

you can use three Lissen Transformers in Cascade
Advt. of LISSLN LIMITED., 20-24, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey.
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IRED-wIRELESS-" is a system
of sending out radio broad-
cast but of limiting the

broadcast to receiving stations which
are connected to the broadcasting
station by a conductor such .as a.
telephone line. The transmission is
actually by means of wireless waves,
but the waves, instead of spreading
out in all directions as in ordinary
broadcast, are " gUided " along the
conductors or cables,

You might think that so long as a
building was connected by a tele-
phone line there would be no necessity
to use wireleSs waves. But the wire-
less transmission conducted by the
telephone wire does not interfere with
the ordinary use of the telephone and,
in addition to that, the use of par-
ticular lines enables the broadcasting
to be made more or less private.
It sounds rather a contradiction in
terms to speak of " private broad-.
casting," but it is really broadcasting
to selected clients. This type of trans-
mission has been very much developed
in the United States dUring the last
two or three years, and is credited to
Major -General Squire.

A new company has just, been
formed,- -called the Western Ohio
Radio Equipment Company, which is
an off -shoot from the Sydney Tele-
phone Company ; for the purpose of
buying, selling; manufacturing, and
leasing Indio equipment. The corn-

- pal:7 will lease radio outfits to
subscribers, which outfits can be
operated by them, or it will lease,
for" a- charge Of two dollars per
month, radio equipment which is
operated- for the subscriber through
the . wireless system of the Sydney
Telephone Company. - On this latter
system an attendant will be on duty
eleven hours a day-from ten in the
morning to one o'clock in the after-
noon, and three in the afternoon to
eleven in the evening-and the
service will be extended after eleven
o'clock in the evening if a request is
lodged before eight - o'clock - in the
morning. An installation charge of
ten dollars is made.

RADIO ABROAD
A Monthly Feature Reviewing
Wireless Progress in Foreign Lands

By a Special Correspondent

The leasing service has now been
in operation for some time, and a
considerable number of sets have
been installed on this system, which
has proved very popular.

Interference
What is believed to be the first'

case in America where a public service
has been found liable for interference
with radio reception was recently
concluded, when the State Supreme
Court upheld a Circuit court jury in

Broadcast Development
In an address before the Engineers'

Society of Western Pennsylvania,
Mr. Merlin Aylesworth, President of
the National Broadcasting Company,
discussed the development of broad-
casting in the United States from a
single broadcasting station, with
about 700 listeners, six years ago, to
over 600 broadcasting stations at
the present day, with an audience
estimated at between twenty and
twenty-five millions.

A "Nutshell " seaplane set. Evolved by by the U.S. Navy, this set weighs only 8 lbs. It has
a range of several thousand miles.

awarding 2,000 dollars damages to
an applicant in Milwaukee. The
claim for damages was started against
the Milwaukee Electric CoMpany by
the applicant on the ground that a
high-tension line near his home made
it impossible for him to tune his
receiving set properly. The applica-
tion was in the nature of a test case,
and a number of power companies
are somewhat anxiously inquiring
into the possibility of a crop of
further actions of the same kind
being brought against them.

410

After discussing various matters
connected. with broadcasting and
broadcast reception, Mr. Aylesworth
turned to certain technical difficulties
which still require solution. One of
the puzzling phenomena which he
mentioned was the fact that, on short-
wave transmission, reception was
sometimes quite good at a distance
of a thousand miles from the broad-
casting station, and was impossible
at a .much smaller distance, such as
a hundred miles. Great progress had

(Continued on page 412.)
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tWORTANT

ANNOUNCEth
The CYLDON Research Dept. have pro-
duced an entirely new type of Variable

Condenser named

THE

CYLDON LOG MID - LINE
This new condenser is a great advance over all
others, and easily surpasses in performance the
Square Law and Straight Line Frequency types.

It is designed on the

LOGARITHMIC PRINCIPLE
The shape of the vanes is approximately betlreed
square law and straight line frequency.
When multiple tuned circuits were first simplified
by the ganging of condensers, the square law pattern
was the nearest approach to, perfection, but we
realised that the tuning was limited to a portion
of the scale. At each end was silence due to the
out of balance, owing to the shape of vanes following
a straight line wave -length curve.
Our research dept. immediately tackled the problem,
and after many months' extensive experiments, we
produced a new shape vane following a logarithmic
law, which has very decided advantages over all
other condensers.
With these new Condensers tuned circuits are
balanced over the entire scale.
In multi -tuned circURS, all dial readings are identi-
cally the same, when two or more condensers are
in use.

-

Stations are much more evenly distributed over the
whole scale:'

THIS NEW CYLDON ACHIEVE-
MENT IS THE FIRST VARIABLE
CONDENSER MADE IN THIS
COUNTRY ON THE LOGARITH-

MIC PRINCIPLE.
Constructors who have gang, condensers of the square
law pattern will appreciate that this' new advanCe
in design was not foreshadowed until the advent of
gang circuits, and we think they will appreciate that
as the science of Radio progresses, new inventions
must necessarily come.

This new condenser is such a great improvement that
in future all our gang condensers will be built up
with Log mid -line units. They are the latest and
greatest advance in condenser design, and there
is not the slightest doubt that the Condenser of the
future will be the Cyldon Log Mid -Line.

PRICES:
001 211-
0005 17;6
'0003 16.6
'00025 161.
0002 15/6

\\ ith 4 in. Knob Dial. If dial is not required, deduct 2s,

NEVER MIND WHAT

YOUR CIRCLIIV

(pronounced Sel-don.)

lik$0040

LOG MID -LINE CONDENSERS
From your dealer or direct from :-

SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS
Cyldon Works, Sarnesfield Rd., Enfield Town, Middlesex

Telephone: Enfield o0,2.

CYLD 0 NTEMPRVVES
THE REST MEANS OF VALVE CONTROL.PRICE 2'6 EACH. MOUNTING EACH
FULL PARTICULAR.," Er VALVE CHART FREE ON RE Ca IJEJ"T

411
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RADIO ABROAD-continued

also been made, he said, in the control
of static disturbances and interference
generally, but the mystery of " fad-
ing," or the sudden variation of
signal strength sometimes noted in
radio reception, had not yet been
successfully probed.

Television Progress
The phenomenal progress made in

radio photography in recent years,
Mr. Ayles*orth said, had brought
radio television at least within
" thinking distance,"

Laboratory developments would
EOM demonstrate that photographic
images could be transmitted in a

mission and television, of which
probably the best known in this
country is that of Mr. John
L. Baird, and on the Continent
Monsieur Belin, of Malmaison, near
Paris ; and in America, Jenkins,
Bell, and now Alexanderson. The
latter las joined forces with the tele-
vision pioneers only comparatively
recently, perhaps a year or so ago,
but in that short time he has suc-
ceeded in evolving a system which,
whatever may be its possibilities as
applied to television, certainly gives
results of outstanding merit when
applied to " photo -radio," or the trans-
mission of pictures by wireless.'

The Witzleben wireless station near Berlin. A general view of the control room.

matter of seconds, rather than in
minutes, as formerly. After discussing
the wonderful possibilities associated
with television, the speaker concluded
with the words : " But here you Will
have to paint your own picture,
dream your own dreams, choose your
own seat by the fireside -screen, and
receive the programmes of a ' sight -
and -sound ' which some day the
National Broadcasting Company, in
co-operation -with its associates in
the electrical field, may develop."

The references to television in the
foregoing paragraph remind me that
some very extraordinary results have
lately been achieved by Dr. E. F. W.
Alexanderson, the famous engineer of
the General Electric Co., of Bridgeport.

There are several names now
well known in connection with the
development of photo -radio trans -

Use of Oscillograph
The basis of Dr. Alexanderson's

system is the use of an oscillograph,
by means of which a beam of light is
made to flash, many times per second,
upon a sensitive photo -electric cell.
In the earlier experiments' it took
twenty minutes to transmit a picture
of about 20 square inches area, or one
square inch per minute. Alexanderson
has now made such progress that he
can transmit a picture' of 16 square
inches area in one minute ; that is
about 16 times as fast as formerly, and
what is perhaps even more important,
the picture when received bears an
excellent likeness to the original.

Alexanderson's reputation as a
radio engineer is world wide, and
amongst his achievements may be
mentioned the use of wireless valves
in radio -frequency amplification and

912

in radio -telephony, the introduction
of a praCtical source of high -fre-
quency energy for radio telephony
and telegraphy, and his more recent
and well-known work on the polarisa-
tion of wireless waves and on the
behaviour of polarised waves in
transmission.

Speeding up Transmission
According to reports received from

the United States, it appears that,
although Alexanderson is not making
any great promises as to the possi-
bilities of the appliCation of his
photo -radio system to television, the
possibilities are in fact very important.
It appears that in order to apply the
system to actual," seeing by wireless,"
it is necessary to speed-up the trans-
mitting process about 2,000 times,
and this, of course, is a matter involv-
ing much ingenuity, skill and
patience.

New Valves
The Q.R.S. Music Company of

Chicago, Ill., announce what they
call a " revolutionary step in radio
history," which takes the form of a
gas -filled rectifier tube which is cap-,
able of delivering up to 300 milli-
amperes at 300 volts. This valve is
the result of two years of intensive
laboratory experiments, and is claimed
to be a complete solution of the A, B
and C power supply problem ; it
eliminates all batteries and all a.c.
hum in any set up to ten valves.

Clear Glass
Another interesting valve has just

been put out by. the Zetka Labora-
tories., Inc., of Newark, New Jersey,
and is known as the clear -glass tube ;
the clearness of the glass bulb is
obtained by means of a patented new
process for the evacuating of the
bulb. In an ordinary valve the final
stages of the evacuating process
involve the vaporising of some sub-
stance known as a getter," which
is usually metallic magnesium. In
this Zetka valve, however, this pro-
cess is not used, and the result is that
the bulb is as clear as that of an ordi-
nary electric lamp. The valve is rated
for a plate voltage of 222 to 250
volts.

Listening to One's self
An interesting example of listening -

in to one's own_ performance comes
from Baltimore, where a well-known

(Continued on page 444.)
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THE B SUPERSONIC BLOCK UNIT
Now that the wavelength question has been effectively disposed of, the
supersonic heterodyne receiver comes more and more into its own.
The tAlt; Supersonic Block Unit, "The Heart of the Super -Het," is designed by
skilled radio engineers, and represents the entire supersonic part of the receiver.
The ease with which a set can be built is remarkable. You can be listening to
all the broadcasting of Europe within half an hour of reaching home.

THE tCfIj; SUPERSONIC BLOCK UNIT FOR RECEPTION ON SHORT WAVES

Short wave enthusiasts will be well advised to give this serious consideration'
Here are a few points of advantage :

1. Simple control. 3. Adaptable to any waves between
2. High amplification. 25 metres and 2,000 metres.

To purchasers of the mt-t Supersonic Block Unit two Blue Prints are given, one
showing the method of connecting up, and the other the adaptation to Short
Waves.

Price £6 : 6 : 0
This price includes a 5 -point Auto Oscillator
from 275-600 metres, and also one 0-1) H.F.
Damper for controlling strength of local frequency.

5 -point Auto Oscillator from 550-2,000 metres, 12/6 extra.

Telephone :
Slough
441-442

Demand of your Dealer ,t* Components

BRITISH, BEST AND CHEAPEST IN THE LONG RUN

L.WMICFiA E
Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific Aororatus
WEXHAM ROAD, SLOUGH, BUCKS

IRISH AGENTS : B. N. B. WIRELESS LTD., DUBLIN & BELFAST

1 elegrams
Radiether,

Slough

111411MI.W1 MilliM1441411131W1441
Lf v -u

( 7Ae AP
SUPERSONIC TRANSFORMER

/SPE 450141C

The illustration shows the design of
the ifft Supersonic Transformer

Price 21 /-
THE !M1t SUPERSONIC OUTFIT

ccmprises the following .-
Prices each

Tunedm,Tsiaanteslor m. e 2 1 f..

1 (e Tuned Filter - 2 1
1 Autodyne No. 1 and

Reactor Unit for 2 1 /-
Broadcast Bond -

Supplied in case complete, together with
lull size Blue Print --Layout Diagram &

Booklet of instructions.
Price, £5 : 5 : 0 or separ-

ately at above prices.

Pool's Ado:rtising Service, Ltd
413
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C Reasons why

U you should include

this coupling unit

in your set -

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

It takes up little space in a set.
It is not liable to be broken.
It has permanent resistance values.
It allows for simplified wiring.
It is economical in L.T. current (S.P. Blue

Spot Valves consume 0.09 amps.).
It is economical in H.T. Battery consump-

tion (less than I 20 normal).
Real purity of reproduction can only be obtained with
resistance capacity coupling. The " Cosmos Coupling
Unit with a suitable valve is as effective as an ordinary
transformer coupled stage. It avoids all distortion and
effects considerable economies in first and operating costs.
Designed primarily for use with the " Cosmos S.P. Blue
Spot Valves, it can be used successfully with any valve
having an amplification factor of 30 or more.

Ask your dealer for Folder 4117/7, which fully describes
the " Cosmos " Coupling Unit.

MOS
Resistance

.Coupling Unit
Type 0.- The Type " V." The unit incorporating the

.t alone. Price u u Cosmos -Spring Valve Holder. 1016
As illustrated. Price

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES, LTD.,
Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

Metro -Vick House, 155, Charing Cross Road,
LONDON, W.C.2. PL9
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Idon'tknowmu.ch
about R/L values
but these LEWCOS
Coils certainly
give better results"

cs\xY"
Lewcos Coil users do not need National
Physical Laboratory figures, although these
are being published, to prove that they are
the most efficient coils produced. They know,
from practical experience, that LEWCOS
Coils give them greater selectivity and signal
strength than any other coil.
Try LEWCOS Coils on your set-they make all
the difference! Any dealer stocks or can obtain
them for you. Write for descriptive leaflet.

Note New Reduced Prices.
No. 25 35 40 I 50 60 75 100 150 200 250 300

Price 4 - 4- 4- 4 6 4 9 4 9 5 9 6 3 6/9 7/- 7/6

The
LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY & SMITHS, LTD.
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.i

Inductance Coils
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McMichael Switches
Essay. L. McMicnAEL are

producing some very ex-
cellent apparatus these days.,

For instance, we have before us 
some new- switches which are
as good. as anything of their kind we
have ever seen. They are of the push-
pull type bid., have self-cleaning
contacts securely mounted and well
spaced.: The whole design , of these
switches is on very robust lines, and
such that the articles should give
good service almost indefinitely with, '
out the slightest attention. 'The move-
ment is smooth, definite',...and there is
no " plaY " whatever in the working

Two of the new M.H. switches.

parts. The knobs are large, and the
single mountingnut is also of respect-
- able size, and is very keenly threaded.
Various, types are available covering
practically every requirement.

Stewart Loud Speaker
The Cooper -Stewart Engineering

Co., Ltd., of Stewart House; Long
Acre, London, W.C.2, well known for
their famous speedometers and.other
motor accessories; recently sent us a
sample of a new loud speaker they in-
tend to place on. the. market.. The
most striking- feature of the ]instru-
ment is its weight= --it is undoubtedly
one of the heaviest loud Speakers we
have ever had to lift ! But. this- can,
of course, be an advantage front more

than one point of view. This speaker
certainly does not tend to dance about
when subjected to heavy inputs in the
manner of some lightweights of the

The Stewart Loud Speaker.

species we have examined ! The
Stewart loud speaker is enclosed in
a substantial metal ease which is
artistically moulded and coloured a
neutral tint which should fall in with
practically any scheme of decoration.

It is- undoubtedly a handsome
article, although probably Chelsea
would be divided as to the merits of
the 'relief " work which appears on
it. Nevertheless, there 'can be no
two opinions as to the striking effect
obtained, and this is even emphasised
by the rather sombre colouring.

On test the Stewart speaker gave
very good results. Reproduction was
full and mellow, and despite the fair
sensitivity of the instrument, there
was a commendable absence of reson-
ance. It was able to handle quite
low notes without a suppression of the
higher frequencies-something of an
achievement -these days when it seems
that we must either have the one or
the other but never both We under-
stand that the price of this speaker
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has not been definitely fixed yet, but
that it will be in the neighbourhood of
five guineas.

- A Novel Resistor
. Although. a more or less fierce con-
troversy appears to be raging as to
whether or not the filament rheostat is
obsolete, the fact remains that bane -
tors, resistors and. " variable fixed "
resistances continue to pour on to' the
market. But is not the arrival of the
" variable fixed a step backwards
towards the rheostat ? Anyway it
is undoubtedly a compromise. But a
component of this nature needs to
be handled with discrimination, other-
wise it can  be accused of possessing
many of the so-called evils of the rheo-
stat.

Messrs. Stapleton's " multi -variable re-
sistor."

A " variable resistor " of a useful
and novel design is due 'to Messrs.
A. W. Stapleton. of 19A., Lorrimere
Street, London. S.W.17.  It is. knOwn
as the " Loriostat " and is designed to
serve several valves and provide inde-
pendent current control. In'etTect it
consists of several resistors built into
one compact unit, although " single
way " " Loriostats " are available at
2s. each for use with single valves.
The range is 'complete up to a " six
way " at 10s. 9c1.

The device is very neat and. operates
very effectively, and it is a convenient
little article to dispose of on a base-
board. Each of the several types are

' obtainable with 6,. 15 or 30 obni
maXimum resistances.'
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IN OUR TEST ROOM --continued

Atlas Centre -Tapped Coils
Messrs. H. Clarke & Co., Ltd., of

Manchester, recently sent samples of
sonic centre -tapped plug-in coils that
they have recently placed on the
market. These coils are identical in
general design to the standard Atlas
coils, hut are provided with tappings
at their electrical centres. They are
for use in aerial circuits in order to
improve selectivity- the centre tap
being for the aerial connection.
They fulfil this purpose very
adequately, and are to be recom-
mended to the attention of all readers
who employ single circuit aerial
tuning arrangements. Three sizes

An "Atlas " centre -tapped Coil

arc available, viz., 40, 60, and 200
turns at 4s. 3d. each the first two, and
6s. 6d. for the No. 200.

An Efficient L.F. Transformer
The B.B.C. transmissions are in-

variably deliberately distorted in
order that the average receiver
can reproduce a fairly compre-
hensive range of audio -frequencies.
For this reason perfect reception would
not prove quite as satisfactory as
many might consider. Under such
conditions it would be discovered that
the transmission was imperfect !
Owners of big R.C. amplifiers and
cone loud speakers are sometimes
annoyed by the emphasis of the low
notes which, even though very well
received, are generally out of proT
Tortiori with the higher

For local station reception one good
stage of transformer, coupled L.F.,
will invariably give a performance of
a very pleasing nature. and in view
of the undoubted advantages of this
system it is unlikely that the L.F.
transformer will become obsolete for
some.time yet in favour of resistance
capacity coupling. One stage of R.C.
is przictically useless for loud speaker
work, even with the best of high
" mu " valves, and 120 volts or so is
a minimum anode pressure for R.C.
purposes: On the other hand, one
transformer stage is all that thousands
of listeners employ, and many obtain
very fair results with H.T.' voltages
as low as 72.

But a bad L.F. transformer is a very
evil thing, and for a long time radio;
from a music lover's point of view,
was regarded as worse than an early
phonograph, mainly owing to the
use of poor transformers inefficiently
arranged. Nowadays, however, we
have some really first-class, scientifi-
cally designed L.F. transformers on

A B.T.H. L.F.
Transformer

04

the market. For instance, we were
recently sent two B.T.H. L.F. trans-
formers for test. They are of the en-
closed type, and their windings are so
disposed that their coupling efficiencies
are high while their self -capacities
are low. Their primaries have ample
inductances.

On test we obtained excellent results
with the 4-1 in a single stage, and
when it was used in conjunction with
a stage of R.C., energy transference
was good, and there was inappreciable
frequency distortion on any but the
very lowest register.

These B.T.H. transformers are very
distinctive in appearance, and despite
their undoubted efficiency are quite
compact. Their price, 17s. 6d. each,
is, in our opinion, very reasonable.

A "Binocular " H F. Choke
The Climax people have recently

produced an H.F. choke which is
designed on the "binocular " prin-
ciple. The component employs_ two
fOrMers, each of which carries an
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eight -section winding. The two wind-
ings are so disposed that their ex-
ternal fields are severely restricted.

The self-capaCity of this Climax
choke is very low, although its
inductance at average broadcast fre-
quencies is of the order of 100,000
mfds. Thus it is capable of efficiently
carrying out its duties over a wide
band of wave -lengths.

We have introduced this new com-
ponent into several circuits, both of
straightforward and special characters,

The "Climax " Binocular H.F. Choke

and in every case the innovation was
attended with very good results.

We consider the. price, 8/6, to be
very reasonable in the circumstances.

Cheap Valve Holders
Messrs. Cason Mouldings, 1, Lans-

downe Road, Hackney, Condon, E.8,
are manufacturing two very, cheap
baseboard mounting valve holders.
They are compact, well -designed little
components, and are both " low loss "
and antimierophonic in pattern. They
appear to be very well made, too, and
how the manufacturers are able to
market them at retail prices of 6d.
and is. -each we can hardly under-
stand. The ls. model is almost
" de luxe," and represents as good
value for money as any radio corn:
ponent we have had pass through our
hands this, or even last year.

Wet H.T. Innovations
The Eton Glass Battery Co., of 46,

St. Mary's Road, Leyton, E.10, have
sent us samples of their new H.T.
battery cells. These cells are modelled
exactly on the lines of the large
standard Leclanche cells and simi-

_ larly_te _these have tiny little porous,
(Continued on page 448.)
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istaass Oratoud
"SIT condenser

rot-Ls -4

--The Ormond "No. 3" S.L.F. Condenser
Ormond are already famed in every quarter of the globe for their apparently
unique ability to combine first-class British workmanship with bed -rock prices,
but here is a new Ormond Variable Condenser that will entirely. revolutionist-;
all existing ideas of Condenser values. This new Ormond No. 3
Condenser is in every way
a typical Ormond product
--- highly finished, highly
efficient. The demand for
it, needless to say, will be
tremendous.

The new ORMOND " No. ''3 " S.t.F. CONDENSER is the precision
Straight Line Frequency condenser with a greatly reduced frame and
highly finished Bakelite end plates.
Specially shaped vanes give high maximum and low minimum capacity,
with TRUE S.L.F. readings throughout the full i8o deg,rees scale. No
bunching of half the wavelengths between o and 27 degrees-all stations
are spread evenly over the dial.
Supplied either with 4" Bakelite Plain Dial or 4" Bakelite Friction Control
Dial. Each is engraved in 18o single degrees, showing o at the shortest
wavelengths-stations are still referred to in metres-and towards 183
for longer wavelengths. Easy to mount-One hole fixing.
Terminals and Soldering Tags for connections.

Complete with 4 inch
Plain Dial

Complete with Friction
Control Dial

.00025 - 516 .00025 - 11/6

.00035 - - 519 00035 - 1119

.0005 - - .0005 - 12/ -

199-205, Pentonville Road,
I J, 1,11,11 : Clerkenwell

Whiskin Street and Hardwick Street,
Clerkenwell, E.C.I.

King's Cross, London, N.!.
Tr' grams : ' Ormoiiongi, I' h;. .

Continental Agents:
Messrs. Pettigrew & Merriman, Ltd.,
" Phonos House", 2 SC 4 Bucknall
Street, New Oxford Street, NV.C.4

A BRITISH PRODUCT BETTER AND CHEAPER
tileMIIIIIEM111111111111111111111MINEM.
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sr WA,.
FOR WIRELESS CONSTRUCTORS.GUIDES

Three Splendid Numbers--
Now on Sale Everywhere

PORTABLE SETS
The hook is amply illustrated with photographs and diagrams,
and constructors will find the wiring directions most lucid and
straightforward. The sets described are :
The All -Station Loud Speaker Portable. A remarkably compact
six -valve Super -Het.
Three -Valve Portable. Several stations on the loud speaker and
many more on Telephones can be obtained with this receiver.
Baby Portable. A two -valve receiver contained in a very small
attaché case.

THREE FAMOUS

VALVE SETS
This book describes and illustrates in photographic detail three
absolutely reliable circuits. All have been tested under normal
broadcasting conditions. The sets are " A Trinadyne Two-Valver,"

 " The ' Chitos ' One -Valve Set". and " The One -Valve Unidyne
Receiver." The directions given make the assembling of each set
exceedingly straightforward.

THIS YEAR'S

CRYSTAL SETS
This " Best Way " Guide for the Wireless Constructor contains the
latest and most authentic information for building five first-class
Crystal Sets. A special feature of the book is the clear constructional
photographs. All the receivers described have been carefully
tested. The sets are as follow : A One -Control All -Range Set ;

-Building a " D " Coil Receiver ; The Universal Crystal Set ; A
Quick -Change 2 L 0-5 X X Receiver ; A Main Stations Ultra
and The Half -Crown Crystal Set.

PRICE 6d. EACH
At all Newsagents and .Bookstalls

Constructors Using These Books Cannot Go Wrong

4 I S
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A SimplQ
Lever
Switch

FROM A CORRESPONDENT
TnosE who like to make with

their own hands as many of
of the parts of their receivers

as possible, will be sure at one time
or another to need switches. The
present-day tendency towards the
use of fixed filament resistors, or base-
board mounting rheostats, set to the
correct value and.then left alone, in-
volves the incorporation in the design
of the receiver of an on -and -off
switch for the filament battery. The
switch is rendered still more useful
if it switches the H.T. battery on and
off as well:

Switching Both Batteries
A neat switch to combine these

two functions in one movement can
be made quite easily. The accom-
panying diagram shows that in the.
switch described two parallel arms
are all that appear on* the front of
the panel, the " works " of the
switch being 'inside the cabinet.
I ittle panel spaceyis taken up, and

rubbing contacts ensure that the
switch blades will keep themselves
clean.

To make a neat job of the switch
requires careful work, and if the

This view of the front of
the switch shows that it
takes up very little panel
space. If desired, it may
be mounted direct upon

a small sub -panel.

levers to pass. through, the piece of
ebonite being fixed with screws behind
the panel. In this way any errors in
drilling and so on will not damage
a large panel.

constructor doubts his ability to
build it up straight on the panel of
the receiver,_ the best plan ,will be
to mount the parts on a piece of

in. or. / in. ebonite of the dimen-
sions given in the diagram. Then
slots may be cut in the panel for the

/
ALL HOLES
TAPPED
6. B. A .

SLOTS CUT OUT

Fla /.
DRILL/NC
D/AGRAM

9

For the purpose of this descrip-
tion it will be assumed that the
switch is being made up on a separate
sub -panel. The first thing to do is
to mark out this panel with a scriber,
in accordance with the drilling dia-
gram given in Fig.. 1. The slots
are made by drilling a row of holes
as close together as possible between
the lines marking the edges of the
slots. The webs between these holes
are then carefully cut away as far as
possible with a penknife, till a thin flat
file can be inserted and the edges
of the slots filed down to the
lines.

Tapping the Ebonite
If taps are available, the appear-

ance of the finished switch will
look most " professional " if the
six holes for the 6 B.A. bolts are
tapped out. For this purpose
" blind " - holes should be chilled,
the drill not being allowed to pais
right through the ebonite. If pre-
ferred, these holes may be drilled.
6 B.A. clearance size, bolts with
countersunk heads being inserted
from the face of the panel, and nuts
put on them to hold the parts in
position. -
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A SIMPLE LEVER SWITCH-continued

The Metal Strips
For the metal parts of the switch

101 M. of brdss strip will be needed.
4 in. wide: ;

Various jhicknesses of brass were
used for the switel desCribed, depend: -

Mg upon the metal strip on hand, for
as long as the spring contacts and
angld brackets are at least if in.
thick, tlic exact gauge is Ministerial.
Anything thinner than this will not
make a sound job. The lever arms
should he thicker ; in fact, the thick -

eH.T- 1.T-e
T

e H.T-

1,T.- ro H.T.- L.r+ roH.T-

ncss of h in. specified is the thinnest
that will be satisfactory here. Actually
the writer used copper strip for the

lever arms, and brass for the re-
inainder-, these materials happening
to be handy in convenient form.

.two' holes in each of the
spring contacts should be drilled
before any: bending is done. Be
careful to' get the holes in the centres
Of: the -strips, and file away any
burr 'before mounting them. Great
care', should -be taken in the bending
te makc- the two contacts exactly
alike, since failure to do this may
lead- to animperfect contact on one
Half' 'the switch. For the same
reason the holes in the vertical

SOLDERING
TAGS

BRACKET

SP, RING
CONTACT

3461V

815;

8011514-541:14k-i
TWO STRIPS BENT THUS

rr
 I a/

145/8 043 2
41

6.13.A.CLEAR MERE®
49;rr

1,1
ciir Amur' moo

CLEARS!, 4
2air

TWO STRIPS THUS
CORNERS ROUNDED Off

BEND HERE
1 /fE 6. B.A.CLEARSE

-1e4 fic 2
1-4:1 ki:;i4-2:,1

TWO BRACKETS THUS

members of the angle brackets must
be accurately _centred. The corners
of both ends. of the lever
rounded Off with a file.

Assembling the Parts
In assembling. the switch the first

parts to mount are the lever arms.
Eich arm is secured to its bracket
with a 6 B.A. bolt and nut. Lock -
nuts may be used to keep the bolts
secure, but it is simpler to put on
one nut only, adjust it 'till the arm
can move freely but without shake,
and then with a hot iron to apply
a blob of solder to the nut and the
eni of the bolt.

Under the heads of the bolts
which -hold the brackets to the
panel, soldering tags are placed.
Note, tDo, that ,soldering tags are
fitted on one securing bolt of each
of the spring contacts.

When sPrings and arms have been
mounted; press each arm into con-
tact with its spring and see that it

420

arms are

makes a good firm contact and
goes right homeinto the angle of the
spring. Also see that the arms can
move freely to and fro in the slots.
Slight corrections can be made by
bending the springs or filing down
the ends of the arms.

It remains to fix the link between
the two arms which enables them

EBONITE ROD
TARRED 6.a A.
EACH END

EBONITE TUBE WITH
6.B.A. BOLT THROUGH
CROSSBAR °WARMS

ALTERNATIVE
METHOD F IG. 5

to be moved together. A short piece
of ebonite rod is used for the cross-
bar, tapped out for 6 B.A. bolts
at each end. If one side of the switch

(Continued on page 438).
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1927 IMPROVED MODEL.
H.T. ACCUMULATOR

IT0 prove our absolute confidence in
these accumulators, we guarantee, if
you are not -satisfied, fo accept return

within 21 days from purchase date, and
refund money in full provided battery is
returned intact to the Agent from whom it
was purchased.
C.A.V. H.T. Accumulators represent an
epoch-making advance as compared with dry
batteries. When dry batteries are down they
are done, and frequent renewals make them
more expensive. C.A.V. H.T. Accumulators
will last for years, and only need recharging
approximately eveiy four months. They give
bigger volume and are silent in operation.
Every Accumulator is supplied fully charged
ready for use, absolutely complete in case, and
with distilled water filler, all included in the
pnce, viz. :

60 Volts 60/.
Size 81 ins. by 7 ins. by 71 ins. high.

30 and 90 volts also supplied at pro rata prices.
Catalogue supplied on application.

der-WU GM°,
ACTON. LONDON. W.3.

Telephoner Chiswick MI Tclegr.r.ss.
Illhhrtt BramM Exchaml .*V.racria.Acs-Lornime
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THE DUMETOHM

A metallic Grid
Leak. Superior
to any other
type. The resis-
tance remains
constant. It is
silent in opera-
tion. Used by
the leadin set
makers of the

world.

Fully Guaranteed.

Made in resistances of
0'25, 0'5, 1, 1'5, 2, 3, 4

and 5 megohms.

Price 2/6 each
Grid Leak Clips are also. sup-
plied separately for 3d. per pair.
Send to -day for our 28 -pp.
Catalogue, and order direct from
us if your dealer cannot supply.

DUBILIER
PA oApk

ADVT. OF TI1E DT.7131LIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.
DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD NORTH ACTON, W.3.

111.C.26
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Piezo-Crystals and Selective Reception

A suggestive article
which should make a
strong appeal to every

experimenter.
By

RAYMOND SLOANE'

BROADCAST ilSCS Of pieio-electric
crystals for stabilising the fre-
quency of carrier -waves haVe

been attended by areat success. - In
suck eases the fundamental frequency
of the oscillating trystalls utilised as
a direct master-control .to maintain
the emission from a valve oscillator
at a constant and steady valUe.

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED Ail". F.G.I.

The problem of selective reception
is, however, just as pressing as that of
regulating the frequency of the vari-
ous Broadcast stations, and it is
important to consider the possibilities
of using a quartz or other crystal
oscillator in this connection. 

How the Crystal Operates
In the first place it will be helpful

to examine the precise. behaviour of
a piezo-electric crystal when inserted
in the grid circuit of a valve oscillator
as shown in Fig. 1. -If the circuit
C L is tuned to the same fundamental
frequency as that of the crystal, the -
valve will oscillate steadily at that
frequency. Should the tuning of the
plate  circuit now be altered, even
within comparatively narrow limits,
the valve ceases 'to oscillate.

Suppose the condenser C is set at
the correct value for self -oscillation.
As the high-tension is plugged in, a
surge of current passes through the
valve, the oscillatory component of
which energises the circuitC L. The
resultant voltages set up across the
coil L are conveyed through the

capacity coupling inside the
valve on to the face of the
crystal.

Owing to the piezo-electric
action, the effect of the first
applied voltage will be to com-
press the crystal from its
normal shape, shown in full
lines, to that shown in dotted
lines in Fig. 2A. The crystal
is then charged positively on its

upper face and negatively on its lower.
The deformation of the crystal is'

due to the applied voltage. In 1880
the Curie Brothers first discovered
that if the crystal was subjected to
meeltaniCal pressure, it contracted as
shovin, and simultaneously developed
a charge across its surface. It was
subsequently found that an applied
voltage conversely gave rise to a
bodily contraction of the crystal.

A Charge Reversal
The contraction shown in Fig. 2A

is only temporary. Natural elasti-
city at once comes into play, "and
in the effort to regain its original
shape, the crystal overshoots itself as
shown in dotted lines in Fig. 2B.

With the alteration from com-
pression to dilation, the charge across
the face changes in sign as shown,
the upper face now carrying a nega-
tive and the lower a positive charge.
The next movement again overshoots
the normal and reproduces the con-
ditions shown in Fig. 2A.

The bodily vibration of the crystal
is now in accord with the voltages
impressed upon it from the ,plato
circuit, and the surface -charges pro-
duced by the piezo-electric effect are
at their maximum.

These charges are communicated
to the grid, and impulse it in the same
manner as if the crystal were replaced
by a tuned electrical circuit, thus
setting the valve into sustained_
oscillations.

If the plate circuit is now mistuned,
_

the.,crystal acts merely as a high
capacity reactance, and the peculiar
piezo " back e.m.f."'is practically lost.
At all events it becomes insufficient to
stimulate the grid to the degree'
necessary to maintain the valve in
steady oscillation.

Recent Patent
It must be clearly understood,

therefore, that a quartz oscillator
422

will only react vigorously to an
applied voltage when the latter leas

frequency corresponding _to the
natural frequency of the crystal. Im-
pulses applied at any other frequency
have little or no piezo-eleptric effect.

Such a crystal, if utilised as an
intervalve -coupling, can accordingly
he arranged to transfer a particular
selected frequency, and to cut out the
effect of all other frequencies.

Fig. 3 shows an arrangement
recently protected by the Metro-
politan Vickers Co., in Which the
action of a piezo-electric intervalve
coupling is utilised for securing an
extremely high -order of selectivity in
a receiving set.

A.0

L
CRYSTAL CONTRACTED

,./1:784.9Az Xyarliess Or CRY -VAC

1

eseel.
CRYSTAL DILATED

SHOIVING PEZO-ELECTRIC REACTION
OF A QVATZ CzYSTAL

The -crystal Q is inserted in s.huntt
across the tuned plate circuit L C
of a H.F. amplifier A. If the
quartz has been cut to the 'carrier -
wave freqUency' of a selected trans-

-Mitting station, then only the
signals* froth that station will -136

communicated to' the grid of the
. ,valve B. .

Other frequencies which may be
present in the plate circuit of the
first valve cannot produce sufficient
pido-electric reaction across the
crystal to affect the grid offhe second
valve. Any such interfering signals
are accordingly prevented from reach-
ing the phones.

'On the other hand, the selected
frequency will set the crystal into
oscillation so as to produce a vigorous
reaction voltage, which is - in turn
thrown on to the grid of the valve B.

(Continued on page 424.)
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From

to over
3 tons

-millions of T.C,C.
Condensers are in use

THERE'S a reason why T.C.C. Condensers
are recommended, so frequently, by tech-
nical writers . . . . they know that in every

T.C.C. there is the experience of twenty solid
years of Condenser manufacturing.
In every Country in the World you'll find
T.C.0 Condensers, faithfully fulfilling their
purpose. Millions of them . . . from the large
3 -ton Power Condensers, to the famous little
1k -ounce Mansbridge Condensers.
Why choose an unnamed Condenser when the
alternative is T.C.C.-the proved Condenser ?
Proved in its insulation qualities . . . impervious
to every climatic condition. Proved in its
capacity ... always dead accurate.
Proved to be utterly leak -proof.
Proved -never to break down.
Proved to be absolutely reliable.
Remember: only the T.C.C. Mans -
bridge Condenser has a green metal
case. Green-for safety. Metal-
for perfect insulation. In capacities
from '009 to 2 mfds., priced 2/- to
4/8, of all Dealers. 

BUY
T.C.C.

Condensers
they're
British

T.C.C. Condensers
Ach4:Telegraph Condenser Co.. Ltd.. Wales Farm Rd., N. Acton. W3.

, ent
po

IGRANIC H.T. SUPPLY UNIT
Specially designed to eliminate the slightest
trace of A.C. hum, the Igranic H.T.
Supply Unit gives ample power direct to
the set from A.C. mains. There is no
ripple or noise of any kind.
The user can dispense with H.T. batteries
or accumulators and gets a constant, in-
expensive H.T. supply.
Igranic H.T. Supply Units are of robust
construction, totally enclosed. They do
not deteriorate, and are safe and clean.
They are made in three models in different
sizes of receivers. 3o milliamps at 200
volts, 20 milliamps at 120 volts, 5
milliamps at 70 volts. All operate from
A.C. mains at 1ro or 220 volts, 4o -6o cycles.

PRICES FROM £4. 18.0
Write for List No. J.231

(IGRANIC)
ELECTRIC Co.,Ltd.

\VICW
149, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON

Works : BEDFORD

Igranic devices are always better
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SELECTIVE RECEPTION -6§
0 -concluded from page 422 0
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The high 'resistance 'B,resiStance It shunted

across the Crystal' in the grid circuit
of the second valve,`acts ,ir4 com-
bination with the capacity of the
crystal-mounting as an ordinary -grid
condenser. and leak to -give signal
rectification.

Expensive-At Present
By selecting a series of quartz

crystals cut *) as to oscillate at the
carrier -wave frequency of .a, number
of different Broadeast stations, and
inserting one or other of the crystals
in circuit as required, the ideal of
perfect selectivity should he achieved.

.In the .latter. case the insertion of
a series resistance produces the desired
result. With a crystal the introduc-
tion .of a slight amount of friction
to its bodily movement. is indicated.

This could be effected, for example, by
-amounting the crystal in a casing filled
witfi liquid, or with air under pressure.

On Short Waves
Finally, it is possible that future

broadcasting may be carried out on
much shorter wave -lengths than those
at present used.

In such circumstances the normal
resonance curve of a quartz oscillator
will be found sufficiently broad to
embrace all those side bands necessary
to secure a high level of tone repro-
dEction on the receiving side.

As the " clipping " of side bands
causes distortion it is a factor that
must be guarded against in all
Selective systems.

V c,

Q.ARTZ-COUPZED SELECT/4E RECE/rE-R.

There are, of course, certain objec-
tions to be considered in practice.

The first is really the matter of
expense. Cut crystals are at present
.a somewhat expensive luxUry, due
largely to the comparatively limited
demand for them. Given a new and

. wider field of utility, means will soon
;be found to reduce their coat.

Another Drawback -
The second objection arises from

the well-known fact that when selec-
tivity is pushed too_far, the quality of
reproduction is necessarily lowered.
It is essential not only .to receive the
exact carrier:wave 'frequency, but in
addition to cover those modulation
side bands which convey the timbre
or characteristic quality -of the trans-
mitted soundP.

There are two possible solutions to
this difficulty. In the first place,
although the frequency response of
the crystal is extremely narrow and
clean cut, it should be to
modify this by damping methods,
similar to those used in lessening the
selectivity of an electrical circuit
tuned by capacity and inductance.

?;
Esh

THE APPEARANCE OF
20 YOUR CABINET 2

6/PS5&,00,MgG000z,v14a
RADIO set cabinets which have

been elaborately french -pol-
ished must under no circum-

stances be rubbed over with any
spirit preparation in an endeavour
to preserve and enhance their degree
of polish. French polishes are soluble
in spirit, and thus a cabinet treated
in this manner would very likely be
completely ruined in appearance.
Use for the purpose 'a very soft rag
which has been just moistened with
paraffin oil and a few drops of clean,
warm water. Afterwards rub the
cabinet down with a perfectly dry Soft
cloth, and an excellent polish will result.

Oak cabinets are best polished by
rubbing them over with a rag moist-
ened with a little raw linseed oil, the
final polish being given to them by
means of a soft, dry duster..

A good polish can be given to
cabinets of ordinary wood which have
been merely spirit stained in a more
or less rough manner by dissolving a
small piece of paraffin wax in an
ounce of hot castor oil, and by rubbing
the cabinet over with a rag which has
been soaked in this mixture. Filially,
a dry clean rag is rubbed vigorously
over the surface of the cabinet.

A B.B.C. engineer adjusting the A.T.I. coils at the Daventry station. When the
transmitter is operating the long extension handle must be used for this purpose.
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PERFECT TUNING

LAMPLUGti S.L.F. CONDENSER
Perfectly designed and beautifully finished. Copper
indicator scale. Possesses a remarkably efficient Slow
Motion device. Absolutely noiseless in operation, and

backlash is impossible.
Prices: .0005 mfd.17/- '0003 mfd. 16/- .0002 mfd. 15/6
Particulars of Lamplugh S.L.T. Condensers and Twin Gang and Triple

Gang S.L.F. Condensers on application.
Cleartron Vernier Dial and Station Selector. New
Models in Bakelite and Mahogany finish to match Mahog-
anite Panels. Ensure a remarkable degree of accuracy in
tuning. Supplied with Gold or Silver Finish Dial. Price 10/6

Sq.
economic gketricit.-4 LONDON° \\AIW.I.
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'A REDFERN'S RUBBER WORKS LTD.,
'4V

EMAIMMEIMIMAZIKMV,EIMMUMEMMEIMA

ki The panel is an
ES important unit in any
A
ES

radio receiver
D.: particularly in super
FA
A hets and other
ES sensitive circuits

and where dignity
and beauty are sought
in the assembled
cabinet.

NON-METALLIC SURFACE

RADIO PANELS
(Registered Trade Mark)

REDFERN'S LOW LOSS
COIL FORMERS
made in four sizes.
Size A. 2 in. 1/6 each.
Size B. za in. 1/9 each. -
Size C. 3 M. 2/1 each.
Size D. 31 in. 2/3 each.

HYDE, CHESHIRE.

A
O

r.

D:

O
O

:03

A

O
O
O

O
O

O
O

O

O
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TEST UNDER
WORKING CONDITIONS

It is essential that the variable voltages
applied to a radio set, which are under
your own control, must be regulated
while the set is actually in operation.
Open. circuit tests, that is, tests made
direct from the battery terminals, are
useless, as the voltage drop due to
resistance in the circuit is very mis-
leading.
In order to ascertain correctly the actual
voltage applied to the valve electrodes
readings must be taken from different
points in the circuit with a Weston
Model 506 Pin Jack Voltmeter, which
is supplied with a High Range stand, Pin
Jacks and Long Testing cables. These
enable you to reach any part of the set
and take accurate high and low tension
readings.
For voltage adjustments which, you
must remember, are equally as im-
portant as tuning adjustments, only
a Weston instrument is sufficiently
accurate to be of any use. Weston
Instruments are standard the world over,
and on their unvarying reliability you
may depend entirely for more econ-
omical and efficient operation of your set.
Full detailed information supplied on
request.

WESTON Model 506 Pin Jack Voltmeter
Price complete with testing cables

E2: 10 0

WESTON
STANDARD THE WORLD OVER

Pioneers since 1888
Weston Electrical instrument Co. Ltd.

15, Qt. Saffron Hill,
London, E.C. 1
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ATROUBLE that every user of a
frame aerial has probably ex-
perienced at one time or

another is that the leads to it will
insist on becoming tangled whenever
the frame is used for picking up
distant stations. Unless particular
care is taken, and if the frame is

.,not turned backwards and forwards
through a small arc, but is occasion-
ally turned completely round, the
leads become crossed and also usually
wound round the base of the frame.
Apart from the annoyance that this
is liable to cause to the operator,
considerable twisting of the leads
will introduce a certain amount of
additional capacity between the ends
of the frame winding, which is un-
desirable.

,Now this difficulty can be sur-
mounted, and the construction of
a special base for the frame, which
is the subject of this article, is not
really complicated. Accuracy of
work is necessary if the finished base
is to function properly, but the tools
required are merely those which
every constructor' possesses, while
a number of the parts will be already
to hand in the workshop.

The appearance of the base will
be apparent from the photograph.
and drawings.. The frame itself and
its winding are not shown here,
the designing of these being left to
individual taste. The ends ' of the
winding are brought to two spring
plungers bearing on two flat brass
rings. These rings are, connected
to two terminals, conveniently placed
for attaching the connections from
the set. When the frame is rotated
the spring plungers maintain constant
contact on the brass :rings,. so. that
loose leadato the ends of the windings
are entirely eliminated and there
is nothing to tangle. The leads
to the set from the; terminals may
be- rigid, thus making variations at
this" point impoSsible.

- ,
Few Parts Required

For the construction of the base the
following parts will 'be required : Three
pieces of ebonite, one 4 in. by 4 in..by

in., another about .3 in. by .1 in.
by 13- in., and the third 31 in. by z in.
by is in. ; also a small piece of j in.
ebonite about 1 in. square.

A Practical Article for
the Constructor.

By A. V. D. HORT, B.A.

Two brass rings not less than
in. thick, 3/ in. and 1 in. outside

diameter respectively, and in.
wide. (Unless the constructor has a
lathe, these are best obtained ready
cut out. The rings, used in the base
shown were obtained from Messrs.
Beard & Fitch.)

Two complete spring contacts from a
standard pattern electric rampholder.

A 5 -in. length of '2 B.A. brass
rod, six 2 B.A. nuts and two washers,
and two spindle bushes of, the- type
used in variable condensers and
shnilar'components:

Wooden base 4 in. square and four
wooden_" pillars," each 2 -in.- long.

Six 6 B.A. bolts, two terminals, two
soldering tags, a short length of
Glazite, and a number of wood screws.

Preparing the Brasi Rings - -

The first operation is to mark out
the ebonite square for drilling. After
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finding the exact centre of the square
by measurement, with a pair of
dividers scribe two circles on the
ebonite, 31 in. and 1i in. in diameter
respectively. Mark also the positions
of the holes for the four wood screws
at the corners of the square. The.
next thing is to mark the holes on
the brass rings. There are three
holes in each ring, equidistantly
spaced. The correct points may be
dethrmined Most easily by marking
points on the rings 120 degrees apart.
When the. holes have been marked
in this way and punched, they should
be drilled with a 6 -B.A.. tapping
size drill, and tapped out 6 BA.,
any " burr " on either side of the
rings being subsequently filed off.
Now the two rings may be laid on the
ebonite square,- the scribed circles
acting as a guide to 'their exact
positions, and the holes marked on
the ebonite for the fixing bolts.
These holes are drilled 6 B.A. clearance
size. A hole of similar size should
also be drilled at the centre of the
square.

The frame aerial base
in section.

6.B.A.
BOLTS

2.B.A
NUTS
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For the COMBINE 5.
Build the Combine 5 with J.B., S.L.F.
Condensers-the condensers which
were chosen by the experts of the
Mullard Wireless Service Co., for the
P.M. Circuits, described in " Radio

for the Million."

Le J.B., S.L.F.--A reproduction of one of the condensers
used in the set which secured Erst prize for the Nelson P.M.
Master Radio Receiver.
The Vanes are specially designed to tune in stations with
equal separation of the Dial Readings, and the beautiful
finish of the condenser forms a perfect parallel to its real
efficiency in tuning. Prices, complete with 4 in. Bakelite Dial :
.0oos mfd. 11/6 .00035 mfd. 10/6 .0.0025 mfd. 10/ -
For Short Wave Receivers -000 i 5 m fd. . . 10/ -

The J.B. True Tuning S.L.F.-This famous slow -m tion
Condenser-ratio 6o -xis becoming increasingly popular, not
only with the Wireless Press, but with every section of the
Radio Public. All the advantages of the original J.B., S. t
are incorporated in this model, and the perfectly designed
double reduction friction drive prevents any posibility of
backlash. Prices, complete with 4 in. Bakelite Dial :
'0005 mfd. 16/6 .00035 mfd. 15/6 .00025 mfd. 15/
For Short Wave Receivers .00015 mfd. - . , 15

a POLAND ST -OXFORD ST gel:Thane -
LONDON - W l GERRARD 7414

K. K. VERNIER PORT DIAL

for "THE BLACK PRINCE"
THIS is the only dial avail-

able to suit the wonderful
"Black Prince" Receiver des-
cribed in this issue. Read

carefully what Mr. Harris
says:-

The K. K. Vernier Port
Dial is extremely hand-
some and attractive in
appearance. It is moulded
in genuine Bakelite with-
out gears or cogs to get
out of order. The finest
that men and machinery
can produce. Size 4 by
4" inches, ratio 14 to 1.
Dual range, 0.100-0 taking
care of both clock and

anti -clockwise condensers.
The  K.K. Port Dial can be
obtained from all high-class
dealers. If in difficulty write
direct.
No. 592. List price 1019 each.

THE ROTHERMEL
RADIO CORPTN. OF GREAT BRITAIN, LTD.
24-26 Maddox Street, Regent Street, London, W.1 -

Telephone. Mayfair 578-9
Telegrams: " Rothermel, Wesdo, London,"

Eleven Blue Prints for 6d.!
The "Best Way" Pictorial Blue Prints book consists
of an up-to-date and comprehensive range of blue
print -diagrams drawn in a simplified pictorial style
so that the amateur constructor cannot possibly
go wrong when building up a set on the lines of any
of the circuits with which the book deals. " There
are a x circuits in all. Buy a copy To -day.

MESTWAY' PICTORIAL

BLUE PRINTS
6d. Of all Newsagents, etc.

Cheaper than using
the mains.

Everlasting H.T. ACCUMULATORS.
Requires re -charging twice a year only.

Mr. ---. Tottenham, writes
will you send along a positive and negative plate as
I have accidentally broken one on my H.T Accumn
I ator after rendering very good service for 6 iiiousio,
on the first charge. Thanking you for placing on the
market such an efficient and cheap accumulator.

2d. a Volt. 2 Amps.
Entirely.British. _FULLY GUARANTEED. r, t. No. 1(1.5e26.

60 Volt Model 30/-, 20 v.10/6, 30 v.16/-, 90 v.45/, 100 v. 50/-,
120 V. 60/-. SCRAP YOUR DRY BATTERY.

All models, catalogues and spare parts from any dealer, or
WESTAM ACCUMULATORS, Clements Rod.ondon. .6.

-427
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A NOVEL FRAME AERIAL BASE-continued

The Wooden Pillars
Lay the ebonite square on the

wooden base and make a mark on
the wood through the centre hole.
At this point in the wood a hole not
less than a in. in diameter is sunk
to allow clearance for the projecting
part of the lower bush. This bush is
mounted on the small ebonite square,
and this is then secured to "the
wooden base with wood screws, care
being taken to see that the centre
of the hole in the bush comes exactly
over the centre of the hole sunk in
the wood.

The four wooden pillars supporting
the -Cep panel are secured to the
wooden base by means of wood
screws inserted from beneath the
base. The pillars should be at least
2 in. long, as otherwise the two

bearings of the main spindle will
be too close together, and there may
be a certain amount of " shake "
in the frame. The rings may now be
bolted in position, the small one

' being fixed first. Six B.A. cheese
head bolts pass up through the holes
in the panel and into the tapped
holes in the rings. Under one bolt-

, head on each ring is placed a soldering
tag. .Any projecting part of the bolts
above the surface of the rings is then
filed off, the surface being rendered
as smooth as possible. A final finish
to the rings may be imparted by
wrapping a piece of emery cloth
round a small block of wood and
using this as a rubber.

Securing the Panel
The centre hole in the panel

This photograph shows how the two plungers make rubbing contact with the
brass rings, and the terminals for connecting the frame to the set.
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should be enlarged with a a in.
drill, and the top bush inserted.
The terminals' are mounted on a
strip of ebonite, which is secured
with wood screws to two of the
wooden pillars. Short lengths of
wire connect the .terminals to the
soldering tags when the whole as-
sembly is complete. In securing
the panel to the top of the pillars,

Another view of the base, showing how
the terminal board is fixed to the pillars.

make certain that it comes exactly
over the wooden base, as otherwise
the bearings will. be out of line.

The carriage for the frame will
be qUite easily constructed with
the help of the drawings. The
marking of the positions of the con-
tacts on the ebonite strip. must
be done accurately, so that the
plungers will run on the centre lines
of the rings. The carriage should be
mounted before the frame is attached.
A washer is placed below the top
bush, and beneath this again are two
nuts firmly locked together. These
nuts should hold the spindle dawn
far enough to depress the plunger
contacts about half -way, thus ensur-
ing a good firm contact on the rings.

Fixing the Frame
The frame itself is attached as

-indicated by the short top crossbar
in .the photograph.. It is reconi-

-.mended that the type of frame used
with the base, should be of the. plain

square type, with slotted ebonite
strips at the corners to carry.. "the
Winding,' as shown in 'Fig. 2. This
type of frame readily adapts itself
to the method of fixing available.

(Continued on page .430.)
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SEND FOR FREE
NEW BOOKLET

COLVERN
COILS for
every modern
Radio circuit

This reproduction indicates
the internal pin arrange-
ment of the C olvern
Featherweight Former to
accommodate the Colvern
Interchangeable Primary.

BY sending three half -penny
stamps to cover cost of

postage and packing we shall
be pleased to post to you ONE
FREE COPY of the most valu-
able book by describing the
standard coils for every
modern type of receiver. Pin
Connections are given for
Every type of Standard Six
Pin Coil.

THE COLLINSON PRECISION
SCREW CO., LTD.,

Provost Works, Macdonald Road,
WALTHAMSIOW, LONDON,

E. 17.

The
11111

Micro -Dial
Price 716

"Utility" Condensers
Price : .0005 15 -

.0003 14
.00025 13 6
.0002 13 -

When fitted with this
Micro -Dial.

When ordering. the dia-
meter of spindle it is in-
tended to fit should be

stated.

'a

A letter recently
received from a
keen experimenter
is so packed
with interesting
points, that we give
it in full below.

I rigged up a powerful microscope with a
peculiar reflecting system which enables me to
follow a magnified movement of the rotary
plates, and by operating the vernier control
minutely, I measured movements of a thousandth
part of an inch quite accurately, but of course
that alone is not of great value, but I was able
to at will return to the original position,
by reversing the pressure, backlash being abso-
lutely non-existent : I repeatedly did this,
making the movement with perfect ease, from a
zero point to minus or plus one thousandth part
of an inch. Obviously such a degree of accuracy
of control would never he required, but compared
with three or four other makes I repeatedly
experimented with it is a revelation.'

Insist on " Utility " Guaranteed Components
N.B. If any trouble is experienced in ob-
taining dur goods, please communicate with
us direct.

WILKINS &WRIGHT Le
KENYON ST. Alia BIRMINGHAM 
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The Condenser you want
for preose tuning
The National Physical Laboratory
Curve shown here- demonstrates the
STRAIGHT LINE characteristics of
the " Cosmos " SqUare Law Con-
denser. Its other fine points include
the permanent absence of BACK
LASH, its adaptability for REMOTE
OPERATION and its MODERATE
COST. ,,,
*00025 mfd. 14/9 .0005 mfd. 15/6
Without the slow motion device prices are:
.00025 mfd. 12/. .0005 mfd. 13/.

Insist upon having a
" Cosmos " Condenser.

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES, LIMITED
(Proprietors: Metropolitan -Vickers Elec, Co., Ltd.),

Metro -Vick House.
155, Charing Cross Road,

LONDON, W.C.2. 7A,
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WOODEN BLOCK
IN ANGLE

SIDE OF
FRAME

SPINDLE
OF BASE

FIG. 2

SLOTTED
EBONITE
STRIP

Fic. 3

The method of a.Tudng the
frame itself is clearly illus-

trated above.

tz) A NOVEL FRAME q3

AERIAL BASE
-concluded from page 428.
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If the movement is at all rough
in use, further applications of the
file and emery cloth on -the rings
should put matters right. Any signs
of squeakiness may be cured by
smearing a trace of vaseline on the
rings, this. substance appearing to
have rio ill effect electrically. If
wear takes place at the plungers
and the contacts become noisy in
use, the nuts below the top bush.
provide a ready means of taking up
the slack.

cFeN,Qxiozos.oymos.f343,E3z
 QUICK RESISTANCE 0

RECKONING
By " AMEC."

%&iNcIpooe.@&%EiPooE3,oe
ON very many occasions, it is

highly desirable for the ama-
teur to be- irr a position to

measure the resistance of various

pieces of apparatus, coils, various
lengths of leads, and so forth. The
resistance -box and Wheatstone Bridge
methods of measurement, however,
necessitate the employment of costly
apparatus which is not generally to be
found in the possession of the average
radio amateur, whose pocket is usually
less extensive than his ambitions.

For Rough Tests
However, the following little

method is sufficiently accurate to
enable a resistance measurement being
,taken in the minimum of time, and
with the minimum of trouble.

To this end, we require a milliam-
meter reading to ten milliamps., and
a 4 -volt accumulator, or battery (pre-
ferably, an accumulator, on account/

*
An American set
which obtains both
H.T. and L.T. direct

from the mains.
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of the greater constancy of the current
supplied by that article).

Connect up the milliammeter in
series with the accumulator and the
coil or other object the resistance of
which is to be measured, and observe

' the amount of current flowing. -

Now, assuming that the current
supplied by the accumulator is ex-
actly 4' volts, all we have to do to
estimate the resistance of the test
object is to divide 4,000 by the milli -
ammeter reading, and the result will
be the required resistance in ohms.

ALL /AMMETER READ/NG TO /0/10M05:

VOLTS

Arerae5,vfai

111$11$
74 ---sr a/c

C9C(//TFORE4P/DESDNA.770N Or
RE..5757-Aivc.H. 228

For rough tests, this method will
be found to be very convenient. How
ever, it is not strictly accurate. For
one thing, the accumulator or battery
may not supply exactly four volts.

Obtaining Greater Accuracy
Therefore, if results of greater accu-

racy are required, we must first of all
estimate the voltage of the accumu-
lator current by means of a voltmeter.
This voltage is then multiplied by
1,000, and this figure is divided by
the milliammeter reading. From the
result so obtained, we must then sub-
tract the resistance of the milliam-
meter. This is often printed on the
dial of that instrument, but if not, an
average of 50 ohms may be reckoned.
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1
Invaluable to
EVERY Amateur
and Constructor.
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The " POPULAR WIRELESS "

BLUE PRINTS
of TESTED CIRCUITS
The following is a complete list of the " P.W." 6d.

Blue Prints for Constructors, showing the different
circuits available.
P.W. BLUE PRINT
Numbsr

1 DETECTOR VALVE WITH REACTION.
2. UNIDYNE DETECTOR VALVE WITH REACTION.
3. 1 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER.
4. CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH L.F. AMPLIFIER.
5. H.F. (Tuned Anode) AND CRYSTAL, WITH REACTION.
6. B.F. AND CRYSTAL. (Transformer Coupled, without

Reaction).
7. 1 -VALVE REFLEX WITH CRYSTAL DETECTOR

(Tuned Anode).
8. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR (Em-

ploying H.F. Transformer, without Reaction).
9. H.F. AND DETECTOR (Tuned Anode Coupling, with

Reaction on Anode).
10. H.F. AND DETECTOR (Transformer Coupled, with

Reaction).
11. DETECTOR AND L.F. (with Switch to Cut Out L.F.

Valve).
12. DETECTOR AND L.F. UNIDYNE (with Switch to Cut

Out L.F. Valve).
13. 2 -VALVE REFLEX (Employing Valve Detector).
14. 2 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER (Transformer Coupled, with

Switch to Cut Out Last Valve).
15. 2 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER (Transformer -Resistants

Coupled, with Switch for Cutting Out Last Valve).
16. H.F. (Tuned Anode), CRYSTAL DETECTOR AND L.F.

(with Switch for Last Valve).
17. CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH TWO L.F. AMPLIFIERS

(with Switching).
13. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR, with

1 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER, Controlled by Switch.
19. H.F. DETECTOR AND L.F. (with Switch to Cut Out

the Last Valve).
20. DETECTOR AND 2 L.F. AMPLIFIERS (with Switches

for 1, 2, or 3 Valves).
21. THE 2 -VALVE LODGE " N."
22. " THE GUARANTEED REFLEX,"
23. THE 1 -VALVE " CHITOS."
24. THE " SPANSPACE THREE." Three -Valve Receiver

employing 1 Neutralised H.F. Valve, Detector with
Non -Radiating Reaction Control, and 1 L.F. Valve.

25. 2 -VALVE REINARTZ (Det. and L.F.).
26. A " STRAIGHT " 4-VALVER (H.F., Det., and 2 L.F.

with Switching).
27. A " MODERN WIRELESS " 4-VALVER (2 H.F., Det.,

and L.F.).
28. A " MODERN WIRELESS " 5-VALVER (H.F., Det.,

and 3 L.F.).

ALL " POPULAR WIRELESS "
BLUE PRINTS 6d. EACH
All orders for these Blue Prints should be sent direct to the" Popular
Wireless" Queries Department, Fleelumy House, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4, enclosing a stamped addressed envelope

cnd a postal order for 6d. for each Blue Print Ordered.
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v Two years'
delay

cost me
£300

" I was £3 a week
goorer for fully two
years because I hesi-
tated so long about

startin,,b an I.C.S. Course. That's clear enough. Since I woke
up and began my vocational training with the I.C.S. I've been
given a rise of £150 a year, but I'm certain I would have got it
two years sooner had I written to the I,C.S. in 1924.

" It's strange that Co many young men fail to see that they
don't get more money because they don't qualify for it -that they
arc losing £ s. d. all the time through neglecting to obtain a
special training."

Get out of the rut by taking an I.C.S. Course. It will provide you with
a sound and practical training in your own home and in your own time,
all by correspondence and at a cost well within your means. There arc
no real difficulties and no heavy demands upon your time.

- The I.C.S. method is simple and practical. Let us tell
you just how you can use it to your own great advantage.

Write to -day for full, information as to how the I.C.S.
can help you in your chosen vocation. There are :6-)
I.C.S. Courses, of which the following are the mere
important groups :-

The
I. C. S.

(is the oldest
and largest

correspondence/
school in they

world

WIRELESS ENGINEERING (an entirely new Course)
Advertising
Architecture
Building
Commercial Art
Commercial Training
Draughtsmanship

Engineering (all
branches)

French and Spanish
General Education
Market Gardening
Plumbing

Professional Exams,
Salesmanship
Showcard Writing
Textiles
Window Dressier;
Woodworking

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.
94, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

STANDARD
MODEL

PRICE 10/6

ORCHESTRAL
MODEL

PRICE 22/6

In Praise
of

*IOU I r)
TRANSFORM ERS

Read this extract from -an un-
solicited testimonial by a delighted
user of a Powquip Standard
Transformer.

" This transformer has teen in
constant use ever since it Was
purchased, it has teen used in
our different circuits and in
every case has given utmost satis-
cation and purity unsurpassed.

I have in the past, and
shall continue- to do so in the
future, strongly recommended to
everyone your excellent product."

Give us the opportunity to let YOU
recommend PO WQ UIP to others.

THE POWER EQUIPMENT COMPANY, LIMITED,
KINGSBURY WORKS, THE HYDE, HENDON, N.W.9.
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RESISTANCE CAPACITY PROBLEMS (cc r,vaugcreegx-)

to employ in thp second holder a
valve with a smaller amplification
factor which is capable of dealing
with a larger grid swing. In fact, if
we think the matter over for a moment
we see that each valve after the first
must be capable of dealing with a
bigger grid swing, and this means
that we must perforce use valves with
smaller and smaller amplification
factors in the second and third holders
if we are to avoid the hateful dis-
tortion that results from overloading.

Concerning the Valves
One solution would be to use

throughout valves with smaller ampli-
fication factors than those referred to.
We should thus' be able to receive
without overloading the last valve
or any other. This, however, is not a
satisfactory arrangement, since it
deprives us of the big magnification
that is desirable when weak and
distant signals are coming through.

On the whole the best method is
to provide a means of cutting out one
valve at will. Now this valve must
obviously not be the last, for if we

did this we might find ourselves
forced to use a power valve in the
second holder in order to work a
loud speaker on the local station's
transmissions without distortion, and
few power valves have an amplification
factor greater than, about six, or, say,
an actual amplification of five. If
then the last valve were the one to
be cut out or thrown in at will we
should have a reserve of amplification
of only about 5, which would in many
cases be too little.'

A method which I have found
particularly effective is illustrated in
Fig. 6. Here V2 can be thrown into
or out of circuit in the simplest
possible way. Suitable valves for such
a combination are SP55B in the
first holder, PM5X in the second, and
PM256 in the third. For the local
station and other powerful signals the
plug is inserted into J1, whereby the
output of the first valve is applied
direct to the grid of the third. V2 is
completely cut out and its filament is
switched off. For long distance work
the plug is inserted into J2, which
switches on the second valve and

brings it into action. ,Since V2 is a
valve with an amplification factor
in the neighbchirhood of 17, 'giving
an actual amplification of about 12,
one thus obtains more than double
the reserve of power that is available
where the last valve as the only one
that can be cut ont:

Worth Trying
The resistance -coupled amplifier

is well worth the attention of any
enthusiast to -day, for thanks to the
wonderful work done by valve de-
signers he can now obtain by this
means really efficient note -magnifica-
tion combined with qualitY that is
very little indeed short of perfection.
I have probably said enough to show
that though any fool can not make a
resistance -coupled amplifier,' the 'wise
man will turn his attention without
delay to this most interesthag. side of
wireless.

With careful consideration of
valves, resistances, etc., he will be
more than pleased with the results he
will obtain, and I certainly advise
him to give it a trial.

MAGNUM

SCREENED COILS
CONSTRUCT

THE BLACK PRINCE
as described in this issue by -

14' t.11,0 jriIN ':4'1,,,

COMBINED 4''''

BATTERY CORDS & PANEL
REDUCED PRICE Mr. PERCY W. HARRIS. .1-, ii -E4 Cs I CE -7

i

1---L'-'::-1--.

I I, 1.118
- - I ,

I Drop front Cabinet and Baseboard ..22 2
a Black Radion Panel, a6 in. x 8 in. x A in. 10
2 Kurz-Kasch Port dials .. .. .. .. 1 1
a B -Lowe Popular Condenser '0003 .. .. 10
2 B -Lowe Popular Condensers 0003 .. 1 0
2 Magnum Streens and Bases .. .. .. 1 4
a Magnum S.P. H.F. Transformer .. .. 10
a Magnum S.S. H.F. Transformer .. .. 10
4 Magnum Resistors with Bases .. .. 10
4 Magnum Vibro Valve holders . . 10
I Magnum Engraved terminal Panel with

12 terminals . .. .. .. .. .. 8
2 Magnum Angle brackets .. .. . 2
2 Varley Resistances,bshs, aso,000 ohms, and

a Push -Pull switch..........1

TO- t.r
) -

A new development in Battery
tions, obviating terminal panels
misting of sub -baseboard wiring.

MAGNUM CALIBRATED

4 4' 4°

a +a
,

Connec-
and per- 7 f6Price

- a M.H. H.F. Choke
v No. 1058.

' NEW STANDARD COILS AND PRICES.
MAGNUM Screening Box, complete with 6 -pin base
(Standard spacing and cross formation). 121.

Split Primaries.
Aerial Coil .. .. .. .. .. 250/850 61-

..........9
x M.H. Neutralising Condenser .. .. .. 4
a Dubilier Resistance, zoo,000 ohms, and

3 Dumeiohm bases . .. .. .. .. 3
3 Resistances, as specified .. .. .. .. 7
a Fixed Condenser a mfd. .. .. .. .. 3 1
a Fixed Condenser,0003 and 2 meg. leak 4 1
a Gambrel[ Neutrovernier .. .. .. .. 5
Glazite .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2

RHEOSTAT
FOR BASEBOARD MOUNTING.

..,.... :-
......,w.;....7................,........... ,/***/..0,

H.F. Transformer .. .. .. 250/55o 10/-
Aerial Coil . .. .. .. .. t000/apoo 6/- 112 5 0 The solution to 'the' controversy
ELF, Transformer .. .. .. 1000/2000 101-

Split' Secondaries.
H.F. Transformer ' ,.. .. .. 250/55o 10/-
H.F. Transformer ... .. - 1000/2000 141-
Reinartz Coil .. .. .. .. 230/550 10/-
Reinartz Coil .. .. .. .. l000/woo 14/-

Any of above parts supplied separately as required.
NOTE.-Where a corn- The"Black Prince"can be

set of parts is supplied, ready wired and
orderedordered Marconi royal- tested. Price 114 10 O.
ties at T2/6 per valve Plus Marconi RoyaltY
holder are payable. 42 10 O.

which has been raging for some
time past as to the relative merits of Fixed and
Variable Filament Resistances.
The New Magnum Calibrated Rheostat combines
the advantages of both types. As will be seen
from the illustration, the Resistance value is
variable from Zero to Maximum, the 6 ohm type

Size of Screening Box :
Overall height .. .. .. .. .. .. .41 in:
Diameter of base .. ..  41 in.

Send stamp for comprehensive range of lists,
including latest star sets described in several

Radio publications.

BURNE-JONES & CO., LTD.,
Manufacturing Radio Engineer;

MAGNUM HOUSE,
288, Borough High St., London, S.E.1.

Telephone: Hop 6257.
Telegrams: " Burjomag, Sedist, London;'-
Cables: " Burjomag, London."

being marked off in steps of a ohm each, the 3o ohm '
type in steps of s ohms each. It is only necessary
to ascertain the resistance required for the pat -
titular valve used; the rheostat is then set at that
value. When changing to another type of valve,
the purchase of an extra Resistor is unnecessary.

Price No. I, Zero to 6 ohms, 3/ -
No. 2, Zero to so ohms, 3/-

Now Supplied with terminals.

 432.
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a
new and better
valve holder

WHEN we introduced the C.E.
PRECISION RHEOSTAT, we

thought that in quality, in efficiency
and in price, this Component could
not be beaten.
Now that we have added the C.E.
PRECISION FLOATING VALVE -
HOLDER, we find it even excels the
former in these respects to such an ex-
tent that the demand has been amaz-
ing and we are working to maximum
capacity to keep pact with the orders.
Before purchasing other makes just
ask your dealer to show you ours.
We are confident that alter com-
parison they will have the preference.
C.E PRECISION FLOATING
VALVE -HOLDERS, anti -cap city,
Loninicrophonic, 213 each.

C.E. PRECISION RHEO-
STATS, efficient and velvety,
50 and 30 ohms, 3/- each ; 7
and 15 ohms, 2/9 each. Dual
Rheostats and Potentiometers,
3/9 each.
C.E. PRECISION G R ID-
LE A K, an entirely original and
accurate component, 2/- each.

FOR uTN'srI sioN
PREC

C E ancliNCv
It unobtainable, please send us the name of your dealer.

C. EDE & CO., LTD., BYFLEET, SURREY
Telephone: !Inflect 2215. 7elegrams: "Ceprecise, !Inflect."

AGENTS:-Messrs. J. Dyson fft Co., Ltd., St. Stephen's House, 2, Coleman
Street, LONDON, E.C.2; Messrs. J. Dyson & CO., Ltd., 5-7, Godwin Street,
BRADFORD: Messrs. A. Franks (Wholesale), Ltd., 3, South King Street,
MAN'CHESTER; Messrs. Marsdens (Wholesale), Ltd., 47, Church Street.
PllESTON.

THE

MICROSTAT
Filament Control

is made in two madels
STANDARD

PANEL
MODEL

RETAIL

219
PRICE

For years the standard model has held its own,
and many thousands of users can testify to its

EFFICIENCY
V. F. R.

BASE -BOARD
MODEL

RETAIL

31-
PRICE

Exactly similar in principle to the standard model,
therefore as

EFFICIENT
Do not be misled by specious arguments and wild

statements against a proved principle

MICROSTATS SUIT ALL VALVES
LIFFORD ENGINEERING COMPANY, Lifford Lane, King's Norton, Birmingham

THE BEST --AT REDUCED PRICES.
Send for particulars of Special Sets we have for

Disposal at Ccnsiderabiy Reduced Prices.
FOUR STATIONS on your Loud Speaker Obtainable
on the GUARANTEED " SERVICE " RECEIVER.
A TWO -VALVE LOUD -SPEAKER SET

Absolutely complete. Valves, Coils, H.T. and L.T. Batteries, Aerial
and Earth Equipment and Loud Speaker.

£13 CASH or a deposit of £2 12 0
For FREE Demonstration, Installation and Upkeep see our CatalogueFREE on application. Also 3 and 4 valve receivers and components.

Write for our Special Bargain List of Comoonents-FREE

Wireless
Speeialisis;

7AVe/vice
-vOvnivanscii

" SERVICE
-Our Noose
end Aim,"

Wireless Departine4t-
273-274, HIGH HOLBORN, LOND3N, W.C.1

VALCO MAGIC!! I

WILL MAKE YOUR BROKEN
VALVE AS GOOD AS NEW.
ALL TYPES OF VALVES REPAIRED AT HALF

LIST PRICES (minimum chirg..... 5!-).
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded
An unsolicited testimonial from one of our many satisfied custcrners.
BRIGHTON4 30,12'26-Many Clanks for . . Valve
which is working better than when it was

We=s. S.P.'s and low capacity t, pes not repairable. Mi:zimum
D.E. current 0'.15 am?. when repa red.

VALCO LTD
JD pt. "M.W.," TABOR GROVE,

 ) WIMBLEDON, S.W.I9.

-411151111m1.111.11110nly FORMO Users know

QUALITY & EFFICIENCY with ECONOMY
SHROUDED TRANSFORMERS
First Stage 1-3 ; Second Stage l-5 10/6
ULTRA LOW LOSS S.L,F.
Single Condenser '0003 inf., '0005 Inf. . .. 7/6
Twin Condenser 24/6, Triple Gang Condenser 33/6

VERNIER DIAL 16-1 6/
CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD

London, N.W.2.
Northern Representative:

J. B. LEVEE, 23, Hartley Street, Levenshubre. Theo:: Heeks Moor,

4'3:3
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IN PASSING (concluded from \\
k page 375. )

At this point, Ambo, luckless
fellow, fairly burst and had to pre-
tend it was a sneeze. Meanwhile the
old boy kept the pan in front of his
face and stood mum till the lady had
gone. Then he annoyed us by remark-
ing coolly : " Bring a barber, Julian,
and let me get rid of this beard.
It's the chance of a lifetime.
My wife made me grow it in 1877.
because I used to swear when I
shaved. It's been the curse of my
existence. Go on ! Hurry ! "

Turning to me, he said, " Young
man, I want the best safety -razor
on  the market and I want to play
with a three -valve set. Julian will
pay for the set::

China Again
'I tumbled. I was being fined.

Kismet ! After the barber had
cleared up the mess, pa -in-law emerged
from the fernery, feeling his chin
and clucking feebly.

" Why, pa," said Ambo, " you
look fifty years younger. B -but
what'll Mary say ? Gee whizz ! "

" That's wid; I'm skeered of,"
replied the ancient, sitting down
heavily. " I almost wish I could
put it all back.":

" Ambo," I said, " the answer is
simply this. Asia."

So he pressed his finger on Hong
Kong, and there was " the open door
of China " gaping.. China appeared
to be inhabited by bottles.

More Surprises
The old man whistled. " So

that's where you (Sadly) I
often searched, too."

" That's enough, pa," said Ambo
shortly. " Keep it dark ! Say
when ! "

On our return from 'China we went
downstairs in a body to break the
news. More surprises.

Mary said : " Thank goodness,
father," and to me, " I think my
menfolk are all the better for your
acquaintance. Can I offer you soine-
thing to drink ? "

Ambo exploded again.
" You'd better take something

for that cold, Julian," she said.
" Tincture of quinine, I mean."

This set old Twipe off into a hysteri-
cal cackle and he had to be thumped
on the back.

" I think this wireless is excellent,"
he said on recovering. " It's done me
a world of good already. Was that
Wei-hai-wei or Canton you poked,
Julian ? Ha, ha ! Ho, ho, ho !
Tee, hee, hee ! " etc., etc., ad lib.

Ambo grinned at me as he let me
out. " It's all right. I'm going to
swap the goods over. When the old
boy goes to Asia -next he'll find only
my cheroots, which he can't smoke.
He doesn't know the secret of the .
button underneath the wave -length
chart."

t6 BUY o
"POPULAR WIRELESS"g

The recognised best ,  g
gof Radio Weeklies. - g

. g
Price 3d. Every Thursday: 't:b

gb

f
cc

: 

1'41'
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Before Buying any Radio Component
. . . . lest you be disappointed . . . .

ask your Dealer about Bowyer -Lowe
THE increasing sale of Bowyer -Lowe Components in the last few

years is convincing proof that we. are making products which
satisfy those who use them.
Bowyer -Lowe Components do satisfy. Theysatisfy in performance,
appearance, price. That is why experimenters everywhere have
specified Bowyer -Lowe as the safe name plate on any component.
Just try Bowyer -Lowe Components -in your next set-and thousands
of users are your best proof that they will satisfy you.
" Bowyer -Lowe Radio " describes them-sent for ltd. post free.

-re R

-

giowyer0 WC
ANNOUNCEMENT e'f THE BOWYER-LOWE C? t.TP LETCHWORTH HERTS.

'

4

BOWYER-LOWE

m.F.CHOKE.

60

ic7

ARMS

4

o

-o
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0
0 Protect

your Set
0 against
a Storms !

Combined Switch
and Lightning

Arrester
1 novel and really efficient 123

combination' for the protection 123

of receiving apparatus, and for (23

the safety of owner and a
property. A small fitment, (23

that may be the means of (2;)

saving you many pounds.
hd,t offering the benefits associated with a 123

well -made switch, the " Duco " also embodies ea
a permanent safeguard against electrical dis-

q1Mll t t charges. Illustration clearly shows the design
ea of the porcelain base, in which is incorporated
Q a lightning arrester in each pole. Operative acow always even though switch be accidentally Q

_4 left open. Another refinement is the posi-
tion of the on and off markings on the handle ;
these show at a glance how the switch is a

functioning.

C3

Q

WHOLES,4LE ONLY
Gt. Eastern St., London, E.C.2.
126, George St.. Edinburgh,

and Branches.

Aeaaaaamaaaaaeameaaeaaaaaemaaeaaaan

ED Order one from your local Wire.
less dealer to -day. Do not wait

for the storms to remind you.Q BROWN
Brothers Ltd .

Allied Companies :
Q Thomson & Brown Brothers,

Ltd.

Q Brown Brothers, (Ireland) Ltd.

List No.: RE141 '21
S.P.D.T. 1 1 each.
List No. : 11$41 22
D.P.D.T. 1 9 each.

Freighted with
Fine Fiction

An 4rgosy story is always a good story.
The policy of this brilliant magazine is to
print only those stories which are indisput-
ably great, and written by the acknowleded

= master writers of the past and the present
day. Read it regularly.

R9osr
Now On Sale. Buy a Copy TO -DAY.

THE WIRELESS

CONSTRUCTOR
APRIL ISSUE NOW ON SALE

PRICE 6d.

..8[11CCGC ...... COOOPPOr .............. 1011111012 ..... V

Build the " Radiano If
Silencer. A

wave trap par excellence, designed by

Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E.

Other Special Features include :

" THE BABY GIANT "
(a three-valver of first-class merit)

By S. G. RATTEE,

"THE ANYVALVE FOUR"
(a set designed to give best results when any

combination of valves is employed)

By L. I. LESLIE,

etc., etc.

GET YOUR COPY
NOW

Before the Newsagent
Says " Sold Out."
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O THE "OVERSEAS"
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-concluded from page 386.
6a

the H.F. valve again lights, tune once
More so that the local station is at
its loudest, when it will be found that
the set is perfectly stable over all
adjustments, the reaction condenser

. C requiring to be advanced before
the set can be made to oscillate.

Turning the condensers 02 and C,
together, the signals from the local
station will quickly become inaudible,
and by slowly rotating these two con-
densers at their correct relative
speeds, as indicated by a faint
breathing sound in the telephones, a
number of distant stations will be
heard, perhaps at weak strength, but
they will nevertheless be audible.
After tuning in one of these stations,
advance the reaction condenser from
its zero reading, when it will soon be
noticed that signals' have increased
in volume ; increasing the reaction
condenser too much will, however,
cause the receiver to oscillate.

When one of these distant stations
has been successfully tuned in, remove

Save One and
Sixpence per

Valve
Beyond the Detector stage, to pay
more than 1/3 for the valve holders
is extravagance. The belief that
"shock absorbing" devices arc PRICE 1/3 each
necessaryln every stage is a definitely
explo.led fallacy. For H.F. and L.F.
stages there is nothing better than the new. Ashley Valve Holder.
Constructed throughout of genuine bakelite and non-oxydising metal, the valve
sockets are surrounded by air throughout go% of their length. . Sockets and
connections are stamped complete out of one piece, provision being made for
wiring to terminals or soldering to tags. Moreover, a special safety groove is
provided to ensure the valve legs engaging with the corresponding sockets.

the aerial connection, and try con-
necting it to the other terminal, noting
whether or not there is any increase in
signal strength, not forgetting to re -
tune with the 02  condenser if
necessary.

When using the terminal A. the
'0003 condenser C, is in circuit,
whereas using Al connects the aerial
directly to the coil L1.

It will usually be experienced that
when receiving those stations working
upon wave -lengths above 400 metres,
better results are obtained when using
terminal A1. On the other hand,
including the C, condenser in circuit
by using terminal A, stations working
on wave -lengths below 400 metres will
generally be more satisfactory.

In any case the use of terminal A
will result in greater selectivity being
obtained, though in some cases slight
los's in signal strength may be
experienced.

Results Obtained
When a station has been tuned in

at relatively weak strength, the
reaction condenser may be increased
in its dial reading, so that the signals
increase in volume, until a point is
reached where a slight rushing sound
becomes audible. This sound is
indicative of the fact that the set is

STANDARD

PRICE 2/6 each
(with clips)

50,000 ohms to 1 megohm.

VALUE RESISTANCES
Exhaustive tests by the
National Physical and
other world famous
laboratories have pro-
duced highly satisfactory
reports. "Each Resistance
on completion is subjected"
to a. prolonged ordeal
during which it is under
pressure at .a minimum of
23o volts.

' Guaranteed accurate within ten
per cent. Superior to wire wound.

1 Differs in construction frbm all
others.

If you? dealer cannot'supply
we sea pest free.

Ashley Wireless Telephone Co. (1925) Ltd.
Finch Place, London Road, Liverpool
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adjusted too near the point of
oscillation, and if the condenser is
turned further, distortion will be the
reward.

After some little practice with the
set it will be found a simple matter to
keep the receiver just off the oscillation
point, and so in its most sensitive
condition, throughout the whole tun-
ing range, and once this skill has been
achieved the finding and successful
tuning in of the distant station will
seem like so much child's play.

As explained in the early part of
the article, the receiver has been used
for some time in south-east London,
and during the transmission of the
Focal station most of the British and
continental stations have been re-
ceived : Birmingham,* Newcastle,*
Bournemouth, Glasgow, Radio Bel-
gique,* Copenhagen,* Oslo,* Ham-
burg,* Radio -Milan, Frankfurt, Mun4
ster and Stuttgart* are those most
successfully received. Other identified
stations which are received are Radio
Toulouse, Radio Barcelona, Leipzig*,
Radio Wien and Rome. A number of
others have been picked up but though
these have been heard on many occa-
sions never have they been enterpris-
ing enough to announce their name.

*Those stations marked with asterisks denote
reception on the loud speaker.

.................,,-7,
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NOW IN STOCK ,,

,,
( The new range of Cossor Valves for

2, 4 and 6 volts.

All components for the Marconi K.1.
)(c, )Circuit including Valves, Transformers, )Chokes, etc..?
iii

i

Also components
Unit.

See our large range of Cabinets with
Panels for the. latest Circuits in all
Wireless Journals.

for the Climax H.T.

Send for NEW Price List ready end
of March.

Send 6d. to cover cost of postage and
packing.

WILL DAY LTD. (Dept. M.W.),
19, Lisle Street, Leicester Square, LONDON, W.C.2.

Telephone: Regent 4577. Telegrams: "Titles, Westrand, London."

li(
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THE

COMBINED H.T.-L.T.-G.B. UNIT
FOR D.C. MAINS

(British Letters Patent No. 262567 and Patents Pending.)

THE SENSATION
OF 1927 !

ALL High and Low Ten-
sion Troubles, mess and
expense saved -by just
attaching adaptor to elec-
tric light Lampholder
Valves of different fila-
ment current and voltage
can be used I
No batteries or accumula-
tors whatsoever required !
Running costs approxi-
mately id. per hour!
The ECK° " Silent
" Background !"

SAFE! SILENT!
SOUND!

PRICE 115 :15 : 0
UNITS FOR}
H.T.ONLY from 42/6

Illustrated Folder FREE

EK.COLE

0009 090 9 9

MODEL " C "
PROVIDES :-
(a) H.T. 1 Variable vo!iage 0-100

1 - - 0-120
1 Reel 120

(b) L.T. Current for any number of valves
of different type or voltage on
your receiver provided each
valve does not require a filament
current or more than "35 amps

(c) G.B.appings at 0, 13, 3, 41, 6, 9,
12, 15, IS 2I.

T113 (DEPT. M.W.), 513, LONDON ROAD,

WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA.

FOUR EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
OF THE NEW

Columbia
" Layerbilt"

Battery
s -No cylindrical cells.

2. -No internal soldered connections.
3.-30% more active material.
4.-50% greater capacity than any

battery of the same weight.

Use Columbias on that " Combine" Five you're building !
This is the Super Battery recommended.

Ask your dealer about them -or write to us.
Advt. of J. R. MORRIS, 15, KingSway, r -

PLEASE MAKE OUT-V-ouir
LIST FOR ORDERS OVER 70/-
IP REQUIRING COMPONENT
PARTS FOR ANY BET AND
WE WILL GIVE YOU A
FIXED INCLUSIVE PRICE.
CABINETS. Qtrifo stocks 01
really useful Cabinets kept,
or made to order. &Moak.
Glasellnish. American type.

hinged lid, baseboard.
Post 1/6 each extra.
x 6' X 7. deep 6/11

10' x 8' x 8' deep 61 11
120 x 8' x 8' deep__ 10/6
14' x 7' 1210
16' x 8" . 70 11

TUNE WELL " LOW -
LOSS COILS (Titmice.
Patent). Accurately call-
brated.StandardisedPolarity
25, 35, 50, 75, 1/6 each.
30, 40. 60,100, 1/8 each.
150. 2/3 (5XX 175, 216).
200, 2/9. 250, 3/3. 300.
3/9.
Post extra (5/. worth free).

ASTOUNDING 2 -Valve Ara -
VALVE in L.F. Oiler, 25,11.
amplifiers in or COMPLET8

handsome with valves.
polished box, H.T. and L.T.

1 valve, 16;11. Units, 44/6.
Carriage 1,6. Carriage 2/-.

ALL CIRCUITS PARTS, COILS
sad SETS STOCKED.

LoTtrs. - V. Holders,
2/3; with Terminals, 2/6.
2 -way Coil Stand. 71-, 8/-.
3 -way, 10/6, 12/.._

FORMO or FINSTON
S.L.F. CONDENSERS

With handsome
4' TRIOLITE 7/6
dial and knob .

By Post

ANOTHER HOOD MODEL
S.L.P., with 4 -Inch Dial, 0005
and1003.each5/11. By post6/5.
LOW LOSS SQUARE LAW

ON and *C905

4/11 each,

By Pest, 5/11.
With Vernier

11. extra.

DETAILED LISTS
FOR POSTCARD

SETS OF COMPONENT PARTS
RADIAN() " THREE " (March. '27, Wireless con-

structor). All parts as specified, with Terminals.
2 Ormond E.L. Variables; with friction gear, 2916:
3 Coil Sockets, 5/3; T.C.C. 0003 and Clips and 2-meg.
Leak, 5/10; 3 Benjamin Valve Holders, 8/3; 3 Fixed
Resistors and Bases, 7/6; On and Off Switch. 1!6;
Gecophotio let Stage L.P.. 24/-; Brandes 2nd Stage
L.F., 17/6; Engraved Strip, with Terminals and Nuts,
3/6; 2 B.L. Terminals for Front Panel, 1/6; Gross
Pinch -on Spades, 1/-; Quantity Rubber Flex, 6d.Total, £5 5 10. Post free for £4 12 6 nett.2 -VALVE REINARTZ DET. and L.F. (P. W.
Blue Print, '26). 2 H.B. Coil Stands, 2/- -0003 and
Grid Leak 2/-; 2 Anti -Micro Valve Holders. 41-; Farley
H.F. Choice, WS; 1 Igranie L.F., 181-; 005 and
001, Fixed, 2/6; 9 Terminals, 1/-; 0005 and 0003
Variable Sq. Law, with Knob and Dial, 10/.; Angle
Brackets, Wire, Screws. and Transfer,. 2/.. Total,
49/, Poet free for 44/- nett,

LODGE " N " CIRCUIT. 1 var. condenser, /00005
(3 plate), 4/11, with knob and dial. 1 special Silver.
town L.F.. 21/- (essential); 9 terminals, 1/-; 2. single
coil stands, 1/- each; 2 -valve holderf, 2/3 each; 1

rheostat, 2/-; fixed, 0001, 1/3; 1 variable gd. leak,
2/6. Wire, screws, transfers, plugs, terminal strip.
The lot. post free. 32/6 net.

RIONODIAL RECEIVER. Original components.
(/' Wireless") 4 A.P.V. Holders, 10/-; Multi
L.F. 25/-; l'acent Super L.F., 24/6: H.F. Varley
Choke, 9/6 , Varley 250,000 ohm Resistance, 9/6;
On and Off Switch. 1/13i 2 Jacks, 6/-; 4 Fixed Resis-
tors, 10/-; 2 S.D. Neutralising, 10/-; 1 Franca
Midget, 3/9; 2 .00a Fixed, 4/-; 2 MP. Transformers,
with 6 -pin base ready for use, 21/-; and TWIN GANG
ORMOND CONDENSER, 32/.. Total List, £8 4 9.
Sent post free, £7 7s. Slow motion dial, 5/- extra.
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lit-GDNEY (P.N.) 12, Terminals, 1/6.' 3 -A.31.. Valve
Holders, 6/9; 2 Single Coil Stands, 2 /-; 2 Variable
Condensers, '0005, 15/-; 2 S.M. Dials, 12/-; 1
.0003 Sq. Law, with Kook and Dial, 5/-; Neutralising
Condenser, 3/6.; Rodney Magnetic Reaction ILK
Transformer. 916; 6 -pin base, //6. (8.5.0.) 0003
and 2-meg., 51.;Rheos, 2/-; R.I. Choke, 9/-;
100,000 ohms, Fixed., 2/6; L.P. Transformer,
Ferranti, 251.; Fil. Switch P.F'.,' 1/6; Centre -tapped
Tuning Coils 2 Aerial Coils. Post free. 89/6 nett.
List Price, 609/0,

PARTS FOR NELSON P.M. tan specified byAuthor). 4 A.M. Valve Holders. 2 Coil Holders.
Variable Condensers, 2 .0005. 1 -0003 S.L.F., with
4' Dial, Gambrell Noutrovernia, Mallard 100,000 ohm
Anode and Clips, all Fixed Condensers and Leaks,
Mallard Everest 100,000 and Stand, R.I. or Farley
Choke, B.T.H. Transformer, P/P, Switch, Fil.
Elmo., Split Primary H.F. Traneformer, with 6 -pin
base, 2 aerial coils, centre -tapped secondary coils.
Post free, £8 10 0.

EDISWAN R.C. THREESOME. Set of Parts:
2 Ediswan R.C. units, 71- each; 1 Ediswau P.V.2
Valve, 18/6; 2 Ediawan R.C.2 ditto. 14/- 3 Lotus
V.H. at 2/6; 3 Fil. Rheostats at 2'G; .9.v. GridBias,

2/-: Lotus 2 -way 1.11., 7/-; 0005 Tuning Con-
denser, 6/11. The lot, post free, £3 19 6. (List
price, 91/5. With cheaper (but good) rheostats,
valve -holder and 2 -way, 69/6.

T.C.C. MANSERIDGE. T0003 S.P.- 00025 S.P.,01, 02, 2/4 each; 1, 2/6; 25. 3, 31- each; 5,3'4; 1 mfd, 3/10; 2 mfd., 4/8.L.F. TRANSFORMERS. Ferranti A.P.3, 25/-;
A.F.4, 17/6; Eureka Concert, 25/-; 2nd Stage, 21/-;
Baby 1st or 2nd, 15/. Reflex, 15/-; Forum
shrouded, 10/6; Success (Black) 21/.; Royal, 201-;
Ormond. newest model, 15/6; Marconi, " Ideal," all
stages, 25/- each; C.A.V., 15!-; Pye, 22/61 Gambrell,
2 stages, 25/6; Ideal Junior, 18/8: R.I. 251-:25/-.

ORMOND. Square Law Low -Loss. .0005. 9/6;
-0003, ate 3./6 each less no vernier); FrictionGeared, .0005, 15/-; 0003, 1416; 00025, 13/6.Straight Line Frequency Friction Geared,.
0005, 201- .00035, 19/6. S.L.F. , 0005, 12/-;
00035, 11/, SQ. LAW LOW -LOSS DUAL,
.0005, 16/- each. Ormond Friction Dial, 10/,
Filament Rheostats, Dual, 216; 6 ohms or 30
ohms, 2/-. Potentiometer, 400 ohms, 216.Standard, 0005, 5/- -0001, Reaction, 4/-; AfrDielectric, 2,-; Nestralising, 4/-; Neutro-dyne, 2/-. Twin Gang, 0005. 321.; Triple, 40!.

RULLARD, COSMOS, MARCONI.
EDISWAN, COSSOR VALVES. The latest
always in stock.

MODERN WIRELESS

CALLER'S COLUMN

NOT SENT BY POST.

EBONITE GRADE A. Steen
slave, 6 n 6 and 7 x 5, 1/3;
8 x 6, 1:6; 9 x 6, 1/9: 10 x
2/9; 12 x 6, 2/9 ; 12 x 8, 8/0 
12 x 9, 4/-; 11 x 7, 4/6. ALSO
CUT TO SIZE while you
wait at id. per sq. Inch 3/16th ;
and 1d. eq. Inch for I in.
Special cheap panels for Crystal
Beta
B.T. BATTERIES. No cites p
and nasty batteries sold
here, cely highest quality
at' lowest prices. Adieu
(Trade test award best'
given) 60-v., 6/11; 100.v.,
12/11 nett; the new 66-v.
Eveready, 916 Crown

Polo," 60-v. 6/3; 100-v.
10(11; good due ity "R."60-v. Nu; 100-V.. 9/6:
Reliclen a. 66-v., 12!6;
99-v., all-; Siemens, 60 &
100-v. stocked, 1.5 L.T.
liellesen's, 2/6; Arlice.'
118. 2/-; B.T.H., 2/ .;
Flag, 2/-: Britinniao, 118.
CABINETS. - American type,
solid polished hinged lid and
bail/aboard. 81n. x 61n. x 71n.
deep, 6/11; 10 in. x8 in. x8 In.,
Sill; 121n. x Sin, x Sin.
10/6 and 12/6; 141n. x 7in.,
18/6; 16in. z 8In., -16/11.
Any size made to order la
a few day..
HEADPHONE CORDS. Good
qualityCords,

1/9. 4 -way Battery
Leads, 2/-1/3.; 3/8.
GEAREDGE2ARE.w,,y1), ,CO21/1. STANDS.

-way,
2IHA.NpD.S.

5 -way, grand value, 5/11.
Back of panel from 2/11. All
ebouits and beet quality; Only
needs seeing. Penton, Nevrcy
G.E.C. Lotus, Polar etocked.
AERIALS. -100 ft. 7/22 Hard
drawn, 1/11. Extra heavy,
2/2. Phosphor 49 etrand., 1/ -.
Electron stocked. Special
INDOOR Aerials, phosphor,
with ebonite separators and
rubber rings (12 ft. x 8 etrands),
total 100 ft., 4/6. 0.V., 2/0.
Rubber Lead-in, highest quality,
In yds., 1/-; 10 yds., l!3;
10 yds., 1/6. Extra heavy, Id.
and 3d. yd. R. a B. Twin Flex
(best), 6 yds., 10d.; 12 yds.,
1/6 ; 38 yds.. 4/-. Ise. Hooks,
2 for lid. Egg Insulators, 2
for 154. Ins. Staples, 4 a He

Tubes, Copper, extra
value, 2/3. Climax, Si- (also

SWITCHES. --On porcelain
DPDT, 1/3; SPOT, 1014,
Superior articles. Rieke), Panel.
Ebonite handle. DPDT, 1/6;
SPOT, 1,!-. Push and Pull,
j901 and 11- All 'Baena stocked.
TERMINALS, Rte, - Nickel
,W.O., 'Phone, Pillar, 1/- dor.;
3 for 4d. 'Brass do., 10d. dor ;
Id. each. Nickel Valve Legs,
2 for 11d. Stop Pins, 2 a 11.
Spade Tags, 6 a 14, Solder -
leg, 3d. don. Ormond Buts,
Pd. doe, Washers, II a 14.
2 and 4 B.A. Rod, 34. ft. Only
the best sold here. Screw

tt for lid. Pine do.
Valve Pins, 2 a 1d.

PERMANENT DETECTORS. -
Liberty, 3;6. Red Diamond (a
topper), 2/-. Lion Micro, latest
cannot be equalled, 2/6,
Brownie, 3/-. Enclosed Icy
Ray, 1/-, 1/3. Service Micro-
meter, with crystal, 2/9. Burn -
dept 4/-, Ric Met, 4/e.
RED & BLACK Wander Plugs,
Pd. and 34. pr. Spades, 3d. pr,
Pine, 2d. pr. Plug. a Socket,
3d. Olin Wander Plug, 24.
Igeunle, 3d.
COIL PLUGS. - Ebonite on
Base, Old., lid. Lotus 81.
Borne-Jonee, 1/9. Low Loss,
814. Panel, 614, Vatious

STOP;
44 -volts L.T. Supersi)t
Hellesen, 10/6. Flash.
Tamp Adico, Old. eneh
4/3 dos. A well-known '6 6)
line, 3 for 113. No cheap
rubbish sold"!
dALL HERE FOR LISSEN,
BENJAMIN, RADIO -MICRO,
COSMOS, MULLARD, EDI-
SWAN. MARCONI, COSSON.
(GRAM. JACKSON'S (.7. B./,
DU B IL I ER, McMICHAEL,
SUCCESS, BEARD & FITCB,
BOWYER - LOWE, LEWCOS,
IGRANIC, EUREKA, ORDIOND,
UTILITY, PORNO. EDISON-
BELL, FERRANTI, R.I.,
POLAR. NEWEL P. &
MAGNUM. WE HAVE THE
GOODS I CALL AND SEE US.
ALL LINES IN DEMAND
STOCKED. SPECIAL TERME
RADIO CLUBS, GENUINE E.E/
PERIMENTERS. BE SUES
YOU ARE AT RAYMOND'S

K.
RAyM 0 N D

L2E7IC&Es2T8EaR, stilISULAERES,TwREITA

HOURS - 9.15 to 7.45 Back of Daly's TheatreSATURDAY .. 9 to 8.45 Nearest Tube, Leicester Square.
SUNDAY 'Phone ; Gerrard 4637,(
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0 THE "BLACK PRINCE "
0 -concluded from page 348.

F6400za.00e63,,,Tao&Doo

condensers so that the point of setting
on the. neutralising condenser, where
this happens, is 'half -way down its
travel.

Results obtained
The receiver is very selective, and

for four valves extremely sensitive.
The number of stations you will
receive on the loud speaker will
depend upon- the conditions at: the
time when you listen, but with the
multiplicity of stations now working
in Europe, it is possible on a good
average night, with a reasonable
aerial, to get some fifteen or twenty
stations on the loud speaker, the
strength of reproduction varying be-
tween quiet and full loud speaker
strength. At least half a dozen
stations should always be obtainable
at full loud -speaker strength; without
it being necessary to push reaction
amplification up to the point where
serious distortion occurs. A list of
dial readings of stations received in
one evening on' thiS set is given in
the table attached to this article.

Bearing in Mind that conditions
vary from night to night, it .can be
stated that this list is representative
of an average evening.

c,fs.,F;xooa%v,T@%o
A SIMPLE LEVER n

SWITCH
-concluded front page 420.

.19f.9f3OG'T.C54{ 43804TY.83'aG'a-Sg

is placed in the H.T. positive lead
of the receiver, these holes will have
to be tapped out, since a bolt right
through from one side to the other
would short-circuit the H.T. battery.
reception it is .only necessary to
remove the two short-wave coils an
substitute for them the long wave.
No readjustment of the neutralising
condenser is necessary.

an
rn 41-

The photograph shows the
appearance of the spring con-
tacts at the back of the po.nel.
Note how the soldering tags
for conections are. arranged.

Fixing the Crossbar
It is possible to get over this

difficulty by placing the H.T. switch
in the negative lead. There are then
two ways of connecting it up, as shown
in Fig. 3. If L.T. negative is to be
joined to H.T. negative, the L.T.
negative can be connected to both
of the arms, L.T. positive to one of
the contacts and H.T. negative to the
other. If, on the other hand, L.T.
positive is to go to H.T. negative,
then the former lead must go to the
two arms, L.T. negative being con-
nected to one of the arms. In either
of these two cases the arms are
common to one connection. The
simplest way of fixing the crossbar
is therefore to -make it of ebonite
tube and pass a 6 B.A. bolt right
through it, securing it with a nut
on the other side.

Look ! Even Tiny Tot can 'work' this new Set
frr HEY'RE very proud of

Joyce now. No other
child could possibly

' work ' a Wireless Set as size
can ! Just listen to that Loud
Speaker ; it's perfect - and
Joyce does it all herself.

We'll admit that she is a
clever youngstei for her age,
but please give some credit
to the receiver. - It's the
15rown Ideal Wireless Set,
you know, and really it is so
simple that any child can
operate it.
Your radio joys begin the moment
you instal this :66rown Ideal

Set. For because it employs no
valves, there is no accumulator to
worry about. Because there is
nothing to wear out, nothing
can go wrong. No replacement
expense. Because it is valve -less
there are no upkeep costs-only
a small dry battery which lasts
for months.
See it at Ideal Home Exhibition
Stand No. 93. Ground Floor,
Main Hall.

Two models : With outdoor or
indoor aerial for use within 15
miles of B.B.C. Station (Daventry,
30 miles) complete with iBrown
Loud Speaker, £12 los. od.
Complete with Frame Aerial and
Mrown Loud Speaker for use
within 3 miles of a B.B.C. Station
or 15 miles of Daventry. Price £15.

IDEAL
WIRELESS SET

S. G. BROWN, LTD., Western Avenue, North Acton, W. 3
Retail Showrooms: 19, Mortimer Street, W. 1; 15, Moorfields Liverpool;
67, High Street, Southampton. Wholesale Depots throughout the Country.

433 .4.G.8416.
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MODEL
D.C.6.

Saves .6.1 a year for sure, /
for lwent_y years, or even more !

Clarke's " ATLAS " H.T. Battery Eliminator is an econo-
mical luxury-the one perfect solution td the problem of
H.T. supply, whether yours is a one -or a thirteen valver.
Simply plug into an electric light socket and forget H.T.
worries for the rest of your life !
The model shown is the D.C.6. It works from a direct cur-
rent supply of 200-250 volts and gives 40, 6o, 90, or 120
volts H.T. as desired. Fully described in leaflets No. 19
and zo.
Other models are the D.C. 3-
also for direct current-and
the'A:C. r and 2 for alternat-
ing'current. Folders 17 and
18 -tell the whole story. Ask
your dealer er write direct.

Completely
change Eke
lisEening look

No more groping for the distant
stations, or grumbling at poor reception from the local one.
Clarke's " ATLAS " Low Loss Coils bring in more
stations-easier and louder ! The patent twin -wire wind-
i ng is the chief secret of a coil which meets every demand
of the keenest critic. For Distance, Selectivity and
Volume, Clarke's_ " ATLAS" low loss coils are the
recognised leaders.

RADIO SPECIALITIES

PRICES.
No. Each. No.
25.50 2,6 600

65 8/-, 750
;5-150 8/6

175-300 4/6 1250
400 6 6
500 7, 6 . 1500

Each.
9;6

10/6
'12,6
14/-
15/6

We hare vacancies in various districts for first-class Service Agents. Replies should be add;.ess::1 to us, slating full qualifications.
H. CLARKE & CO. (Mcr.) LTD., Radio Engineers, Atlas Works, Old Trafford, Manchester.

Taephones, 683 & 793 Trafford Park. Telegrams: " Pirtoid, Manchester."

DU LIVAC VALVES

7/- \4\1Aliti/c1:,/,,, 13/-
GENERAL -4Q?: \\ \ /44' POWER

PURPOSE "C -9,`r
\\( -

ARE THE BEST IN THE WORLD
.They give greater power, purer tone and more

economical consumption at a lower cost.
s.8 volt, general purpose, 0.2 amps, 7/- x.8 Volt Power, 0.3 amps. 13.'-
4 volt, general purpose, .o6 amps. 7/- 4 Volt Power, .25 amps. 13 -
From your dealer Me & A. Wolff 9-15, Whitecross
or direct from Street - E.C.1

ADVERTISEMENTS
As far as possible all advertisements appearing in " M.W.' are
subjected to careful scrutiny before publication, but should any
reader experience delay or difficulty in getting orders fulfilled, or
should the goods supplied not be as advertised, information should
be sent to the Advertisement Manager, " Modern Wireless,"

4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

LFCLANCHE WET NJ. UNOER 31d. VOLT.
Complete Wet H.T. Cells, with LARGE capacitST Sacti. Will
last years. Sal ammoniac solution only used. Every Cell
fitted with Brass Screw Terminal. No soldering needed.
Most efficient H.T. on market. Dead silent in use. Ideal
for multi -valves. Voltage 13, Price 5/.. per dozen. Carriage
extra. Lists free. Sample Cell 6d.

From the Maker :
C. A. FINCHETT, OLD ARMOURY, OSWESTRY.

WEARIT
COMPONEWTS
COMBINE 5
Coils complete with bases,
21/6 Set. Bases ' only 6/ -
Set; Tapped Resister 5/ -

Exactly as specified.

H.F. Choke, 6/6
M. C. 4. Coils
5xx Wave length,
per pair - 12 6
B.B.C. Wave
length, pair, 10 6
Bases, each, 2;'9

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.,
740, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N. 1 7
Telephone : Tottenham 3132. Telegrams Inland, Writewea, Tottlane,

London.- Foreign, II 'rites London.

CUT TIMIS OM
FOR CAM NETS
and PO. to 4.4s for FREE list illustrating
Cabinets as shown in "Modern Wireless," etc., etc.,
and for our additional Bulletin No 2.

. .

NAME

ADDRESS

(1N -rite in block letters, please.)

CARRINGTON Mfg. Co. Ltd.,
Camco Works,

,Sanderstead Road, South Croydon.
Trade enquiries especially invited.
Telephone: Croydon 0623 (2 lines).'

439
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o SIR OLIVER LODGE'S ao g
oo NEW BOOK
o Reviewed by a
o0 Dr. J. II, T. ROBERTS., F. Inst. P. ®

fi:::3 &C9c?30. rE3(83cW9-9

[" Modern Scientific Ideas " ;(Being
the expanded substance of six talkS
on " Atoms and Worlds " broadcast
in October and November, 1926) by
Sir Oliver Lodge (Ernest Benn, 6d.
79 PP.

Tins fascinating little book is
dedicated by the Author " with
friendly greeting, to all, of any

age, in whom an interest in physical
science is awakening, especially to
those who listened to his radio talks
on atoms and worlds."

Sir Oliver Lodge, by general co -n -
sent, occupies an unique position
amongst scientific thinkers, not only
by reason of hiS vast knowledge of
natural and moral philosophy, but
for his extraordinary gift of eloquent
and popular exposition. Probably
it could not be said of any . other
scientist, of any period, that_ his .name
became, during his own lifetime,
household word in the way in which
Sir Oliver Lodge's name has become.
And this is principally due to that
remarkable faculty for taking the
most abstruse scientific and philo-
sophic conceptions, and, by clear
insight and by the use of simple and
beautiful language, rendering them
into a form appealing to all.

"Uniformity of Nature"
Those who were privileged to hear

his recent broadcast talks on Atoms
and Worlds " will welcome the present -

. little volume which, as stated in the
sub -title, is a record of those dis-
courses. On first reading the book I
confess to a little disappointment.
It is the same kind of disappoint-
ment which one feels after reading
Shakespeare on seeing him acted ;
or, rather, it is the reverse kind. I
have listened to every one of Sir
Oliver's talks over the microphone,
and on reading his book I found myself
trying unconsciously to read as I
had heard him speak.

Not that the book is not in itself
an absorbing elucidation of the
wonders of scientific discovery, but
Sir Oliver has that "'something " in
the voice and the delivery-as all
Who have heard him will agree-which
gives an impressiveness to his utter-

ances that perhaps can- never quite
be conveyed in print.

One of the bases of scientific
deduction is the theory-or the thesis
-that what we call the " Laws of
Nature" are unaffected by the activity

 of life or mind, and that they are
independent of Time, in the sense that
they do not vary from one point of
time to another. This is sometimes
referred to as the " Uniformity of
Nature," which, as the Author says,
" is a postulate or axiom based _On
experience, mainly unconscious and
unfonnulated experience, as all our
axioms are." A practical consequence
of the acceptance of such a thesis is
the belief that a given set of physical
conditions will produce a given result,
whether the occurrence takes place
to -day, or to -morrow, or a year hence,
and that an57 variation in the result
must indicate a variation in the
physical conditions and cannot, be
brought about purely by the differ-
ence in point of time.

Power of Prediction
The basis of Materialistic Philosophy

is the theory that the actions of life
and mind are intimately and inevit-
ably related to the operation of what
we call physical laws, and that,
therefore, the whole 'of the future is
determined at this present moment
by the inexorable working out of the
laws of the physical universe.

On the other hand, those who
cannot accept materialistic philosophy
believe-or, rather, feel-that there is
something in the universe of a
different order-something not cal-
culable by any of the rules of physical
science ; that the power of prediction
is limited not only by our capacity
but by the nature of things Them-
selves, and that the uniformity of
physical nature can, in fact, be inter-
fered with by the real agency of- self-
determination and free-will.

The astronomer can calculate the
orbit of a planet, a comet, or even a
meteor ; the physicist can deal with
the structure of atoms ; the chemist
with chemical combination ; but
neither the biologist nor any scientific
,man can hope to calculate the orbit
of a common fly !

Continuity and Evolution
Having dealt with the fundamental

notion of Uniformity, the Author
similarly deals with the other two
fundamental notions of Continuity
and Evolution, and goes on to show_
that what we call Time may be a
human illusion.

Of the three fundamental physical
quantities-mass-, time and space -
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Time, although the most accurately
measurable, is perhaps the most
elusive and difficult to- comprehend.
It may be that Time is an illusion, in,
the sense that its apparent existence
is due to the limitation of human
faculty, and that, were our faculties
sufficiently developed, we could not
only perceive the whole of the present
as an instant, but could include the
past and the future in a comprehen-
sive survey, and see the whole of
existence as an Eternal Now.

A Miniature Solar System
Everyone knows that matter is com-

posed of molecules and molecules of
atoms. This view, which has been
held by chemists for very many years,
prevails now with important expan-
sions and elabOrations. For whereas,
until a few years ago, 'the atom was
regarded as the ultimate and indi-
visible particle of matter, it is now
known, with a considerable degree
of certainty, that the atom is itself- a
miniature solar system, and that the
particles or units of the atomic solar
system are electrical particles (dis-
embodied electrical charges or cor-
puscles, as they are sometimes called),
some of which pursue well-defined
orbit's in the same way that the
'planets in' the Heavens pursue their
orbits around the sun.

The flying or planetary electrical
particles are known as electrons and -
each carries (or consists of) a charge
of negative electricity, whilst the
centre or nucleus of the atom-
corresponding .to the sun 'in our
planetary system-comprises a further
number of negative particles of elec-
tricity or electrons, together with a
number of positive electrical particles
known as protons.

The chemical properties and charac-
teristics of - the atom depend upon
the number and arrangement of these
flying or planetary electrons, whilst
certain of the physical characteristics
of the atom are associated with the
constitution of the nucleus.

These advances in 'knowledge are
due. to the labours of many. scientists,
towards the end- of the nineteenth and
the beginning of the twentieth century
and particularly to the genius of
James Clerk Maxwell and J. J.
Thomson.

" If an atom were magnified to the
size of a cathedral, each component
electron would be something like the
size of a gnat. Twenty or thirty gnats
in a cathedral would not occupy
much space. Now imagine the gnats
without the cathedral ; let them fly
round and round Within its quondam

(Continued on page 442.)
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(INCORPORATING WIRELESS).

THE PROGRESSIVE WEEKLY FOR CONSTRUCTOR,
AMATEUR AND EXPERIMENTER.

LARGEST CIRCULATION OF ANY BRITISH
RADIO JOURNAL.

IN
" Popular Wireless you will find the cream

of radio journalism and a value for money
far beyond that offered by any other weekly

wireless periodical.

All the leading set designers and other experts
write regularly for " Popular Wireless," and both
broadcasting and technical developments are chro-
nicled in a manner which will appeal to all classes of
radio enthusiasts.

Every week constructional articles are published,
and these are so chosen that it can be said that
" there is a P.W. set for everybody." From the
man desirous of making his first venture into radio
receiver assembly to the advanced experimenter,
" Popular Wireless " fulfils all requirements.

On the staff of " Popular Wireless " are such well-
know technicians as G. V. Dowding, Grad. I.E.E. ;
G. P. Kendall, B.Sc. ; K. D. Rogers, P. R. Bird,
L. H. Thomas, A. J. Randall, A. S. Clark, etc., etc.,
and this Popular Weekly has also the services of an
unrivalled body of consultants headed by Sir Oliver
Lodge, F.R.S. The journal is edited by Norman
Edwards, M.R.S.L., F.R.G.S., and Percy
W. Harris, is a regular contributor.

ON SALE EVERY THURSDAY, PRICE 3d.

PLACE A REGULAR ORDER WITH YOUR NEWS-
AGENT FOR "POPULAR WIRELESS" NOW.
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bright &dull
emitter valves

There are two windings
on this one Rheostat-
one of a 6 ohms resist-
ance with a continua-
tion on to a 30 ohm
strip winding. This has
been specially made to
meet the demand for a
thoroughly reliable Rheo-
stat covering needs of
both bright and dull emit-
ter valves. The resistance
wire is wound on hard
fibre strip under great
tension and is immune
from damage., The
popular one -hole fixing
method is provided and
the terminals are con-
veniently placed: Con-
tact arm has a - smooth
silky action. All metal
parts nickel plated.
Complete with ebonite
combined knob and dial.

WtePEE R LE SS'
DUAL RHEOSTAT

PRICE 3/9 EACH

From all dealers or direct from--

Ne Bedford
electrical frleatiio Coltd
22, Campbell Road, Bedford.
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walls and you have a model of the
scientist's conception .of an atom of
matter, except that the regulated
system of law and order, and many
other important and 'essential pro-
perties, are absent from the model ;
the model exhibits only the relative
size and fewness of the particles as
compared with the space they
occupy."

Manifestation of Law and Order
Two hundred and fifty million

*atoms in contact with one another in_
a row would stretch about an inch,
ana a hundred thousand electrons
similarly in a row *mild stretch about
the diameter of ;17- single atom. And
yet in spite of the almost incredible
minuteness of the electron it seems
that- there are other particles even
smaller still..

The author continually 'reminds us
-not pointedly, .but perhaps inevit-
ably-of . the abundant evidence on
every hand -of the presende of an all -
controlling and all -designing Mind.
" There is no chance, nothing -hap-
hazard in any part of the universe.
It is a manifestation of law and order
and beauty which appeals to our
higher faculties; 'and in moments
when we realise even one aspect of
that revelation overwhelms us with
wonder, love arid praise."

This little book will fill not one but
many absorbing hours, and the reader
is left with a sense of loss thatits short
pages have so soon drawn to a closer

A Correction
On page 309 of the March issue of

MODERN WIRELESS an advertisement
concerning Ferranti transformers ap-
peared. The very top line of this
read " Single Radio Transformers,"
but the word radio should have been
" ratio." Probably many readers
immediately noticed' this misprint,
although others might have found
that the error caused them to mix up
the whole sense of the advertisement.
In fact, it is worth while turning back
to it and noting how seriously one
word can affect the whole sense of a
statement.

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
Britain's Best Radio Weekly.
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tion can be made of the following for
V1: Cossor Point One (Red Band)
210H -or 410H, Milliard PM1 H.F.
or PM3, Burndept H.310 or HL 310,
Marconi DE2 H.F. or DE3 B.,
etc. ; while for V., : Marconi DE2 L.F.
or DE8 L.F., Cossor Stentor Two
or Stentor Four, Mullard PM1 L.P.
or PM4, Ediswan PV2 or PV4,
etc. The position of the moving
contact on the baseboard resistor
can be estimated for the desired
voltage.

Coming now to the coils, the exact
turn numbers will vary in particular
cases, but two arrangements that
gave quite good results on test were
L, -25, L2 -40, L3 -50 and L4 -35 ;
and Li -40, L2 -20, 4. -75 and
L4 -60. The value for 0, can be
adjusted as desired, -0002 being a fair
average- capacity. Set the reaction
condenser C4 at zero and, having
joined -up aerial, earth, and telephones
to the appropriate terminals, tune in
the local station on C2.

The Long Wave Coils
The adjustments of the balance in

the amount of coupling between L1
and L3 and the capacity values of
Cl and .02 now follow, and many
possible trials can be effected. Always
reduce the amount of reaction on 04
when making these trials. .

When tested on an aerial of average
size and efficiency about ten mires -
north -west of London, that station
came in. at full loud speaker strength,
the purity of the reproduction being
particularly -good. Severhl other
stations were heard at varying
strengths on the telephone and loud
spep,ker, the expectations of selectivity
being justified by the results obtained.

The long -wave stations can also be
received, and here again exact coil
valuei will depend upon local con-
ditions. One arrangement, which I
found to be suitable in my own case
was L1 -200, L2 -150, L3 -150, and
L4 -100. The effect of Cl also must
be given due consideration. The
Daventry station was heard at very
good loud speaker strength at the
situation previously mentioned.

It is thus seen that, as a local
receiver, this set fulfils the require-
nients admirably, providing, in ad-
dition, ample scope for experimenting
with various aerial coupling com-
binations.
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circuit when the second circuit is
brought into resonance. "

Here, then, is one of the funda-
mentals governing the importance
6f due regard being given to the lay-
out of a wireless set, so that stray
couplings may be reduced or, if
possible, eliminated, so as not to
produce inefficient working. Thus
coils which must not interact with
one another should be kept as far apart
as space will allow, with their planes
at right angles and, of course, the
wiring executed with meticulous care.

Losses in Coil Screens
Following on this there is the

influence of magnetic material situated
close enough to a circuit to be
magnetised by it. When the lines of
force of the magnetic field produced
by a coil reach any magnetic material,
they produce what are known as
eddy currents in that material.
If the field changes due to any
alteration of current flow through
the coil, the eddy currents will change
accordingly, but they are always in
such a direction as to reduce the
field of the magnetising coil.

Now, in a similar manner to the
previous case discussed, viz. neigh-
bouring circuits, the production of
these curients represents a loss in the
coil, since the necessary power has
to be supplied by the coil ; and this
evidences itself as an increase in
resistance which may prove very
serious, especially at high frequencies.
The point immediately arises, then,
as, to whether, the metallic shielding
which is becoming fairly popular in
wireless receivers at the present time
justifies its inclusion. The purpose ,

of the shield is, obviously, to, prevent
any stray coupling between the
various parts of the circuit which, for
efficient working, should ,be more
or less isolated.

The Type of Shielding
The type of shielding is important,

however, for it is naturally beneficial
to. keep the resistance as low as pos-
sible, and in cases where a particular
component is completely shielded,
the surrounding screen must be of a
certain minimum diameter or the
resistance may shoW a large per-
centage increase. It is for this reason
that some designers prefer to use a
meshed metallic screen, for it can then

be placed somewhat farther from the
coil or coils by resorting to the
screening of a complete stage.

This will reduce the number of
turns of force intercepted, and thus
the eddy currents will not assume
such large values, with the natural
sequence that the coil resists. nee is
not increased unduly. Employing
reasoning of this character for each
case as it arises will enable the con-
structors to weigh in the balance the
points at issue, and permit of a correct
solUtion being found.

Turning for a moment to the con-
sideration of Condensers which May
be present in a circuit whose resistance
must be kept low, it should be borne
in mind that any losses which occur
will naturally evidence themselves as
a resistance. These losses can be
grouped together and represented by
a hypothetical resistance for calcula-
tion purposes,- the value of the resist-
ance depending, amongst other things,
upon the frequency of the circuit.

Thus, as indicated in Fig. 8 (A
and B), the condenser  with an im-
perfect dielectric can be looked upon
as a perfect condenser with a small
series resistance, or a large shunt
resistance together with a perfect
condenser. To deal with all the
salient features in condensers, with
the allied subject of losses, would
require an article on its own, so here
it will be sufficient to indicate briefly
the important points to notice in
order to reduce the losses.

Condenser Connections
With variable condensers the con-

nection from the moving plates is
perferably in the form of a helical
spring or insulated pigtail, and quite
sound electrically, while the amount
of solid dielectric in the condenser
field must be reduced to a minimum -
and be of good' quality. The plates
should be constructed from a metal.
not oxidisable readily, e.g. copper, and
where possible the condenser can,
with advantage, be completely en-
closed to prevent any troubles arising
from the presence of dust or particles
of dirt. With fixed condensers the
external .moulding must be of good
quality, with a sound. dielectric.

VieWed as a whole, then, it will be
at once apparent that the problem of
resistance is a very far-reaching one,
and has an important bearing on the
successful Operation of wirelesS sets.
A little study devoted to the features
involved will be more than repaid in
the better understanding of its ad-
vantages and disadvantages, and the
application of that knowledge to the
improvement'of wireless reception.
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Chosen for the-,

tOMBINE

Yet another striking tribute to
the excellence of Varley components !
Whenever a new receiver is placed
on the market, Varlev components
are chosen almost invariably. Obvi-
ously there can only be one explana-
tion : experts consider Varley Bi-
Duplex Wire -Wound components the
best obtainable. -

Varley Bi-Duplex Wire -Wound.
Anode Resistances ensure absolute,
purity of tone and perfect reception
in ALL circuits where resist rice
capacity coupling is used.

The efficiency of any circuit em-
ploying one or more stages of high
frequency is increased by using Varlev
H.F. Chokes.

The fact that 3o years of success in the
science of coil winaing are concentrated
in the Varley Bi-Duplex Wire -Wound -1
radio componentS is the chief reaso:i
for their unparalleled success.
Varley Bi-Duplex Anode Resistances,
made in a complete range of sizes u? to
500,000 ohms. Prices 4,'- to 16J-
The Varley Multi -cellular H.F. Choke

9/6 -
The Varley Multi -cellular H.F. Choke

(Split Coil Type) 12/6
Write for particulars of the New Valley

Tapped Resistances.

The Varley Magnet co.
(Proprietors: Oliver Pell Control, Ltd.)

. Granville House, Arundel Street, London,
W.C.2.

Telephone: City 3393,
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600,000 last year ! 01°

Certified sales of this famous valve holder for

sales record that speaks for itself I
the past 12 months have exceeded 600.000-a

She enormous popularity of the BENJAMIN is
mainly due Lathe following five vital features:

IValve sockets and springs are made in
 one piece, with no joints or rivets to

work loose and cause faulty con.
nect ions.

2Valves are free to Coat in every
 direction.
3Valves can be inserted and removed
 easily and safely.

4 4. Valve legs cannot possibly foul the

5Both terminals and soldering tags are
 provided.

InstallEENJAMIN yourself -you will improve
reception and treble the life of your valves.

4 7 N AM I N
tClearer -Tone Ant i-M icrophoni c

VALVE HOLDER
4 l'alentNo.25o,43z Reg.DcsignNo.7t4,847

PRICE 2/9 EACH.

4 THE BENJAMIN tLECiRIC LID.
BrantwoodWorks,TarifiRoad.Tottenham.R.11

THE DIX-ONEMETER
The 55 Range Rolls-Royce of Radio.
An instrument of exact precision
reading, 20 micro -amps to 20 amps..
2 milh.volts to 2,000 volts. Mea-
sures Crystal Signals or Resistances
from 50 ohms to 50 megohms.
Instrument De Luxe Model ... 55/ -
Multipliers, each ... - 6!6

' 10 -page Booklet Free.
NOW READY. NEW CATALOGUE.
68 Pages of Novel Apparatus, pro-
fusely Illustrated: numerous- new
lines. Over 1.000 Splendid Bar-
gains. Send 4d. stamp for a copy.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS 238' Upper ThemesBt., London, MA.

LECLANCilc POROUS POTS''"
Genuine miniature porous pots for wet H.T. to
fit 21 x 14 jar, registering 1-4 volts; 3'- pea doz.
Non-conductive Glass [ars 1/- doz., Waxed, 1/3
pet doz. Sacs 1/6 doz. Zincs V- doz. Send lid.

stamp for Price List and Instructions
Carriage and Packing extra

Traci. Inquiries .
THE ETON GLASS BATTERY CO. (Dept. M,

46. St Mary's Road, London. E.10.

I 74e/i0M firyoUT
-(AWiRebeSS SET

rer'

'OUR STANDARD
GARINETS

are RUSTPROOF
and house the whole
apparatus, leaving no
parts to be interfered
with. Made on mass
production lines, hence
the low price. Provision
is made to take panels
from IC by 7 up to 3o
by z8in. Special Cabi-
nets for the ELSTREE
SOLODYNE, NIGHT HAWK, ALL BRITISH
SIX, etc., now ready. Write tor free particulars.

MAKERIMPORT CO. '

(Dept. 2). 50a, Lord Street, LIVERPOOL,
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organist whowho regularly gives recitals
" on the air," has found that he gets
a very much better effect if he wears
a pair of head -telephones whilst
playing the organ, these 'phones being
connected to the broadcasting micro-
phone circuit in such a way that he
hears the music exactly as it goes out
to the listeners. Inthe ordinary way,
when he listens to his own playing
direct by ear, he is apt to get quite a
wrong impression, for the Console is at
a distance of about 35 feet from the
more remote parts of the organ.
Another important factor is that some
of the notes which sound loudest
when listened to directly by ear "come
out " of inferior strength when broad-
cait, owing to peculiarities in the
pick-up of the microphone and in the
amplification by means of the trans-
mitting apparatus. By using the head -
telephones in the way just mentioned
above, he puts himself in the position
of a listener at a broadcast receiver,
and he has found from experience that,
when broadcasting, he has to play in
an entirely different manner, ac-
centuating certain parts in playing for
the purpose of bringing them up to
normal strength when received.

S.B.

In a recent talk to members of the
New York Advertising Club, Mr._
George McClelland, the general mana-
ger of the International Broadcasting
Company, stated that they were now
able to connect up 35 broadcasting
stations simultaneously, thus enabling
fifteen million persons to listen at once
to the voice of a single individual. He
stated that there were approximately
671 active broadcast stations in the
United States and 950 broadcasting
stations throughout the world.

Mr. McClelland made some in-
teresting observations on the changes
which had taken place in the public
taste in the matter of broadcasting.
Three or four years ago, he said, the
demand for jazz was neaily 75 per
cent., whereas to -day it represented
a preference of only about 5 per cent.

Other interesting figures related to
the number of persons employed
directly or indirectly in the radio in-
dustry in the States, this number
being, placed, according to Govern-
ment estimates, at 300,000. The
yearly sales of radio sets and parts
amounted to about two million dollars.
In 1926 this amount had increased to
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500 million dollars, while the esti-
mated sales for 1927 aro 535 million
dollars. The gross sales credited to
the radio -industry for 1920 to 1926
inclusive are about 1,500 million
dollars.

Amateur Transmission
Some very  interesting results in

amateur rebroadcasting are reported
from station W A A M in Newark,
New Jersey,where Paul Godley, a well-
known radio engineer, receives various
distant stations every Friday night
on his 6 -valve set, and re -transmits
for the benefit of local listeners.
The rebroadcasting continues so long
as the reception is sufficiently good,
and by this means many WA AM
listeners have reported that they have
been enabled to hear Pacific Coast
stations for the first- time. Two sets
have been installed at Cedar Grove,
in an isolated section of the State,
where reception is known to be par-
ticularly good. The 6 -valve set used
for reception, prior to the rebroadcast-
ing, has two stages of high -frequency
and three stages of low -frequency. A
loud speaker is placed directly before
the W A A M microphone, and the
signals are conveyed by wire to the
sending station in Newark.

Whilst the broadcasting is going on,
Mr. Godley uses another set-this
time a 7 -valve outfit-with which he
searches for other distant stations so
that there is never any considerable
gap in the sending. The aerial used
is 35 feet high and 150 feet long.

D.X. Parties
This rebroadcasting arrangement is

now known as a "D.X. party," and has
created great interest amongst local
experimenters. In many cases tele-
phone. calls, telegrams and letters are
received by the amateur broadcaster,
stating how the reception has been
obtained, and frequently telephone
calls are received asking for the dial
settings on the broadcast reception
set. These dial settings are an-
nounced over the air, and often
further messages are then received
stating that by following the instruc-
tions sb given, listeners have been able
to tune in direct to stations on the
Pacific Coast. Recently San Francisco
was received on the Cedar Grove set
and rebroadcast from Newark.

" POPULAR WIRELESS "
IS THE LEADING RADIO WEEKLY

PRICE 3d.
On Sale Every Thursday
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Transformers
- continued from page 399.

we find that the number of turns
required on the primary works out
at very roughly 1,600. In order to
allow for defects in assembly and
various ether factors, it is always a
good plan to increase the number of
turns somewhat, and the number in
this case should be put at about 2,000.

A point which should be particu-
larly borne in mind is that the effective
cross-sectional area of magnetic ma-
terial of the core is usually much less
than the experimenter may suppose.
For example, supposing the intericir
of the spool be packed with iron wire-
as is often done-the effettive cross-
sectional area of iron is the sum of the
areas of the individual wires-as a
matter of fact, it is actually decidedly
less even than this-and you will
readily see that, owing to the spaces
between the wires, the sum of the
cross -sections areas of the individual
iron wires is much less than the cross-
sectional area of the space into which
the iron wires are packed.

Cause of Heating
It will be noticed from the above.

formula that the number of turns
required on the primary is inversely
proportional to the cross-sectional
area of the core, to the flux density
which the transformer iron will carry,
and to the periodicity, whilst it is
directly proportional to the voltage
of the mains to which the primary
is to be connected.

If the cross-sectional area of the
core is actually less than the value
assumed in the formula, or the ma-
terial is of inferior magnetic quality
to that assumed, the formula will
give a number of turns for the primary
winding which -is lower than it ought
to be, and consequently, when the -
transformer is running idle-that_ is,
when the primary is connected to the
mains but the secondary is on open
circuit-the primary *ill consume a
quantity of electrical energy which is
more than an insignificant amount,
and, also, the transformer will tend to
becoMe heated. The deficiency in the
iron core may be compensated by
an extra number of windings,  but
there are limits to the extent to which
it is advisable to make up fora defi-
cient magnetic core by this means.

It the transformer is well designed
(Continued on page 446.)
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Wound with green covered wire on a highly polished ebonite leisure. The
windings are protected' by a transparent covering and the coil is mounted on
a well finished 5 pin plug, fully engraved.

MATCHED WITHIN ONE METRE
Five pin bases for above, fitted with terminals and tags and fril!y
engraved  . .

SPECIAL TAPPED. RESISTOR, similar to the above in workmanship rad finish
Provided with small terminals for easy connections, and two clips for board mounting.

Real Service for Set Builders
Even if you have had no previous experience whatever,
you need not hesitate to build the " Combine Five,' or
any other receiver. Tens of thousands of amateurs in
this country owe their success to the help they have
received from the famous Pilot Service, which definitely
guarantees you good result.. Full details of this service
are given- in the new Pilot folder, copy of which will
be forwarded to you on receipt of 3d. in stamps. The coat
of the complete kit of components for the " Combine
Five appears on the right.

LAC! -1

3,9
Complete Kit of Components

for the "Combine Five," comprising Ormond Condensesr,
Keystone Neutralising Conden Eers, Keystone H.F. Choke.
Coils for 250/550 metres, Varley 'Resistances, Pye ama
Marconi Transformers, and all parts necessary to complete,
including insulated wire, screws, nuts, etc... £11 10
Ebonite Panel, ready drilled 1G 0
Polished Mahogany Cabinet with baseboard .. £2 5 0
NOTE.-If a complete set of parts is ordered, Marconi
Royalties at 12/6 per valve holder must be added to -the
above prices.

21FINISHED INSTRUMENT, assembled and wired by expert workmen and fitted
in beautifully polished Mahogany cabinet .. okr

Aerial tested by Captain R. W. Tingey, M.I.R.E. R,;16.

COMPONENTS OF REPUTE
Keystone Neutralising and

Balancing Condensers
Used its all the popular circuits

this season. These condensers
have been designed by experts,
and they are suitable for neutra-
lising the electrode capacities
of all types of valves. Very low
minimum capacity. The wide
spacing of the vanes renders
accidental "shorting"
impossible.

Specified for the "Combine
Five."
Board mounting .. 51-
Panel mounting 613
Balancing Condenser,
similar to the illustration,
but having two sets of fixed
vanes instead of on e.

Equally well finished 7'6
Keystone H.F. Choke
The extremely high effici-
endy of this choke is due
to a unique form of low
capacity winding. It is
very efficient for all wave-
lengths from 300/2000
metres, and it is re-
commended for use in
the " Combine Five,"
" Solodyne," "All M-
ist' Six,"and many other
efficient receivers.

Price 8 6

The Emerald Wavemeter
Details of this wonderful heterodyne wavemeter, guaran-
teed accurate within one metre, and tested and calibrated
by Captain R W. Tingey, M.I.R.E., are now available.
Essentially a precision instrument, it should be in the
hands of every wireless enthusiast. An illustrated folder,

giving full details will be forwarded on receipt of 2d. in
stamps.

5 Valves -1 Dial -50 Stations'!
If you want a high-class receiver that will give you clear
and loud reproduction on practically every European
station, however near you may be to your local station,
send for our new Art Booklet describing the wonderful

Solodyne.

All the abode are obtainable from any good
dealer. In eases of difficulty, write to us direct,

giving the name of your usual retailer.

COPEX " POPULAR MODEL"
Copper Coil Screen and Base

This screen and base is made from high-grade copper-she
best metal for screening coils. Terminals are.arrangct,
such a manner that it is impossible to short them -when
replacing screen. Perfect electrical and? self -defining
contact. Screen and interchangeable 6 -pin base - 916
(Patent No. 259,459)

De Luxe Model now reduced to .. 12 -

Copex " 0.C." Coils for use with
above-superior to all others

By reason of a special patented_ feature embodied. Copex
" O.C." Coils are far superior to all other types of screened
coils. For no other will give you all these advantages:

1.-Oscillation rendered perfectly under control.
2.-Higher amplification.
3.-Coils and transformers that are matched le itl.in

one metre. This accuracy is obtained by testing
against a Quartz -Oscillator.

TSplitPrimary H.F.. . Transformer 25%505r IC"102°43°/6
Split Secondary H.F. Transformer 1016 14'6
Aerial Coil .. 6/- 6, -

Special Six - pin
Base

To replace the more expensive
standard screened coil base in
sets where the actual screen
is not required. Standard
spacing with terminals
arranged for easy 9/9
accessibility ..

SOLODYNE BLUE PRINTS
Full size layout and wiring diagram . 1 t

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.,
Head Office : 77 City Road, London, E.C.1.

Branches :-LONDON -02, High Holborn, W.C.1. WALTHAMSTOW-230, Wood Street. PLYMOUTH -
4, Bank of England Place. LIVERPOOL -4, Manchester Street. P S. P-_-
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YOU CAN EARN
MORE MONEY NOW I

Competent Men Wanted
Spare -Time or

Full -Time Work
A few vacancies still exist for competent

men to represent us in certain districts
where we are not at present fully represented.

Applicants must be capable of making a
first-class job of installing wireless sets ;
have selling ability and initiative ; be able
to provide satisfactory references.

This is a splendid opportunity for the right
men to make a large income or substantially
supplement their present one. Full or spare
time work will be accepted. Many of our
Representatives draw weekly cheques of
from £5 to £12 a week for part-time work.

The unprecedented demand for the popular
and efficient General Radio Sets has neces-
sitated our increasing the staff and doubling
production several times over in the last
few months, and a great number of our
Representatives in all parts of the country
have doubled and trebled their incomes
at the same time. Further great develop-
ments in the Company are taking place
every week and present unique opportunities
for highly remunerative work for able and
enthusiastic men.

Ail applications will be regarded in confidence.
Apply to our Service Department:

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY, LTD.,
Radio House, 235, Regent Street, W.I.

WANTED FOR NEXT SEASON
suitable wireless or sound -reproducing inven-
tion;. Reply by letter in first instance giving
full particulars, Box No. 114, V. Siviter Smith

& Co., Ltd., 150, Southampton Row, 11'.C.1.

.£
PLIRESS : 1 -VALVE 19'-; 2 -VALVE, 3 1-...-

2 -Valve All -Station Set,. J:4. Approval willingly.
Wet ITT. Batteries-Jars; Sines and Sacs complete,
316 per doz. (18 volts). Post 9d. extra. Sample 6d.

3 doz. upwards post free, in divided cartons.
Bareprin Li$1 Free.

D. Taylor.,57,Stadley Rcl-Stockweil,London.

THE - 7ifirIEM.7.A/S SS liaCIOCTOPIEE
Will call (anywhere 1.011fitl and Home Counties) and
put your set right. Sets installed-maintained and

.brought up to date. A specialist in Elstree Sets;
Sotodyue demonstrated.

IIIRANDER 11 ACK 2s WOODVILLE GROVE,
LONDON: N. 16. Clissold 3685.

PLEASE be sure to
mention "MODERN
WIRELESS '' when com-
municating wi h Advertisers.

THANKS

For 'Your- HOME Radiola
Wireless Furniture-taking your Set, F_

Batteries, etc., complete.
BUREAU' Models front £3 3 0 =
"RADIOLA" Jacobean front £5 5 0 =
"Radlola" Queen Anne front £6 15 0 =
High Grade Work ' and finish E
GLARANTEED. GRADUAL PAYMENTS =

arranged.
Lists, of

3
C bi mt DPgig 22 FREE. =Pickett' Cabinet(ET:W.) Works, r,"

RealSyheath.

Pf-ufS.S4c.;34-0,;9g,SM'g'Ojr.`?"f=11: -t':is :."',-.

O. Design of Small Power 6,1

Transformers
e -concluded from page 443.

SiO-Z'rE3g.li./'.'ZG:g &SS

-in accordance with the instructions
set out above-the number of turns
for the secondary winding may be
calculated by the very simple rule
that the voltage in the secondary
will bear the same relation to the
voltage in the primary,as the number
of turns in the secondary bears to the
number of turns in the primary.

Gauge of Wire
The only remaining important

point is the question of the gauge of
wire to be employed. This depends
entirely upon the current which is to
be carried, although an unduly
generous gauge should not be used
as this tends to increase the bulk --
as well as the cost-of the instrument.
Where the primary is carrying a cur-
rent of 1 ampere a gauge of about
No. 20 would be suitable, --and a
gauge of 26 to 30 would, be alright
for 1- ampere. If the transformer is
intended to be a " step-up "-for
example, to be used with an elimina-
tor for H.T. supply-and the cur-
rent to be drawn from the secondary
is very small, the gauge of secondary
wire may be correspondingly small.
Again, if the transformer is to be used
only intermittently-as in a bell -
ringing transformer-the gauge of
wire may be less than that stipulated
for steady current, and the wire may
temporarily, or for -short periods, be
heavily overloaded, without much
detriment.

" Running Idle"
When a well -designed- transformer

is running idle, the induced voltage of
the primary is substantially equal to
the voltage applied to it, and conse-
quently the primary consumes prac-
tically no energy from the mains this
is sometimes expressed by saying
that it draws a " wattles " current:
As soon, however, as a load is imposed
upon the secondary, and energy is
being ,drawn from the- transformer,
the balance in the primary is upset
and the primary at once begins to
draw energy from the mains. In this
way it will be seen that a well -designed
transformer is a most efficient and
convenient instrument. .

POPULAR WIRELESS
The Indispensable Radio

Weekly.
Price 3d. Every Thursday.
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NEWS OF THE MONTH
-continued from page 403.

Warsaw Calling
Have you heard Warsaw ? One

London reader tells me that he picked
up the new Polish station at fair
strength, upon a straight Det. and L.F.

This station-which was built by
the Marconi Co.-is designed upon
the lines of 5 XX, though less power
is used. The wave -length is 1015
metres. so the tuning adjustment is
just below that for Hilversum.

New Radio Physics
Most people use bismuth as a sort

of " settler "-but not Dr. H. Palmer
Craig, who is head of the Department
of Physics at the Mercer University.
Dr. Craig has recently unsettled all
the valve -makers in the U.S.A..and
kept them awake at night, poor chaps,
by announcing the invention of a
new detecting and amplifying gadget.
Reported to be made of bismuth and
sulphur, it renders radio valves and
their batteries totally unnecessaty.

Full details of the invention are not
available at the moment, but they
are hero,, awaited with intense interest.

A Long -Wave Shuffle
The recent International conference

at .Brussels did quite a lot of hard
thinking about long -wave broad-
casting, and as a result there will soon
be some excitement above the 600
metre line. Several new high -power
stations are shortly due on the ether
and the International Bureau is tak-
ing timely steps to prevent long -wave
interference. So the aristocrats of the
long waves -5 XX, Radio -Paris, Hil-
versum, and 0o.-are working over-
time, with the praiseworthy idea of
finding the best wave -length position
for each long -wave station in Europe.

New Daventry Station
In British broadcasting circles,

" Daventry Junior " continues to be
the topic of the moment. Like Brer
Rabbit, the B.B.C. lay low and say
nuffin', but it is possible to fix 'the
opening date of this new experimental'
station for round about the middle of
September. It might be much sooner
-or later-but listeners will be able
to guess for thernselves when the test
transmissions are in full swing, for the
fate of the scheme will depend upon
the success of the Daventry tests upon
the 300 -600 -metre band of wave-
lengths.

(Continued on page 447.)
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RADIO NOTES AND
NEWS OF THE MONTH

c -continued front ; 44th.

The " Sky -Scraper "
The Editor's attention has been

drawn to the fact that the coil used iii
" The Sky -Scraper (described ' in
MODERN - WIRELESS last February) -
bears a very strong family resem-
blance to one described previously in
" The Wireless World." In fact, it
looks uncommonly like the same coil !

This apparent plagiarism was en-
tirely accidental, and undoubtedly our
contemporary can claim prior pub-
lication.

The " Combine " Five
As was only to be expected, tre-

mendous interest has been aroused
by the " Combine " Five, details of
which were published in MODERN
WIRELESS last month. Many cor-
respondents appear to have been
rather puzzled by the *modifications
to the circuit suggested by one of our
advertisers. To clear up any miscon-
ception that may have arisen in this
connection, it may be as well to state
that the designers of The " Combine
Five see no reason why the set
should not work splendidly if the
recommendations referred to are car-
ried out. On the other hand, they
cannot accept any responsibility if
departures are made from the circuit
as shown in The " Combine" Five
Book, for it was in this forin,
exactly as published, that the original
" Cothbine ".Five proved such an
outstanding success.

Can't Do Without It
Owing to a regrettable shortage of

shekels, Johannesburg, one of South
Africa's most important broadcasting
stations, recently had to close down
completely. .Appeals to the Govern-
ment for- support were- apparently
disregarded, but at the tithe of Writing
it appears that a society of private
individuals had voluntarily restarted
a broadcasting . service. Further
Outlook-unsettled.

Hang the Microphone !
That is what'they are doing at

Savoy Hill now.InStead of standing
the microplione upon a rubber pad
supported by foir spreading legs, it
is now suspended about nine feet from
the floor. '

If only they could treat some of the
performers in the same way !

CAXTON WIRELESS CABINETS
THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.

All Polished with new enamel that gives a glass hard surface that cannot be soiled or scratched.
Ebonite or Radion Panels Supplied and Perfectly Fitted at low extra cost. SENT FREE-Gataiogue

of Standard Wireless Cabinets in various sizes and wood*.

Elstree "Solodyne"

Specially designed for this famous Radio Press Circuit. All details and dimensions conform"
to their specification, enabling constructors to follow the layout without difficulty.

PRICES:

Light Fumed Oak 61/- Dark or Jacobean Oak 65/- Real Mahogany 681 -.-
Prices include either "full front" with handsome solid raised panel, as illustrated, or beaded
doors, allowing ample space for tuning controls, etc. Glass panelled doors can also be

supplied at 31- Clara.

CASH WITH ORDER. CARRIAGE PAID U.K. PROMPT DELIVERY.
Packing Case extra repaid if Case returned within 14 days Carriage paid to Works.

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., MARKET HARBOROUG11.

Listening -in 'out of income'
Ever tried it You send up for our Cata-
logue ' XI,' select iany set you please, we
send it and you pay by easy Instalments:
'out of income' in fact. Ali Sets, Com-
ponents and Accessories guaranteed.

New Tithes Sales Co., MAW 17.t.1

ACCUMULATORS
ON EASY PAYMENTS

High Tension Accumulators.built up horn 26Volt secri.ms
I5!- each. Example: 6C1 Volt H.T. 451- CASH or 12/6
DOWN and 6 monthly piyments of 6/-. Carriage Paid
Satisfaction or money hack. Write for Lists re DEPT. 12.

A1IE1111=11110

Coventry Direct Sumba' Ltd.,
23, Warwick Row, Coventry.
luy irdr. I ;mt.:

m,y payments.

To All
Advertisers
PLEASE note that communica-
tions concerning advertising in
MODERN WIRELESS
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

POPULAR WIRELESS
must be made to

JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,
4,LudgateCireus,London,E;C.4

(Phone.: City 7261.)
and NOT to the Editorial
or Publishing Offices:
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PROGRAMME .0 SELECTOR

Automatically gives the
items that appeal to you,
eliminates the boring
ones, and shuts off the
set for the night. Saves
waves and current.
Simplicity itself to
attach and operate.
TEE LISTENER'S
GREATEST COMFORT

Ask your dealer or write
to sole martufucturers

Price 27'6
FREDK. J. GORDON & CO.. LTD..
92. Charlotte Street. LONDON. W. 1.

Gets the
best outC of your

pro-
gramme

to HEADPHONES, LOUDSPEAKERS
TRANSFORMERS, COILS..

First-class workmanship only. That is just the vital,
difference. We are specialists with almost 3o years'
experience in every form of intricate and: accurate
coil winding, and we guarantee that work entrusted
to us will be returned to you as good as new, if not
better. This is no idle claim, but the unsolicited
opinion of scores of satisfied clients.

THE VARLET' MAGNET COMPANY
(Proprietors: °tire,. Pell Control, Lid
BLOOMFIELD ROAD WOOLWICH S E.18

Woo/n 0658Telephone:

A LEY
(9,&

T1'
WHEN replying to advertisements please

mention Modern Wireless to
ensure prompt attention.

THANKS!
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2 IN OUR TEST ROOM
-concluded from page 410. a
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pots. In some way these have an
advantage over sac units, although
their internal resistances will be
greater and their current capacities
somewhat smaller as depolarisation
will be less efficient. Howev-er, the
cells are larger than the usual wet
H.T battery 'cells and they should be
capable of very useful work. Wet H.T.
batteries 61 this type are, worthy of
serious consideration; for they have
advantages over the dry battery
which are obvious. We' have had wet
H.T 's of this nature, in. use for
considerable periods,' and they have
given satisfactory results.

M.H. H.F. Choke
There seems to be a pleasing

tendency- these days to 'combine
efficiency with adaptability in radio
components. The" new M.H. H.F.
Choke is an outstanding example
of this. It has an inductance of
60,000 microhenries and a very low
self -capacity. Its ohmic resistance,
too, is of a low order. A slotted
barrel former with coned ends is
employed. .With regard to
adaptability the component can be
mounted on either . the baseboard
or panel -in the 'usual "Way, -Of held
between clips similarly to an anode
resistance.

On test we found this McMichael
product to be efficient" over a very
wide band of wave -length.

It is ;very Well made and should
prove one of the most' popular com-
ponents of a -popular line at the
reasonable price of 9s.

An Efficient Crystal Detector
Messrs. N. M. .C: Detectors. of 30,

Princes Parade,Finchley, N.3, recently
sent us, an N.M.C. detector to test.
This detectormakes use of iron pyrites,
a very efficient radio mineral whea
Obtainable in suitable condition for the
purpose. And judging by that accom-
panying the detector sent us we should
imagine that th N.M.C. people have
access to "a very valuable source of -
supply. The crystal can be used
with a very firm contact, so firm in
fact that the N.M.C. detector is
designed on more or less " perma-
nent " lines and very seldom indeed
needs adjustment. It is- most stable
and can be mounted beneath the panel
of a crystal -valve set without fear
that it will call for frequent attention.

Despite its 'stability, it is sensitive.
The price. of the detector is ls., and
it is guaranteed for five years.

A " Self -Soldering" Wire.
Following the arrival of an ample

supply ,of the material, we have been
using -` Junit "- for some little time to
wire up various sets and find it very
pleasing to use. " Junit " is made
by the Rexo Engineering Co., of 2,
R.venscourt Square, London, W.6,
and is rather unique in character.
It is square in section, but is grooved,
and in its grooves it carries a supply of
solder. Thus a touch of flux and *a
hot iron and the job almost com-
pletes itself,' more especially when

Junit " is joined to " Junit." But
what we particularly like about this
material, quite apart from the fact
that it enables neat, efficient soldering
to, be carried out easily and expedi-
tiously, is its remarkable toughness
and pliability. It can be bent, un-
bent, and bent again without breaking,
and it makes it a simple task to obtain
bends and angles just where one wants
them. ".Junit is quite cheap, and
should prove a very popular wire
among home constructors.

A Coil Screen and Base
Messrs. W. Wilkinson & Co., Excel-

sior Electrical Works, Halifax, re-
cently -sent us a sample coil screen and
base. They conform with the desired
standards and are well made and
nicely finished. We particularly like
the manner in which the baSe is
clearly marked, this will assist greatly
in connecting it up, and should pre-
vent mistakes occurring. The screen
fits closely, but can easily be slipped
on and off. The complete arrange-
ment retails at 8s. 6d.

Lamplugh Potentiometer
We recently received a potentio-

meter from Messrs. S. A. Lamplugh,
Ltd., King's Road, Tysley, Rinning-
ham, It has.a resistance of 500Ohms,
which is a sensible sort of value for
even when connected across a 6 -volt
L.T. it would pass but 12 milliamps.
which would be but a tiny drain upon
an accumulator. And the wire with
which its resistance -element is wound
is of a very substantial gauge, too,
and should enable the component to
stand up -to hard usage More or less
indefinitely, especially as the contact
is a smooth, easy one. This LaMplugh
Potentiometer .is well mide :in all
other respects, and is proVida with
substantial terminals and soldering
tags and a large dial and milled
adjusting knob.
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The Lotus
Single Coil

Holder

minus
THEAASTEll VA EVE HOLDER

RECOMMENDED BY

Mullard
THE MASTER VALVE

IN evolving the skilful cir-
cuits described in " Radio

for the Million," the makers
of the famous Mullard Master
Valves had to choose com-
ponents that would do justice
to their reputation. That is
why they recommend Lotus
Buoyancy Valve Holders.

Made with every care of the
best materials, they can be
relied on under any conditions
to absorb shock, protect the
valves and eliminate micro -
phonic noises.

Fit them on any set you
make and get the

best possible
results.

tarriurs
VALVE HOLDER
Made by the makers of the famous Lotus Vernier Cosi Holder
GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.,
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.

J. C. &S.

iii
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THE MARK. OF BETTER
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RADIO

and -then- sig-more
IN the R.I. Multi -Ratio Transformer you have all the efficiency

of the usual single ratio instrument, with the added
utility of 6 further ratios and 3 different impedance

values. Therefore you are freed from the limitation
of a single -ratio transformer in that you can be certain
with the R.I. Multi -Ratio Transformer of finding
the correct ratio for the circuit and the correct
impedance value to operate in conjunction with
the valve. It is an obvious insurance against
inefficient working of your audio -frequency
stages and yet, with all its advantages,
costs no more than a single ratio in-
strument. Tried and approved by the
leading set designers and constructors,
it is incorporated in many famous
circuits. You may feel absolutely
safe in following this
lead.

PRICE 25f
Write for the R.I. Green and

Gold Catalogue.

4
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